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Abstract 

The princip:ll purpos o[ this case study was to understand the teaching-learning process during 
the satellite TV in. (ruction. The study further examined students and classroom l'eachers' roles 
during televised lessons. Problem areas about the use of the new communication technology 
were also addressed among other related issues. To achieve these objectives, data were collected 
[rom Debre Berhan General Secondary School from Grade Nine students and teachers through a 
duration of two-month participant-observation, in-depth interviews and related document 
analysis. The participants were purposely selected based on their roles, concerns, responsibilities 
and cooperativeness and other related qualities. Some thilteen participants (six students and 
seven teachers) were interviewed using open-ended and semi-structured questions in the 
conventional (informal) conversation style. As it is true for most qualitative case studies, the data 
were presented in u.aI:@ive and vignette fonns based on the participants' understanding and 
interpretations in addition to my own reflective analysis. 

The findings revealed that the satellite TV instruction was predominantly suitable for 
infOlmation transmission. As any traditional .,schools, teaching appeared to be transmission of 
information while leaming was considered to receive it. As a result, learning was segregated and 
important educational objectives like understanding, critical and creative thinking skills were 
barely addressed. 

Both teachers and students were disengaged from the teaching-learning activities. Classroom 
teachers appeared to be de-skilled and de-professionalised in teaching since the planning as well 
as the execution of the pre-packed school curricula were done principally by the televised 
teachers. 

Thus instead of running to teach all students the same thing at the same time in the same way by 
the same person(s) through the new communication technology, which is associated commonly 
with vested interests, context analyses should be conducted to meet the needs of students, the 
cun'icula and the society at large. It is not appropriate to homogenize what is actually different in 
many respects . 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Education is regarded as one of the major driving forces behind economic, social and cultural 

development. Savicevic (199 : 19) states, "Whatever happens in schools is virtually the renection 

of the development of the society sincc the school does not act in isolation nor is it an isolated 

social oasis". The major focus of education is on individuals because they are the principal 

assets of the society. 

early one hundred years has passed ever since the modem education was introduced into 

Ethiopia. However we are still combating with poverty, disease and hunger. This implies that 

education particularly its \\ estem ver~on by itself cannot solve the problems of under 

development in our country. Thus our education system has to be sensitive to the economic, 

social and cultural factors within the country (Amare, 1998). Owing to this fact, the Ethiopian 

government has launched the Education and Training Policy since 1994. Promising results are 

emerging with regard to educational access, equity, and relevance despite the fact that too much 

remains to be done. To ensure further improvements in areas of accessibility, equity, quality and 

relevance, different reforms are being done· at the primary, secondary schools and teacher 

education systems. 

As it is stipulated in the Education and Training Policy (1994:8), secondary school education has 

been given from grade 9 to grade 12 within two cycles. The first cycle encompasses Grades 9 

and 10 as General Secondary Education. The second cycle ranges from Grade 11 to 12 as a 

preparatory stage for tertiary level. 

A ncr the completion of General Secondary School in Grade 10, students ilave been trained as 

middle level professionals in industrial technology, agriculture, business, construction and other 

related fklds while other competent students join preparatory schools for colleges or universities. 
, 

Our country has given special priority for education ever since the New Education and Training 

Policy hhs been launched in 1994. There were only 284 secondary schools in Ethiopian in 1991. 

I )lIr:l1g the 011 set of the Education and Training Policy in 1994, the number raised to 330. 1n 

21)03, th~~ number of secondary schools raised to 595 as a result of the educational policy 
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initiati\"es. Regarding the number of students, it raised from 371, 000 in 1994 to 685, 545. This 
I 

did not include 94,660 students in Grade 1) , an'(j 12 who were attending College Preparatory 

courses. This shows improvements quantitatively (Abyotawi Democrary,Hidar, 15, 1997) . 

Before ten years, the gross enrollment ratio was only 6.6 percent in Secondary School. The gross 

enrollment ratio has been raised to 22.1 percent in 2003.In ternlS of gender participation, the 

gross enrollment ratio for females \~as 5.7 percent in 1994 while it is raised to 15.9 percent in 

2003 . Out of 94,660 students in the preparatory programme, females cover 26.9 percent in 2003 

(Abyotawi Democracy, Hidar 15, ) 997).' 

The Education and Training Policy has also given special priority to teclmical and vo~ational 

training. Hence, the technical and vocational training institutions increased from 16 to 159. To 
., 

furnish these institutions, the government allocated 300 million birr in 2001. As a result, more 

than 87,000 youngsters were trained in technical and vocational institutions in 2003/4 academic 

year only. Other than these teclmical and vocational trainees, 10, 972 first cycle plimary school 

teachers (10+1) and 18,047 second cycle primary school teachers were trained in 10+3 

programme (Abyotawi Democracy, Hidar 15, 1997). All these indicate that the government has 

given special attention to the expansion of education in Ethiopia. 

At present new initiatives are being conducted in view of improving the "quality" of secondary 

school education through using information and communication technologies (lCT) . Although 

"quality" is a relative term and difficult concept to define, educational quality may rest mainly on 

the nature of the tcaching-Iearning process in the classroom. In fact, training and qualification of 

teachers, nature of school curricula, instmctional technologies and facilities used, the motivation 

and attitude of students to learn, teachers level of commitment to the profession and many other 

related factors will determine the quality of learning (Brides, 1998). Our education and training 

poli cy underpins problem solving and student-centred methods of teaching; however, our school 

tradition starting from the inception of modem education has been text-book and teacher centred 

b,ts(:J 011 transmission model of communication, which is top-dovm and one-way communication 

( APlil!'(;, 1998). This one-way communication in til..:: words of Friere (1972) results in domination 

illltl has the cffc.:ct or sllPpressing creativity. 

.- 2 -
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instructioJlal media alld technologies have been used in our education system for long. Tile 

Audio Visual centre was established in J 953 E.C. The use of electronic media and technologies 

like educational television and radio were launched in 1957 E. in view of improving the 

accessibility and quality of education. The Education and Training Policy (1994:27) also statcs, 

''In order to promote the quality. relevance and expansion of education, due attention will be 

given to the supply, distribution and utilization of educational material, educational technology 

and facilities.' UNESC 0 (2000: 1 0) further posits, "All governments aim to provide the most 

compreh nsivt.: education possible for their citizens within the constraints of available finance. 

Because of the pi otal position of ICT in modem societies, its introduction into secondary school 

will be high on any political agenda." One of the aims of UNESCO is to ensure that all co untries 

both developed and developing have access to the best education and develop lCT necessary to 

prepare young people to play full roles in "modem" society and to contribute to a knowledge

based nation. 

UNESCO (2002) fUIiher asseIis that educational systems around the world are under increasing 

pressure to use the new infornlation and communication technologies to teach students the 

knowledge and skills they need in the 21 s l century. As a result, the Educational Medi a Agency 

(EMA) has launched teaching with rCT (Satellite TV instruction) in 1997 E.C for both General 

Secondary and College Preparatory Schools (Grades 9-12) under the auspices of the Ministry of 
, 

Education (MOE). The educational transmission comes from South Aflica for six core subject 

areas, which include English, math, biology, physics, chemistry, and civics and ethical education 

(Ethiopia Today, 2004). According to the General Manager of EMA, more than 8,800 plasma 

television sets were distributed up to October 3rd 2004. How did teachers and students find the 

tl!aching-Iearning process during televised situations? Why learning from satellite TV? Did 

karning frol11 electronic media such as the presently launched satellite TV instruction in our 

secondary schools match or mismatch with learning for understanding and critical thinking'? 

't Il'.:'.:c and other related iss~les have been addressed in my study . 

- 3 -
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1.1 Purpose of the 'tudy 

The importance of education for economic and social development o[ a nation is unquestionable 

n wadays. 0 crall devclopment can be achieved if we value our cultural heritages in our 

schools. as it is true in the larger community. In other words, we should look [or mechanisms 
.,; 

that enable us to bring development from \ ,ithin ourselves instead of alien ones. Indeed, we 

know that science and teclU1ology, which is the culture of the western world, is not dominantly 

our culture. However, we can wisely use science and technology as enrichment if we are 

meticulous in reconciling the domestic culture with the foreign cultural strands (Amare 1998). 

Who are the people responsible for paving the way to bring development from within our 

culture? Which institutions are primarily involved for such purposes? Definitely, the people are 

the educated elites and the community at large and the institutions are educational organizations 

such as schools. Do our schools work towards enculturation (learning our cultures) or 

acculturation (learning other cultures)? Of course, I understand that schools are not isolated from 

the larger community in the world. The so-called globalization seems to be happening at least 

thrqugh geographical proximity due to the invention of electronics systems for exchanging 

infolmation. lnfornlation and communication technologies are influencing the new global 
-

economy and producing "changes" in society. Within the past decade, the new ICT tools have 

inDuenced the way people communicate and do business. They also have the potential to 

influence the nature of education - where and how learning takes place_and the role of students 

and teachers in the learning process (UNESCO, 2002). 

In view of improving the educational accessibility and quality, MOE has launched the use of 

electronic media and technology through what is called Plasma Television for the purpose of 

educational transmission for secondary schools (Grades 9_12). Why is satellite TV instruction 

selected over other educational media and technologies? UNESCO (2002:25) asserts that ways in 

\'. hich teachers and students interact and how the school is managed for learning are part of what 

is meant by "a school 's philosophy of learning." These philosophies will necessarily characterise 

thc ways in which leT is incorporated into a school. A setting that is dominated by the teacher a 

the main provider of subject content is adopting a teacher-centred philosophy. The teacher 

cOll trols the case of leT in such a settillg as well. A leamer-centred philosophy, by contrast. 

- 4 -
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desires a setting where content comes from a variety of sources and where projects arc chosen 

and designed by the students. In a ny case, m any educators expound t hat a complete I eaming 

model cannot be achieved through a means that reduces leaming to the reference points of its 

designers due to the fact that such practices enforce learners to focus on knowledge reproduction 

but not knowledge creation or production. How is the teaching learning process going on in our 

high schools ever since the new electronic media have been introduced? Are these 

communication teclmologies impr:)Ving the pedagogical skills of schoolteachers in such a way 

that leamers become active inste':l.d of passive [or their own leaning? 

I have had an experience regarding the education value of electronic media from Ethiopian 

Television and FM Addis 97.1 radio particularly from the "General Knowledge" programmes in 

which people compete to answer questions. The usual questions asked were related to "What", 

"When", "Who" and "Where". No questions were asked related to "How", "Why" and "What 

will happen if ... " In other words, the focus of our electronic media broadcast is memorization 

and information duplication without addressing critical and creative thinking skills and 

understanding. I have also observed that the time given to answer the question on ETV is only 20 

second . How can thoughtfulness be expressed within such short period of time? In short the 

focus 0 ft he electronic fJI edia is 0 n infonnation transmission. I a m afraid whether such poor 

ways of setting tasks are intensified by the newly launched plasma TV programmes in our 

schools. 

The quantity of information available in the world is very huge. UNESCO (2002) reports that 

the new knowledge-based society is one in which the world's knowledge base doubles every 2-3 

years; 7,000 scientific and technical articles are published each day; data sent from satellites 

orbiting the earth transmit enough data to fill 19 million volumes every two weeks. How can our 

education system help young people in schools to cope up with such changing and challenging 

situations? What type of pedagogical skills is needed to help students' mange such situations? I 

recognize that pedagogy, but not b~sincss-oriented technologies, should lead 0ur school system .. 

A ftcr all, technologies are the pr')ducts of the human mind and thus the machines cannot lead the 

human mind. Otherwise, the proverb, "The cart is befofl;.; the horse," wtll come true. 

- 5 -
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Many teachcr acknowledge that audiovisual materials have the capacity to enhance teaching and 

leaming. This idea has such wide currency that many practitioners enquire no further and simply 

assume that any audiovisual component is of benefit (Jaworski, 1994). Jaworski further 

expounds that in practice, however, there are many ill-conceived and ineffective uses of what is 

inevitably expensive technology. 

Most practitioners agree that constructive uses of audiovisual teclmology in education result 

• from sympathetic consideration of the characteristics of the learner and of the content. Regarding 

the characteristics of the leamer, there is a temptation to see audiovisual materials as solving 

problems for the teacher. However, it is true that the most effective uses of such material occur 

when the learner percei yes the introduction of a new technology solves a learning problem 
, 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

(Jaworski, 1994). How do our high school students perceive the introduction of satellite TV 

instruction? How about teachers? 

Educators suggest that audiovisual material is most successful when: 

• The leamer perceives the value that is being added by the use of the material; 

• The material is well-integrated with the surrounding teaching, and 

• Care is taken in production of the material to consider the pace of the students' learning. 

Regarding the content, Jaworski (1994) posits that with both audio and visual media available, it 

is important to make the correct selection of the medium to suit the content. 

Many studies were conducted ir. our country related to educational technologies or instructional 

media mainly as a course requirement for Masters Degrees in Ethiopia. Most of the studies were 

d0ne specifically on instructional radios (e.g. Teferra, 2001; Kahsay, 1998; and Abere, 2004); 

computers in schools (e.g.Desalegn, 2004); IT syllabus implementation, (e.g. Abate, 2004); 

preparation and utilization of instructional materials (e.g. Abraham, 2001; Betsatc, 2000), etc. 

/ 

Almost all of these stud ' s focus on technical application of the educational techllologies with c;t 

;:ud!'essing thc·issues f "why" as such. Most ~ the ncw infonnation technologics seem to be 

acccpted for grantc . Consequcntly, most of the findings revealed that: 

- G -
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• Teachers do not have adequate qualification or training (in IT, computers or instructional 

media preparation and utilization); 

• Teachers do not lise media even whell they are avai lable; 

• There is shortage of instruct ional media in schools; 

• There is lack or financial support; 

• There is shortage of time and support for classroom teachers; 

• There is lack of radio supply and power supply; 

• There is failure in coordinating efforts among stakeholders in instructional media, etc. 

Most of these findings were obtained through the traditional quantitative research methods using 

questiomlaires and checklists as dominant data-gathering tools. Hence, I have found the studies 

on information technology and educational technology mainly less deeply analyzed and they 

were not more critical. The dominant emphasis is on more being inherently better and questions 

about the relationship of the tec1mology to teaching and learning _the sort of questions, which 

educationalists have traditionally asked about educational innovations - have not featured 

prominently on the agenda. Rather, problems and limitations have been played down in the 

emphasis on technological hard and software (Beynon and Mackay, 1988). 

Beynon and Mackay (1988:245) further expound that even more than educational technology, 

"IT in education is seen as a panacea." The vast bulk of the literature on IT in education, I shall 

argue, is prescriptive, uncritical and "techno-romantic" in the words of Beynon and Mackay 

(1988:245). By "techno-romantic" they meant "the inclination of those involved with new 

technology to see into the future with blinkers which exclude both those aspects of education 

which are successful without microcomputers and also the potential pitfalls of new technology." 

I have found out one of the indigenous critical educational research conducted by Amare (1998) 

on "/\ Habit of Learning with the Least Effort: Television Method of Learning. Usually, 

hO\',l'\'Cr, educational research on IT has hardly staIted to investi!jate what is happening in the 

<.;I:lssroom and it lacks a critical dimension. Therefore, then; is a need for a paradigmatic shin 

.Il nl its narrow technical emphasis. 

- 7 -
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In this regard, the purposes of this case study are: 

I To und rstand the teaching-leaming process in a school where satellite TV instruction is used; 

2. To explore the nature of communication within a televised-classroom scenario; . 

3. To understand the roles of teachers during the satellite TV instruction; 

4. To address problem areas of using the new communication technologies' . 

5. To engage with debates about the nature of education in the "electronic-age" in our country, 

and 

6. To share experiences with other people regarding the nature of leaming from television 

through documenting findings. 

In this regard, the leading questions of this study include: 

I . How is the teaching-leaming process going on during televised instruction? . 

2. Why learning from the plasma TV? 

3 How do teachers and students conceive satellite TV instruction, arrd how do they behave 

during the transmission? I 

4 What are the major constraints of the new communication technology, if any, and why do 

the problems appear? • 

1.2 Issues to Be Addressed During the Study 

Since I was interested in conducting qualitative case study, I have addressed the following major 

issues during the research process. 

I. Nature of the teaching-learning process in the televised lessons; 

2. Teachers' and students' understanding about the use of the plasma TV a nd their roles 

during the transmission, and 

3. Nature of the transmission lessons and the school curricula. 

J.J Theoretical Framework 

i Ilav\.! adapted the theoretical assumptions listed below 111 thc overall research dc: ign of this 

qualitati,'c case study. 

- 8 -
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• Each individual has a unique system ' for perceiving and organizing phenomena in the 

material world; 

• Meaning is constructed t11r ugh social interaction; 

• Individuals act on the basis of meanings they perceive; 

• Meanings change in the course of interaction because of different perceptions held by 

pm1icipants involved. Thus reality is not a priori given, it is based upon interpretations 

and it is constructed during interaction between and among individual participants. 

Reality is not fixed but changes according to the people involved and the context. 

Knowledge originates from shared understanding, negotiation, and historical and social 

contexts. Hence, this qualitative case study has been more descriptive than predicative, 

more inductive than deductive, more. sUbjective than objective, more generative than 

verificative and more constructive than enumerative (LeCompte and Preiss Ie, 1993). 

1.4 Significance of the Study 

Any educational research is carried on to meet certain values one way or another. Similarly, I 

hope this study would contribute: 

1. To communicate with cun'icular experts, education technology designers and other . 
educational bodies at various levels how students' learning is affected by satellite TV 

instruction so that they can take measures to alleviate the problem areas, if any; 

2. To create awareness among elites and ,the community about the ill-effects of relaying on 

the so-called modem communication technologies so that our people can treat foreign 

cultural strands with care; 

3. To serve as a base for the research community interested in conducting a particular 

investigation on the topic since this qualitative research addresses many issues from 

holistic perspectives. 

- 9 -
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2. DOCUMENTARY E\'IDENCES 

I have discussed under this section evidences from variOUS literature related to educational 

technology; communication theories and research evidences from proponents and critics of 

electronic me;dia (television) . 

2.1 Relevance of Educational Technology to Developing Countries 

2.1.1 Definition of education technology 

Technological innovations enhance performance in all sectors of economic and social activities. 

Educational technology has also- developed over the last three decades ultimately affecting the 

quality (efficiency) of education, learning educational management, and research. However, 

technology is perceived in diverse ways by authors and users (Yapi, 1997 in UNESCO, 1997). 

Particularly, the general public especially that of the developing countries with a less advanced . 
research culture base knows nothing other than technology as a product on account of the myriad 

advertising campaigns mounted to that effect. . 

Non-specialist educationalists generally consider educational technology as the use of 

microcomputer and audiovisual equipment in particular. Rheame (1993) in Yapi (1997) posits 

that to certain teachers the tenn "educational technology" refers to materials or equipment. But 

Thomas and Kobayashi (1987) in Yapi (1997) 'maintain that educational technology is a complex ' 

integrated process whereby problems connected, wi th all aspects of leaming are conceptualised, 

analysed, established and resolved through interaction between people, techniques, ideas and 

res<.'urces within an organizational frame\ ork. Let us now consider what is meant by technology 

as a pwduct and te<':~1l101I)gy as a process. 

2.1.2. Technology as a product 

Yapi in UNESCO (1997) expounds that technology as a product is the end rt:slllt 0[' tile: '. .. • 
systematic application of scientific. knowledge in iindiug practical so lutions to specific plOblcllls. 
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As a product, educational technology can include teaching procedures, practices and materials. 

Consequently, the inputs [rom technological development comprise, non-physical products 

(programmed learning, individualized leaming computer assisted education and the like). They 

al 0 include physical products such as computers, videocassette recorders, radio and television 

sets tape recorders, overhead projectors, etc. Some authors add to the list things like pencils, 

papers, books, newspapers, and films. 

2.1.3. Technology as a process 

Viewed from the angle of process dynamics, educational technology is an approach geared 

towards finding and improving solutions. So it should not be associated with products of such 

teclmology. It, therefore, includes functions connected with the management of organizations 

and human resources, research, rational methods and practices related to the teclmiques of 

education and learning, logistics, the use and establishment of systems. In other words 

educational technology is: 

(1) Systematic: in the sense that it uses a rationalized and structured techniques as opposed 

to activities organized haphazardly or without proper management. 

(2) Communicative - due to the fact that any medium used is oriented towards the objectives 

of the educational design to guarantee the efficiency, economy and enhanced output of 

the selected model. 

(3) Scientific_ since it is based on the most proven results of the learning process and, 

(4) Systemic, because it allows for the constant analysis of the problem of learning in its 

entirety (Yapi, 1997 in UNESCO, 1997). 

With respect to methodology Stolovitch and LaRocque (1988) in Yapi (1997) consider the 

systemic approach as a process connected with the planning and operation o[ a system as 

identified and analysed. The main concepts of this approach are: 

• The phenomenon of sci f-regulation or feedback 

• The c0ntrol unit which takes account of information, and 

• Thc energy required operating the system and facilitating its adaptation to the 

surroundin!; environment. 
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onscquently, any inappropriate interaction between the control unit and the feedback 

mechanism or any inconvenient readjustment deregulates and disintegrates the system. 

Moreover, educational tcc]1l10!ogy requires three operational phases to establish a given system: 

analysis, design and evaluation (Yapi, 1997 in UNESCO, 1997). 

I.Thc analytic phase precedes the model design phase and comprises seven stages of which five 

cover the analysis itself (preliminary analysis, target clientele analysis, contextual analysis) while 

two cover summary operations . 

(a) The preliminary analysis covers the phase during which the technologists detelmine the 

difference between the real needs of the target clientele in relation to the knowledge acquired and 

the knowledge to be acquired. 

(b) In studying the target audience, the technologist tries to acquaint himse1f7 herself with the 

learner through hislher aptitudes and features that are most likely to interact with the other 

components of the model. 

(c). In the contextual analysis phase, the teclmologist identifies not only the contextual and 

environmental conditions underscoring the educational situation he/she also presents a better 

enlightenment through the data collected to examine the manner in which the model to be 

designed is harnl0nized correctly and naturallY. 

Cd) The job analysis enables the technologist to make an in-depth study of instructional 

information to be imparted to the learner. 

(e) The concept analysis consists of examining the content so as to identify the underlying 

concepts. 

(D The preparation of a summary programme, plan of action and results of all the analyses 

conducted previously; 

(g) Where it is intended for a course or training session, before preparing the appraisal report, the 

technologist should systematically prepare in a graphic forn1, a list of all the principal activities 

to be accomplished together with the duration, site and the agent involved. 

2. During tIll: design phase, the technologist specifies the objectives of learning, prepares criteria 

lesls, dcknTlillcs the te:.1ching method, strategy and rramc\\'ork, sclects the media and syskm or 

prc!-;c iltati,1n. pn:p:II'CS :.1 draft design, determines the set-up and production plan of the prototype. 
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3. The evaluation phase: The design phase precedes the design, evaluation, set-up and 

monitoring phase during which the possible anomalities are detected and necessary corrections 

are made before the system is put into operation. It is because, to prevent potential failures, the 

technologist should check hislher prototype with the help of experts, learners and colleagues and 

make possible adjustments before the final product is adopted, distrihuted and set-up (Yapi 1997 

in UNESCO, 1997). To ensure the smooth execution of this phase, all the prt>ceding phases have 

to be implemented. 

2.2 New Information Technologies in Education 

The whole purpose of an education system is efficient communication through the instructional 

subsystems, that is the transmission and transformation of information, knowledge, skills, values, 

and attitudes through bridging the gap between generations of learners . 

Nwaboku in UNESCO (1997) posits that technology is a factor, which has constantly changed 

the future of societies in usually unforeseen directions. It is the single factor whose advancement 

makes the difference in development f Oi a 11 t he nations in the w orId. Recent development in 

technology (e.g. computer) has set the pace of development at "fast forward" in all spheres. The 

educational sector is, therefore, in danger of IDosing contact with world realties in the very near 

future in Africa. Nwaboku (1997) furthtr states that the rate of advances in computer technology 

and the transformation it brings in its wake for communication and "work" cannot be ignored by 

the educational sector for two reasons: education involves and depends on communication 

systems and education prepares the future society for a world of work. 

2.2.1 Why use information technologies in teaching? 

• The introduction and use of infonnation technologies in teaching in the schools would serve a 

dual purpose; for the purpose of acculturation and for more efficient instruction (Nwaboku, 1997 

in UNESCO 1997). For acculturation purposes, a learner who is being prepared for 

technologically oriented world needs to be in:mersed in technology early. Technology is a new 

world culture and like all cultures it is best acquired in early life. This would ensure that schools 

do not produce technologically maladjusted adults. By employing the information technologies 

(new or old), the school would be facing up to new facts of life that the learners would be 
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functioning in a technologically dependent society. The use of the new information technologies 
'. 

has become inevitable for survival. 

Technology is about "machines". Machines make most works easier and achieve more work in 

less time. It can, therefore be expected that employing technology in teaching would introduce 

better efficiency in the instructional system. This is achieved in many ways: 

• Expands the possible modalities of learning (redundancy) 

• Adds some measure of reality to learning (concreteness) 

• Increasers the perceptual scope of the learner (immediacy) 

• Motivates the learner by making learning easier, more interesting and ~hallenging 

• Provides the teacher with more reflective time for improving instruction. 
'. 

• Makes record keeping and evaluation easier. 

In general terms, the introduction of new technologies in education would provide education 

\\ith more productive leaming systems, ensuring equal opportunities for learners. Technology 

itself has generated new information at an exponential rate and it is only through technology that 

the tremendous amount of available information can be harnessed and accessed in learning 

( waboku, 1997, in UNESCO, 1997) . 

2.2.2 Introduction of the new information techniques into the school system 

in Africa 

Taylor (1995) and Nwaboku (1997) contend that in the school system, the computer can serve as 

a subject, as media and as a tool [or creative work. As a subject, the pupil learns about 

computers. This is computer literacy. The argument for computer literacy is that in the future the 

• inability to use computers would be as limiting as the inability to read and write. It has therefore 

become important at this age to learn the basic uses of computers, to learn to use different 

computer software and to learn to develop computer software for various purposes. 

• 

• 

As media, the computer is used for teaching and learning like computer-assisted instruction. The 

knowledge of computers and programmed instruction are used to produce computer programmes 

that teach. It becomes possible to Tailor instruction to individual needs. Learners can advance at 
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their own pace, or use the programmes at school or their homes. Teachers can utilize packed 

lessons or produce their own courseware. 

As a tool for creative work, the learner uses the computer to advance her/his ideas, typing out 

new methods or projects and experimenting with and creating concepts. In this format, to use the 

computer also serves as a problem-solving tool, calculating, manipUlating and analyzing data. 

In the Sub-Saharan Africa formal school systems, these three applications of computers are yet 

to gain much ground. But computer schools are being introduced in countries like Nigeria and 

Senegal. A major constraint in the introduction of computer programmes into the school systems 

is financial limitations. It is already claimed that a high proportion of any nation's budget goes to 

education. The older technologies of learning have not been employed much in our public school 

systems. It would therefore seem presumptions to expect that computers can be provided in 

schools. One migh: just consider closing all discussions on this subject but the problem is that, 

like all other prob!cms facing Ollr educational systems today there is no longer much choice ill 

the matter. If the educational systems do not advance at the same pace as developments in all 

other socio-economic sectors, education in the region will become irrelevant to the societal needs 

( waboku, 1997 in UNESCO, 1997) . 

Countries in the Africa region should consolidate on the technologies already introduced in their 

educational systems. Studies have shown that educational radio and educational television have 

been used in almost all t he countries in the developing world as a means of reaching remote 

learners and cutting the cost of education. Any measure to reduce the cost of education should be 

supporte.:l and exploited fully. Unfortunately, most of these technological innovations have not 

been sustained. Reasons for the breakdown of the systems are largely related to technical know

how in both utilization and maintenance. Most of these technologies were established through 

external aids, which provided the initial technical support. It is necessary to precede the 

installation of technology with provision of local experts. In other words, what the African 

continent needs most as precondition for a technological take-off in education and other social 

sectors are seasoned indigenous specialists. Unfortunately, while other sectors of the economy 
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make effort to provide these, educational sector is contended with ad hoc training programmes 

and half-baked specialists or no specialists at all (Nwaboku, 1997 in UNESCO, 1997) . 

2.2.3 Old and new technologies 

In the past two decades, there has been a significant expansion in the availability of a wide range 

o[technologies with the potential to improve the quality of teaching and learring. Apart from the 

more traditional technologies such a s print, broadcast television and radio, the following new 

• technologies provide opportunities for enhancing the quality of teaching: audio tapes, videotapes, 

computer-based learning packages, interactive video, audio-teleconferencing, audio graphic 

communication systems and video conferencing. In recent times, these technologies have been 

supplemented by the advent of the opportunities for interactivity and access to instructional 

resources provided by the computer communications networks popularly referred to as the 

• 

"Internet". 

l) li\ r1' technologies simply package lJ1formation to give students access to educational 

experiences. The problem is the quality of the instructional messages rather than the inherent 

characteristics 0 f t ne instructional medium used. Clark ( 1983 :445) points 0 ut that educational 

technologies are "mere vehicles that deliver instruction but do not influence students' . , 

achievement any more than the truck that delivers our groceries causes changes in our nutrition." 

Taylor (1995) extends this view by taking the position that a teacher can be surrounded by a 

team of audiovisual technicians, graphic artists and computing specialists to vary the style of the 

delivery of the educational messages without producing a significant increase in pedagogical 

efficiency. The key process for improving the quality of teaching and learning is instructional 

design, which has received a significant boost from recent advances in instructional science, 

• cognitive science and artificial intelligence, particularly expert systems. The process of 

• 

• 

instructional design entails a systematic fine-grained analysis of the knowledge base and 

associated cognitive skill that pr0vide the foundation of professional expe-tise in a particular 

discipline. This approach entail::; the application of such techniques as cognitive task analysis, 

concept mapping and knowledge engineering (Nwaboku, 1997 in UNESCO, 1997). 
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Okebukola in UNESCO (1997) classifies all sorts of technologies into four: first, second, third 

and fourth generation technology. First generation teclmology is also called the pre-computer age 

model. This includes print and board; it is characterized by being flexible in time, place and pace 

but not interactive. 

Second generation technology is also called the multimedia model. It includes print, board, 

aUdiotape, videotape, computer based learning and interactive video. This model is characterised 

• l>y being flexible in terms of time, place, and pace. However, it is not interactive except 

computer based learning and interactive video. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Third generation technology is also calle~ the telelearning model. This includes audio 

teleconferencing, videoconferencing, audio graphic communications, broadcast TV or radio . 

These are characterized by being inflexible in time, place and pace but interactive . 

Fourth generation technology is also called the fl ex ible leaming model. Thi s includes interactive 

multimedia, and computer mediated communication (e.g. E-mail) . These are characterized by 

being flexible in terms of time, place, and pace and interactivity. 

Okebukola (1997) contends that the flexible access technologies allow the student to tum the 

teacher on or off at will, as lifestyle and time permit. Such flexibility has th~ pedagogic benefit 

of allowing students to progre~s at their own paces. While this trend towards "technology

mediated" flexible I earning i s inexorable ina variety 0 f education a nd training contexts, it is 

crucial that the use of a range of instructional media does not automatically enhance the quality 

of teaching and learning . 

2.3 Communication Theories 

2.3.1 The transmission - belt theory 

Traditional communication theories (Bruke, 1945, Lasswell, 1948; Shannon and Weaver, 1949 

in Amare, 1998) have always defined communication as "acts of transmission" of information, 

ideas amI attitudes. They formulat~d models that reveal a linear-flow proces~. The audience was 

assumed to receive communication messages provided that a high-fidelity source encodes these 
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me ages (Amare, 1998). For many decades the "Bullet Effect" theory dominated theorization of 

communication. The audience was assumed as easy target of the fidelity mesc;age. In this theory, 

• intellectual people who were orators were selected to dominate others. Thus the focus of this 

theory was on transmission of information but not meaning. Amare, (1998:40) posits, "Under 

such assumptions the major concern became the creation of high fidelity sources and high 

fidelity messages in order to gear communications to target audiences." 

• 2.3.2 Two-way communication 

• 

The two-way communication theory asserts that both the sender and receiver of information have 

got roles for communication to take place. This model was highly advocated by Friere (1972), 

and political critics of the mass media (UNESCO, 1980 in Amare, 1998). They believe that 

communication is naturally two-way. Hence people have the right not only to receive 

information but also to impart it. They argued for a participatory and democratic communication 

systems based on dialogue or negotiation between the two parties. 

2.3.3 Theory of audience-determinism 

As opposed to the information transmission theory, further stl!dies (Berelson, Lazarfeld and 

McPhee, 1954; Klapper, 1960, in Amare, 1998), find that the audience of communications has 

• resistance to the information they receive due to their "powers" in determining communication 

effects. Amare (1998) expounds that such audience "powers" arise out of the active functioning 

of what are called "selective processes", selective perception and selective retention. Amare 

suggests that selective exposure or selective attention refers to the tendency of people to expose 

themselves to communications in accord with their existing interests, wants, and needs, opinions 

• 
and values and thereby avoiding unsympathetic issues. As cited in Amare (1998), Cannell and 

Mac Donald (1956) discover that in a study on health, including those dealing with the possible 

• 

• 

relationship between smoking and cancer, the articles were constantly read by 60 percent of the 

non-smoking males among a probability sample of adults, but the same article was read only by 

32 percent of the male smokers, to whom the material presented more of a threat. 

Schramm and Carter (1959), in Amare (1998), also find out that RepUblicans were about twice as 

likely as were Democrats to have watched a Republican sponsored campaign telecast. 
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mare further expounds the selective perception is the tendency to interpret communication 

messages on the criteria of interest, individual experiences, moods and purposes. Cannel and 

• Mac Donald (1956) in Amare (1998) asked 228 adults whether newspaper and magazine reports 

had convinced them that smoking was a cause of cancer. The relationship was perceived by 54 

percent of the non-smokers but by only 28 percent of the smokers for whom it presumably 

constituted a considerable threat. Selective retention refers to the tendency for recall of 

information to be influenced by wants needs,..attitudes, and other psychological factors (Amare, 

1998). 

• 

• 

Many studies (Hyman and Sheatse1cy, 1947; SeaIman, 1941, Zimmerman and Bauer 1956 in 

Amare, 1998) have demonstrated audience selectivity in retention. Amare mentions a study 

where Levine and Murphy ( 1948) presented both a pro-communist a nd anti-communist prose 

passages to five Pro-communist and five anti-communist college students. After a while, the 

subjects were asked to reproduce the passage as accurately as possible and the whole procedure 

was rep at d a I \\' eekly intervals [or five weeks. Memory 0 ft he selection was tested without 

submitting the par<'Draph to the subjects. "The pro-soviet group consistently recalled more of the 

pro-soviet material than did the anti-communist group and the gap between them increased 

overtime. During the five weeks 0 fforgetting, the anticommunist group forgot the pro-soviet 

group and the gap again increased overtime" (Levine and Murphy, 1948 in Amare, 1998:41) . 

The studies on selective exposure, selective perception and selective retention typically depict 

that one or more of these processes occur among all people in all communication (Klapper, 1960, 

in Amare, 1998). 

• 

• 

2.3.4 The theory of media-determinism 

This theory asserts that the mode of information reception determines the mode of thinking and 

information processing. The famo:ls proponents of this theory are McLuhan (1968) and Mander 

(1978). McLuhan (1968) argues that "the medium is the message" i.e. the way people think, their 

roles and associations have been always shaped more by the kind of medium they use than the 

content. He classified the human history into three: the pre-literate, literate and the electronic 

age. McLuhan is convinced that the mode of information reception provided by the electronic 

media such as television, video and computer is "all-at-once" or holistic whereas print provides 
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what he ails a "lineal", ay of infonnation reception; that is, word- by -word along a linear path, 

which finally created one-dimensional man. 

Mander (1978) is also a media or technology determinist. Unlike MeLuhan, Mander advocCltes a 

omplete elimination f the electronic media. particularly television. Mander's (1978) reasons 

tor the elimination of television include: 

1. Television destroys the neutrality of the environment. 

2. Television is a mechanism for economic and political domination 

3. Television hinders the psychological development of the mind smce it facilitaled 

passivity and sleep leaming and 

4. Television is undemocratic since it confines the content of information. 

To Mander, print is serious and challenging inducing high Amount of Invested Mental Effort 

(AIME) during a learning process and thus the print is more important since learning is the 

Amount of Invested Mental Effort (Amare, 1998). 

From all the communication theories cited above, audience centred communications have been 

suggested as more effective than others. The ' audience has been discovered as having more 

"power" determining communication effeetivenes_s (Amare, 1998). Of cour§.e, Friere (1972) 

confirms the need for two-way communication s ~-.e-..:=..L._coining the term "dialogue" in 

education and strongly argued against the dominant educational system in which only the teacher 

played an active role and the learners kept in roles of passive receptions, "vessels to be filled in" 

with the "teaching package" of an education planner or classroom teacher. He advocated a shift 

from pedagogy of the oppressors (which is one way and anti-dialogical) to the pedagogy of the 

oppressed which is two way and participatory (Amare, 1998). 

2.4 Research Evidences from Proponents of Media and Technology in 

General and Electronic Media in Particular for Improving the Teaching -

Lea rning Process in Schools 

Therc (lrc two major approaches to using media and technology in schools: stlldents can learn 

--from" media and technology and they can learn ' \ itb" media and technology. (Jonassen (told 

RCt;\'cs,l (96). Lt.:aming "from" media and technology is uften r\;ferrcd to the usc or instructional 
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television, compul~r-bas ed instruction or integrated learning systems (Hannafin, et al.1996 in 

Reeves, 1998). Learning "with' technology, less widespread than the "from" approach is referred 

• to the use of cognitive tools (Jonassen and Reeves, 1996) and constructivist leaning 

environments (Wilson, 1996). These days, so much attention is paid to media and technology for 

the following reasons. 

• 

• People are curious to know if new technologies are more effective for teaching 

and learning than traditional classroom approaches for students' cognitive and 

moral development. 

• People want to know whether new technologies increase education accessibility 

or reduce educational costs 

• Commercial or ccrporate interests have started to influen~e the use of new 

technologies in s~hools and 

~stence of sharp disagre'ement about the value of media and technology in 

I education (Reeves, 1998). ~ 

• 

Research examining the effectiveness of media and technology in schools can be traced back 

almost eighty years (Cuban, 1986) and yet many questions about the value and impact of these 

approaches remain unanswered, Reeves (1998), believes that the seemingly contradictory 

findings often reported in educational research literature fan the flames of the ongoing 

controversy about media and technology in education . 

For example, Greenfield (1984 in Reeves, 1998) asserts that bringing electronic media into 

school capitCllize on strong motivation qualities for students, which lead to greater success. On 

the other hand Clark (1982) posits that media such as computer do not influence whether 
'. 

someone learns from instruction since learning results from factors such as task differences, 

• instructional methods and learner traits including attitudes but not the choice of media for 

instruction. 

• 

• 

• 

There have been decades 0 f research focused 0 n the educational effects 0 f television a nd yet 

controversies about the impact of television in schools and society as a whole persist. For 

example, well-known social critics (e.g., Postman, 1995; Winn, 1985 in Reeves, 1998) contend 

that television viewing is cognitively debilitating. Others blame such claims to be subjective and 
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argul; that there is no c nclusive evidence that television stultifies the mind (Sects, et aI, 1996 in 

R ecvcs 1998). Dorr (1992 in Reeves, 1998) also argues that there is no consistent evidence 

television increases pas ivity in children . 

Detrimental efTccts of television to the academic achievement of school age children and teens 

were also repOlied. As a result a negative correlation between amount of television viewing and 

'chool performance was found but others blame such statistics are susceptible to 

misinterpretation because of intelvening variables such as intelligence and socioeconomic status 

( eels et ai, 1996). Neuman (1995 in Reeves, 1998) provides an in-depth review of research 

examining the relationship bet\ een television and achievement. She concludes that there is 

insufficient support for the hypothesis that television viewing displaces academic activities and 

thereby has a negative impact on school achievement. 

Comstock and Paik in Reeves (I998) conclude that the relationship between the amount of time 

spent viewing television and achievement text scores is curvilinear with achievement actually 

rising with 1-2 hours of television per day, but gradually falling with longer daily viewing 

periods. The most positive research news about learning from television can be found in the 

classroom where 40 years of research show positive effects on learning from television 

programmes that are explicitly produced and used for instructional purposes (Dorr, 1992, Seels 

et. aI, 1996 in Reeves, 1998). Moreover, most studies show that there are no significant 

differences in the effectiveness between live teacher presentations and videos of teacher 

presentations (Seels, et. al 1996). More importantly there is strong evidence that television is 

used most effectively when it is intentionally designed for education and when teachers are 

involved in its selection, utilization and integration into the curriculum (Reeves, 1998). 

Rceves (1998), suggests that, historically, studies of the large-scale implementations of 

instructional television have shown mixed results. Three major forms of utilization have been 

if \·cstigated. 

I. Instances where the total instructional programme is delivered via televised teacher 

2. Instances where there is an integration of teacher directed instruction with television 

programming and 
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3. Instances w here television is uscd to supplement teacher-centred instruction either for 

enrichment or remedial purpose . 

Cuban (1986) reports that total instructional television programs in countries like EI Salvador 

have met with initial enthusiasm, but declined in popUlarity after the novelty wore off and both 

students and teachers demanded less television and a return to regular classroom activities. Some 

studies indicate that students in rural schools, where quality teachers were less likely to be 

• available, benefited the most from televised instruction (Seels et aI, 1996 in Reeves, 1998). 

.. 

• 

• 

However, television has been rarely used to totally replace teachers in any country and it is 

usually used in coordination with or to supplement the regular curriculum (Cuban, 1986). 

So far we have discussed the learrung "from" approach. Let use see the leaning "with" media and 

technology. Reeves (1998), suggests that cognitive tools refers to technologies, tangible or 

intangible that enhance the cognitive powers of human beings during thinking, problem-solving 

and learning. Today computer software programmes are examples of powerful cognitive tools. 

Specific examples of cognitive tools include; databases, spreadsheets semantic net works, expert 

systems, communication software such as teleconferencing programmes, on-line collaborative 

knowledge construction environments, multimedia construction software and computer 

programming languages (Reeves, 1998). He states that in the cognitive tools approach 

information is not encoded in predefined educational communications, which are then used to 

transmit knowledge to students. I nstead of specialists such as instructional designers shaping 

students ' I earning via prescribed c omrnl!nications and interaction, media and technologies are 

given directly to learners to use for represellting and expressing what they know. Learners 

themselves function as designers using media and technology as tools for analysis the world 

accessing and interpreting information, organizing their personal knowledge and representing 

what they know to others (Reeves, 1998). 

The learning "from" media and technology approach originates from behaviorist psychology and 

refers to teacher-directed, text dominated, using instructivist pedagogy whereas the learning 

"with" media and technology view originates from cognitive psychology and refers to 
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C011. tructivc pedagogy wher" Ic:l III ers are active participants [or their own intellectual 

development (Good lad 1984 in Ree es, 1998) . 

A recent research proj"ct conducted by British Educational Communication and Technology 

Agency investigated the effects of rCT on edueatlOnal attainment, based on evidence from the 

publi h~d research literature. This study found positive effects of ICT on pupils' attainment in 

almost all national cUlTiculum subjects, particularly regarding mathematics and English. The 

authors concluded that ICT has a positive impact on pupils' leaming when the use to JeT is 

closely related to learning objectives and when the choice of how to use ICT is relevant to the 
, 

teaching and learning purposes (Cox, et aI, 2004). 

Passey et al (2004) further investigates the effects of JCT on pupils' motivation. A sample of 17 

schools from across England was surveyed. This study found that ICT positively impacted in 

motivation, particularly in relation to engagement, research, writing and editing and presentation . 

There is also evidence that I~T positively influence attitudes towards schoolwork and school 

behaviour (Passey, et aI, 2004 and Wilson, 2004). Stark et al (2000) also find out that ICT 

improved motivations, enhanced leaming and teaching, improved communication and access to 

infonnation. Such successful research results are obtained when ICT is used in the constructivist 

but not from instructivist situations (Stark, et aI, 2000) . 

Some of the notable scholars that advocate the use of electronic media (e.g. television) include 

Schramm (1977); McLuhan (1964) and Dale (1969). Dale (1969) for example mentions the 

following advantages of television. 

• Concretizing human experiences 

• Providing up to dat,z, infomlation 

• Distributing infomlation to large masses of audience to models of excellence 

• Equalizing educational opportunities 

• Bringing thc world of reality to the classroom 

• Distributing all instructional mcdia and school laboratOJies to every classroom 

• Creation of sustained attention .(O;lle, 1969, in Amare, 19~8) . 
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Schramm (1977) conducts research to answer the question "Is one medium more effective than 

o(ht:r T' He examined experimental studies, pedagogical theories, economic evidences and field 

~{lldics. The results of these studies are inconclusive. He contends that no one medium is 

p dagogically more or less important than others. Media effectiveness is to be explained more or 

less b I {he utilization procedure (methodology) than by the choice of the medium. Schramm 

(1977: 14) concludes, "It depends on the perfonnance of the teacher, the content of the media, 

\\'hat is being taught and to \\lhom." 

chramm (1977) still contends that most experimental studies compare television instruction 

with classroom (conventional) instruction. For him the more carefully such comparisons are 

designed and controlled, the more likely they are to show no significant difference in learning 

from the two sources. 

Chu and Schramm (1967) in Schramm (1977) tabulate 421 television versus classroom 

comparisons and find out that 308 of the studies show no significant difference, 63 of the studies 

come out in favour of television, 50 of them come out in favour of classroom teaching. 

Similarly, Dubin and Hedley (1969) in Sclu'amm (1977) examine 381 such studies and find out 

191 showing no difference, 102 in favour of television, and 89 in favour of classroom 

instruction. Not all these differences were statistically significant. Schramm (1977) concludes as 

follows: 

We conclude from the evidence that, overall, there is no basis in the 
research for saying that students learn more or le~s from television than 
from classroom teaching. This does not mean that under some conditions of 
teaching some students do not learn more of certain subject matter or skills 
from one medium or channel of teaching than from the other. But the result 
of the broad comparisons say that there is, in general, no significant 
difference (Schramm, 1977:28). 

A.ccording to Schramm (1977), there is no evidence that students learn more from the Big Media 

such as television and film . 
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Regarding the use of different media to be equally effective with different learners, Schramm 

(1977) states that there is insufficient evidence as yet to conclude that some individuals are 

"print-minded", some "picture-minded" or some "audio-minded" and consequently better able to 

make use of a particular medium. Needless to say, if a person cannot see well, he/she is likely to 

learn less from a visual medium than from an auditory one. Similarly, if the person is somewhat 

deaf, he/she is likely to do better with picture or print than with radio. However, beyond these 

physical conditions, ther~ is little reason to expect a differential media capability in individuals. 

Findings, however, show that abler students, either things being equal, tend to learn more from 
" 

any medium than less able students (Schramm, 1977). 

However, Schramm posits that media i nc1uding television cans erve four important purposes, 

particularly in developing countries. These includes: 

• Accomplish National Education reforms 

• Supplement the school 

• Ext nd the school and 

• Provide non-formal education (Schramm 1977, in Amare, 1998). 

Amare (1998) contends that altr,ough Schramm was unable to make comparisons of the roles of 

the media 0 n the basis of their internal n attire of t he technology, M cLuhan is a pioneer a s a 

"technology-determinist" and asserts that "The medium is the message" ( McLuhan, 1964). That 

is to say the medium used has more impact in information reception and thinking-pattern than 

the content of what is communicated through it. For this reason, McLuhan argued that television 

as a medium is compatible with the present electronic age which is more concerned with pattern 

identification than fragmentation or recall thinking which is lineal (McLuhan, 1964 in Amare 

1998). McLuhan (1967) further says that television is a "cool medium" contrary to print, which 

is a "hot medium". The term "cool" refers to having the characteristics of more student

involvement and participation in learning. It also refers to information flowing in multiple senses 

leading to create a more intelligent person who has the ability to deal with high-level abstractions 

such as configurations and patterns (McLuhaJ~, 1967). The print medium is often associated with 

a "hot medium," Prior to the print press, man received information all-at-once in 'patterns' or 

'configurations'. In contrast, print transmits information "lineally and sequentially" McLuhan 
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argues in Amare (1998:3). Holistic thinking, analysis and synthesis instead of recall of facts 

therefore, characterize the result of television society, from McLuhan's perspective. 

2.5 Research Evidences from Critics of Use of Electronic Media (e.g. TV) for 

Learning 

Salomon and Leigh (1984) expound the interiority of television as a medium of learning but they 

attribute this problem not to the medium or technology itself but to the people who learn from it. 

They assert that people have predispositions or beliefs of the requirements of any communication 

technology to various means of learning including teachers, books, television and the like. In a 

study conducted in USA, students do not take television as a serious medium of learning. They 

view it as a fun medium even when it is transmitting a serious educational material. The result is 

less learning or shallow understanding from it. In this case, the researchers argued that it is not 

the technology that is inhibiting learning but rather the predisposition of the learners which acts 

as a barrier to their own learning (Salomon and Leigh, 1984 in Arnare, 1998). Salomon and 

Leigh's argument is based on the assumption that any learning depends on the Amount of 

Invested Mental Effort (AIM E) by the learner. The more mental effort the students invest in 

learning a material from a given medium, the more the students learn from the medium. It is, 

therefore, true that students tend to invest less mental effort when learning from television and as 

a result learning less since they perceive it as a fun medium. 

One of the extreme critics of television, Mander (1978), advocates a total elimination of 

television. He believes that television is educationally and socially hannful. He attributes all 

weaknesses of television to its technology and not to its users. Mander contends that the 

technology of television is not re-formable and should be eliminated altogether. Four arguments 

are given by Mander to justify the elimination of television. These are environmental 

(theoretical), economic (political), neuro-physiological and technological factors (Mander, 

1978). The latter two factors are more related to education as discussed below by Arnare (1998) . 

Mander quoted a research on television conducted in 1975 by a team of researchers at the Center 

for Continuing Education, Australia National University. Mander (1978: 42) quotes the assertion 

that "it is tantamount to scandal that there has been so little research on the neuro-physiology of 
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television viewing." According to the finding, the process of thinking and discernment become 

semi-functional at best when w&tching television. The researchers argued, while television 

• appears to have the potential to provide useful information to viewers and is celebrated for its 

educational functions the technology of television and the inherent nature of the viewing 

experience actually inhibit learning. "Very little cognitive, recallable, analyzable thought-based 

learning takes place while watching television," they reported. The same report also says that 

television not only destroys the capacity of the viewer to attend, it also by taking over a complex 

of direct and indirect pathways, decreases vigilance, the general state of arousal which prepares 

the organism for action. "The individual, therefore, may be looking at the unexpected or 

interesting but cannot act upon it in such a way as to complete the purposeful gestalt" (Mander 

1978:42). The continuous trance-like fixation of the television viewer is then not "attention" but 

"distraction", argued the authors . 

• 

• 

These authors also presented a brain research .(Mander, 1978:43) to trace the effects on the mind 

of a simple, constant, repetitive and ambiguous visual stimulus particularly up on the left side of 

the brain, the area where language, communication abilities and cognitive thought are organized. 

The results showed that human beings "habituate" to repetitive light-stimuli (flickering light, dot 

patterns, limited eye movement, etc). If habituation occurs, they argued, then the brain has 

decided that there is nothing of interest going on and virtually quits processing the information 

that goes into a kind of "holding" pattern (Mander, 1978:43). 

On the basis of the psychological evidences, Mander concluded by saying that "television is a 

communication medium that effortlessly transmits huge quantities of infornation not thought 

about the time of exposure" nlfander, 1978:51). Television information is not available for 

• conscious analy~is, understanding or learning. It is sleep teaching and very dangerous to the 

society and, therefore, must be eliminated. The technology of television is, therefore, fit only to 

information that is confined. The effect is, says Mander, "to confine the information filled within 

the very narrow, hard-edged and objective form which the medium can convey, creating in turn 

hard-edged narrow minds" ( Mander, 1978: 51). Amare (1998) also posits that television method 

of learning is the antithesis of learning with hard work ethic due to theory of competition for 

• attention, automation and reduced visual distance. 
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Regarding the theory of competition for attention, Amare states that in communication, any 

method of message presentation involves two things: Content and form (art). Books have their 

own content and form. Lectures (speeches) too combine both. He says that students enjoy a 

funny lecturer more than the ordinary lecturer_who focuses on giving the content. Students give 

more attention to the former than the latter. If the former is accentuated, then students are highly 

entertained, perhaps at the expense of learning. This leads to the wrong conclusion that the 

teacher is right and good. If, however, the latter is accentuated, the subject becomes dull, and the 

• instructor gains no attention. Anyhow, one should know the proper "mix" of the two. Excessive 

• 

• 

• 

seriousness could lead to inattention while excessive fun could lead to a waste of time. Learning 

requires a proper combination of art (form) and content by the medium (Amare, 1998). 

Amare contend that television involves motion; color, drama, appearance so much so that the 

content itself is anesthetized leaving the brain to wonder with emotions than with the critical 

domain. The art becomes noise, a message not intended by the source but rather competing with 

intended one. The brain shifts to entertainment, inactive consumption of information without 

application of any mental effort necessary for critical thinking (Amare, 1998). 

Regarding automation_ the negation of hard work ethic_ Amare (1998), also argues that the 

present development stage of the Western culture (including science and technology) is the resull 

of hard work. Until a certain stage of the development process, human labour and mental-input 

played crucial roles for "modernization". During the Industrial Period, for instance, workers have 

toiled for long hours to earn their means of survival (Rosenberg and Bridzell, 1987; Shirkove and 

Creighton, 1980 in Amare, 1998). Industrialists and businessmen must have stayed long hours at 

places of work to manage their business. They had little time to spare. Entertainment facilities, as 

we know them today, were hardly available. There was no television nor was there video to 

compete with hard work. Not even was there the mental readiness to indulse in entertainment 

and luxury. Hard work was the order of the day. During this period, students had to spend long 

hours examining their books. According to McLuhan (1967), readership was the order of the day 

and reading the dominant mode of communication. Students gave much attention (concentration) 

to the ideas they read. This period was characterized by discovery, exploration and proliferation 
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of scientists that, in tum, facilitated the process of modernization and development (Finkelstein, 

1968 in Amare, 1998) . 

The process of technification finally leap-frogged into a higher stage called automation. This 

rendered the ethic of hard work obsolete (Mohammed, 1984 in Am are, 1998). The process of 

automation, Amare argues, is a tuming point in the history of the development process. Man that 

can only push buttons was most needed. Muscular man that twists metals and that spends long 

hours in work places was least important (Mohammed, 1984 in Amare, 1998) . 

According to Amare, one of the unique cultUJ .. al consequences of automation is the accentuation 

of the "least-effort" principle, the over-dependence of man on technology rather than on one's 

self (mind or body). Amare still argues that when this dependence is further accentuated, 

naturally, the body and the mind continue to be deprived of the experience and the very nutrition 

that serve to develop them. The whole process creates a kind of person who depends on 

technology even when he/she is dealing with little things (Amare, 1998). One lacks confidence in 

one's mind and technology develops its own myth. Power shifts from man to technology and 

consequently man starts to worship the products of technology (Amare, 1998). In the light of the 

realities of doing things easily, a man develops the habit and the orientation 'Of doing things with 

the least-effort. Tbs principle gains a status of being a "value" ("norm") of the society. All 

human innovations that are only consistent with this ethic enjoy popular acceptance. Television 

is one of the institutions that must have come mainly to reflect this societal need (Amare, 1998). 

According to Amare, greater exposure to television creates the learning of a television method of 

leaming. Students lean to leam materials that have simplicity, entertainment, fun, etc. 

Consequently, students find it difficult and unentertaining to read the serious books. Hard work 

and a curiosity for knowledge are the requirements of reading serious books. Understanding their 

content and intent requires application of high AIME. Television has, however, eroded this habit, 

the habit of hard work in education (Amare, 1998). 

Finally, Arnare points out the issue of vis~al distance during televised instruction. When 

• language is used in learning, the mind moves from words to pictures or images, then to meaning. 
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It paints its own picture, depending on its own experiences and understa..lding. If, however, 

pictures are provided (as in television) instead of painted by the mind, the mind moves only from 

the picture to meaning. The visual distance of the latter is shorter, implying less mental 

engagement, nearly approximating automatic processing of information. The disadvantage of 

television according to this logic is that it discourages mental engagement making short thinking 

spans and ultimately inducing this habit of using automatic processing while trying to engage in 

thinking (Amare, 1998). 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

I have designed my research in the fonn of qualitative case study in view of understanding the 

teaching - learning process in the context of electronic media: satellite TV instruction. Gall et al 
" 

(1996: 67), posit qualitative research is an inquiry that is founded in the assumption that 

" individuals construct social reality in the fonn of meanings and interpretations and these 

constructions tend to be transistory and situational." The dominant methodology in a qualitative 

research is to "invent" these meanings and interpretations in natural settings and by subjecting 

the resulting data to analytic induction. Best and Kahn (1999) also contend that qualitative 

research is the antithesis of the logical positivistic approach _ quantitative research_ which 

insists on that research be based on hypotheses generated from theory, prior research or 

experience. Stoynoff (1990) in Gall et ·al (1996) expounds that qualitative researchers consider 

social reality as constructed by participants depending on local situati()ns; are personally 

in olved wi th research participants with caring attitude; study cases; discover concepls or 

theories after data has been collected; generate verbal and pictorial data to represent social 

environment; use analytic induction to analyse data and prepare interpretive reports that reflect 

researchers constmctions of data and an awareness that readers will fonn their own constructions 

from what is reported. 

Best and Kahn (1999) further expound that the in-depth and detailed description of events, 

interviews and others make qualitative research very powerful. The richness of the data penn its a 

fuller understanding of what is being studied than could be derived from experimental or survey 

research methods. The two authors contend that the reason why qualitative data are so powerful 

• is that they are sen~itive to the social , historical and temporal contexts in which the data are to be 

collected. For them, the importance of context sensitivity is that the data cannot be generalized to 

other contexts that are different socially, spatially or temporally. Best and Kahn (1999: 186) still 

state, " Just because something occurs in one classroom at a particular school and at a particular 

time does not mean that similar occurrences should be expected else where or even in the same 

classroom at another time." The logical positivistic paradigm, however, purposefully pursues 

research findings that can be generalized to the universe through studying the "objective" reality 
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by collecting numerical data on observable behaviours of samples and subjecting these data to 

statistical analysis (Gall et al 1996; Best and Kahn, 1999) . 

Many educators suggest the following characteristics of qualitative research and I have attempted 

to address these features in my study. 

1. Qualitative design is holistic. It looks at the larger picture and begins with a search for 

understanrling of the whole. It is not constructed to prove something or control people. 

It favours open-ended and unstructured research design . 
" 

2. Qualitative design looks at relations with systems or cultures in a particular setting or 

group, It is concerned with the personal. I t is focused on understanding given social 

settings, not necessarily making predictions about those settings. 

3, Qualitative design demands that the researcher stay in the natural setting overtime. It 

also demands time in analysis equal to the extensive time in the field . 

4. Qualitative design requires the researcher to become the research instrument. 

5, It incorporates infornled consent decisions and is responsive to ethical concerns, 

6. It incorporates room for description of the role of the researcher as well as description of 

the researcher's own biases and ideological preference. 

7.1t requires the construction of authentic and compelling narratives of what occurred in 

the research site among participants and 

8. Qualitative design requires ongoing analysis of the data (Denzin and Lincoln, 2000, 

Silverman, 1995; Hammersley, 1990; Creswell, 1998 in Amare, 2004). 

Constructivists assert that knowledge is constructed (made or invented) as learners interact with 

the environment. Hence social reality is constructed, indeed. It cannot have any existence 

without the human agency (Schuandt, 1994; Chalmers, 1999 in Arnare, 2004). By the same 

token, communication is not knowledge transmission; rather communication is meaning 

exchange and inter-subjectivity between the source and the audience. (Osgood, 1976;Light and 

Cox, 2002 in Arnare, 2004). Amare (2004) also contends that there is unity between 

communication theories and qualitative research methodologies due to the fact that the aim of 

qualitative inquiry is understanding and interpretation (Guba and Lincoln, 1994). As the essence 

of communication is to create a mutual understanding between the self and others, social science 
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research cannot be any much different from this. There is little or no possibility that an 

understanding can be established by a dichotomous activity, observing others and being observed 

by others. Amare (2004) posits that the selCother dichotomy constrains research as much it does 

communication. 

Research and communication, therefore, demand virtual convergence. Observing others docs not 

produce facts but "statement of facts, which are only mirrored perceptions" Chalmers 1995 in 

Amare, 2004:45). Hence, no two normal observers viewing the same object under the same 

physical circumstances can necessarily have identical observations; neither can an observer see 

the same thing in tL~ same way when time and space is changing (Arnare, 2004). 

Qualitative research implies an emphasis on the qualities of entities and on processes and 

meanings that are not experimentally examined or measured in terms of quantity, amount, 

intensity or frequency (Denzin and Lincoln, 2003). In view of these arguments, I have preferred 

to study the teaching-Ieaming process ing in a classroom setting where satellite TV instruction 

was applied through qualitative inquiry designed as a single case study. Several features have 

marked my study as a single case study: 

• The case was a bounded system, bounded by time (two months of data collection) and 

place (a single classroom in a single school). 

• I used mUltiple sources of information in data collection to provide the detailed in-depth 

picture of the case, and 

• I spent a considerable time describing and understanding the context, situating the case 

within a classroom in a school building along with detailed events that emerged 

throughout the study. 

3.1. ;\ly Role as a Researcher 

Since I have designed the research as a qualitative case study, I was not in favour of positivist 

thoughts that sought researcher-proof methods and techniques. Hence, I was the major data 

c(llkctlng "instrument" by being sensitive observer, storyteller and descriptive writer through 

rcC()rdin~ as faithfully as possible the phenomena I saw, heard and fdt. As post-positivists do, J 
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ha e admitted the subjective 1 erception ormine and of the research participants for the following 

purposes. 

l. To obtain further analysis from the clues observed from affective reactions, and 

2. To establish intimate relationship with participants that can enable trust and confidence . 

In addition to this I played the role of an insider in Debre Berhan General Secondary School by 

conducting a tutorial session for Grade Nine students on English once per week for about an hour 

and a half. I have understood the nature of teaching-learning process by comparing and 

contrasting my face-to-face tlltoriallessons with the televised lessons. 

Since in-depth understanding of human interaction requires near-native fluency in the language 

of the research-participants, I used Amharic, vyhich is the vemacular language of the participants 

and mine. In short, as a participant observer, I watched what the participants did, I listened to 

what they said, and I interacted with them . 

3.2 General Context 

As I have pointed out earlier, EMA has launched a new satellite TV (lCT) programme for 

educational purpose in most Ethiopian Secondary Schools (except private ones) under the 

auspices of MOE. The MOE announced on the mass media that the lCT programme was to be 

launched last year for all high schools. But due to financial constraints, the programme was 

postponed to the present academic year (1 997E.C). MOE announced that the use of ICT for 

educational purpose in Secondary Schools was piloted in Addis Ababa and promising results 
, 

were reported. The Minister reported that the trial transmission of lCT in selected Secondary 

Schools in Addis Ababa was used to: 

• Convey similar educational access and standard for all schools; 

• Help students to observe laboratory experiments from screens, and 

• Convey quality educational standards in secondary schools. 

i:\1r\ hJS distributed over 8,800 television sets that have a size of 42 inch each. These television 

~I.:: \\"~rc distributed to more than 460 secondary schools. The Manager reported that most of the 

Sl"L()ndilry Schools in Ethiopia have got electric lincs except 190 schools. According to the 

n:porl, ~·\.!nL:rators were bought, distrihuted and installed for such schools to launch ICT 
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educ:ltioll. Moreover, the report indicated that in case there were blackouts, standby generators 

"'ere distributed for the schools to ensure uninterrupted live transmission. Similarly, video 

servers were also ready to down load and save lessons to use fu.rther when necessary. 

During the first semester, the live transmissions lasted for about 30 minutes for each subject area. 

There was also an additional 10 minutes to be used by the classroom teacher i.e. the first five 

minutes of each period was used for introducing the daily lesson on face-to-face basis by the 

classroom teacher and the last five minutes for, summarizing the daily lesson. A period lasted for 

40 minutes which was similar to the duration of the traditional period allocation in our country 

in Secondary Schools. However, the time allotment has been alTanged during the second 

semester in such a way that only two minutes was given for opening the TV; thirty minutes for 

the televised instruction and ten minutes for concluding the daily lesson by the classroom. 

teacher. The language of transmission is English since it is the language of instruction stipulated 

in the Education and Training Policy (1994). 

Computers were introduced to Ethiopia in the early 1960's in few organizations such as 

Ethiopian Airlines, Ethiopian Telecommunications and Addis Ababa University for the purpose 

of preparing payrolls and financial reports initially (Ethiopia Today, 2004). In recent times, the 

country has shown very encouraging strides in the expansion of utilizing computers for multi

purposes, particularly for Internet services. Currently, Ethiopia is among the few African 

countries that have successfully geared efforts toward the utilization of lCT. Prime Minster 

Meles Zenawi, presenting the performance report for the year 2003/04 asserts, 

One of the activities that will be given priority, as fart as capacity building is 
concerned is to extend telecommunications and information technologies and to 
make it possible for secondary schools and districts to access the Internet. The task 
of equipping all districts and secondary schools with modem technology had proved 
to be very complex indeed, requiring much time, and re~our('.es. As this work was 
given very high priority the problems that cropped up were successfully tackled and 
the necessary infrastructures were extended to more or less all secondary schools 
() :thiopia Today, 2004:3). 

(jenera I Manager of the EMA with the MOE, Dcmissew Bckele, reported that in this time of 

globalization where the compelition [or economic superiority is getting sha'l)cr and education 
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playing an important role of competitive advantage, which is closely linked with economIC 

growth, lCT has become a major tool for social and economic development. 

Demissew in Ethiopia Today (2004) also said that Ethiopia is now moving towards the advanced 

and emerging new "instructional paradigm". The focus of the country is on how lCT can be used 

to compensate the factors that are lacking in education, mainly quality education, equitable 

service to the rural and urban students and well trained teachers in order to produce productive 

and comnetitive citizen in the international arena. 

To attain the goal of implementing lCT in t~e education sector, various activities were carried 

out. The budget allocated for the full implementation of the programme was some 600 million 

birr. Moreover, production of 2,978 educational TV programmmes was possible in six subjects: 

English, mathematics, civil education, biology, chemistry and physics. Pertinently the purchase 

of recording and transmitting equipment has been carried out with subsequent studio 

constnlction under way while supply of 455 generators to schools and weredas without the 

electricity was carried out. Meanwhile, eight educational channels and one public channel were 

put in place and transmission equipment was installed and transmission has already been started. 

Satellite Receiving Devices known as plasma Display Panels and Satellite Dish Receivers were 

installed in schools and wereda Centers (Ethiopia Today, 2004). More than 450 secondary, 

vocational and higher educatiun institutions · across the country would benefit from direct 

transmission of Satellite TV programmes and internet through the school net (Ethiopia Today, 

2004). 

According to the report of the Head of EMA, secondary school teachers were trained on how 

they should utilize satellite programmes and plasma displays with one technical person from 

every region attended the training in Japan i.e. on the use, handling and maintenance of plasma 

displays. Moreover, 21 members from regional and central technical staffs have graduated form 

Addis Ababa Industrial and Electrical College. Similarly, three EMA staff members have 

graduated in Bachelors degree . 
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In addition, in order to align the efforts of networking, dish installation, plasma box adjustment, 

signal reception and transmission test were carried out in May and June/2004 and conceptual 

orientation test on transmission and the tuning of signals was given to Grades 11 and 12 last 

August. Programme familiarization was also offered to grades 9 and 10 (Ethiopia Today, 2004). 

I - - According to the General Manager, the benefits of rCT are enormous in the teaching-learning 

process. The introduction ofICT to schools is believed to "expand students' knowledge, improve 

self-confidence, enhance creatively, and develop sense of responsibility, teamwork and sharing 

t -

• 

of knowledge." In the past, the manager still argues, there was inequitable distribution of 

educational provisions among urban and rural schools. There were also similar disparities among 

different regions of the country. 

"Usually urban students have a lot of exposure to the media; as a ret>ult, they have 
been able to have three 9arents: their t~milies, teachers and the media. The rural 
students up to the a dvent of satellite .broadcast were devoid of the media parent. 
Today, rural students have been compensated with the initiation of Satellite TV, by 
which every comer of the country or school can be reached as satellite is like 
sunlight through which signals can be received any where, be it down the valley or 
on mountain tops," (the General Manager of EM A in Ethiopia Today, 2004:6-7). 

Asked about the contribution of rCT in the delivery of quality education, the Manager states that 

the new pedagogical paradigm offers teachers time to be creative, identify shldents' need. and 

foster them with the necessary attention and guidance. r CT also saves time spent in drawing 

diagrams and simple practices that can affect the overall teaching-learning process, enables them 

to carry out exper:ments, minimizing local language interference in English medium and also 

offers to cover the gap that may appear during the transmission. At the same time lCT entertains 

and motivates students for it incorporates visual and sound programmes enabling them to 

• develop their skill and knowledge. The Manager of EMA briefly explains the role of the 

technology as "For what the technology cannot offer, the teacher is there. For what the teacher 

cannot offer, the technology is there. This enables us to produce highly qualified, skilled and 

productive citizens for the country tomorrow" (Demisew in Ethiopia Today, 2004). 

The Ethiopian Science and Technology Commission was the highest decision making and 

• coordinating body as far as giving impetus for the application of the technology is concemed. 
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The Ethiopian Telecommunication COlvoration, USATD, lrish Embassy and other governJ :1ental 

and private sectors have also participated in financing, consultancy, capacity building, supplying 

equipment and networking endeavors (Ethiopia Today, 2004) . 

The future task will fOCllS, according to the Manager of EMA, on the sustainability and 

interaction of V'T. This would be made phase by phase first by expanding the instructional TV 

from priority subjects to all subjects, then, to computer based teaching and internet online 

including 111ulti- modal; teaching to primary level of education (Ethiopia Today, 2004). 

3.3 Research Setting: Debre Berhan General Secondary School 

I have conducted this study in Debre Berhan town, the capital city of Northern Shoa 

Administrative Zone, which is located at a distance of 130 Krns north of Addis Ababa in the 

Amhara Regional State. It is one of the olde~t towns in the Ethiopia highlands, which is very 

cold. The then ruler of the country_Atse Zara Yakob_ founded it in the fifteenth century 

approximately in 1446(Derese, 1992). 

The town has got 2 hi gher and nine Kebeles. The total population in the town is estimated to be 

over 40,000. There are two governmental secondary schools in the town. The first and the oldest 

one is Hailemariarn Mamo preparatory school that was upgraded from primary to secondary 

school in 1950 Eth.C. Up until 2004/05 academic year, Hailemariam Marno Secondary School 

was the only governmental school to teach students from Grade 9 to Grade 12. As the student 

popUlation rose, the people and the government together with a Non-Governmental Organization 

called Christian Children Fund have built a new school at the southern outskirt of the town 

within an area of approximately 50,000 square metres to serve as General Secondary School 

(Grades 9 and 10). This new school has been inaugurated in July12004. There were 2400 students 

of which 1352 are males and 1048 are females enrolled in Grade Nine for the first time in the 

school. Though the new school is meant for both Gntde Nine and Ten, students in the latter 

(jrade level have remained in Hailemariam Mamao Preparatory School up until enough 

classrooms arc built that are still under construction . 



• 

The school has got ten big buildings comprising three unfurnished laboratory rooms for biology, 

chemistry and physics; one big auditorium, one library, one administrative block and four 

4' classroom blocks each consisting of four classrooms. Hence, there are sixteen classrooms in the 

school at present. Since the school has been working full time in double shift (morning and 

afternoon), there are 32 sections (from section 9 one to section 9 thirty-two). At an average, there 

were 75 students in each section. Usually three or four students sat on a single desk. There are 

also five small buildings, two of which serve' for the school guards, the other two serve as 

latrines and the remaining one is the room for' a generator which can serve as a standby power 
\ 

source if there appear blackout during the satellite TV instruction. Actually, the generator was 

not yet functional up until I completed my study. The construction of classroom buildings has 

been continued since the school should serve for both Grades 9 and 10 as any General Secondary 

School in the region. 

The seating arrangement was in the traditional way i.e. in rows where all students faced the 

blackboard and the satellite TV screen and each student could see the back of other students, 

What makes the classroom different from myoid high school days was that there was a 42- inch 

television set in each classroom covering half of the size of the blackboar~. There was also a 

plasma box and a TV case to ke~p in the TV S9reen. Each TV screen had also a curtain to serve 

as a cover to protect any dust particles whenever the TV was not functioning particularly when 

the students were learning conventionally on face-to-face basis during the period of non

televised subjects, 

There were 40 subject teachers in the school (who were teaching in Grade Nine only) of which 

thirty-three are males and seven are females. There were also seven administrative workers of 

• which two were school principals, one was school secretary and the other one was record officer 

and the remaining three were school guards. This newly established school has posted its vision 

and mission right at the entrance of the school that read as follows . 

• 
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3.~.1 Vi ion and Mission of Dcbn~ Ber-han General Secondary School 

A). Visioll 

1. To ensure that the young generation has got access to general education and general 

knowledge; 

2. To enable them to be creative and respectful to thc human and democratic rights, and 

3. To enable them to struggle for ensuring good governance and development in the 

country through active participation to upgrade the national economic development 

through the use of new products of science and technology. 

B). Mission 

1. To provide quality and efficient education for students who come from the urban and 

rural districts; 

2. To prepare students to be effective for technical and vocational training in different 

fields to lead their future life; 

3. To provide general knowledge education to enable the students to be effective and 

competent in higher education. 

3.3.2 Subjects offered in the school 

Ten different subject areas were offered in Grac,le Nine as any other General Secondary School in 

the region. These subjects include biology, 'chemistry, civics and ethical education, English, 

mathematics, physics, and Amharic, history, geography and physical education. The first six 

subjects were offered through the satellite TV instruction while the rest four subjects were taught 

on face-to-face bases without being televised . 

3.3.3 A description of satellite telecommunication 

Barker and Patrick (1989) explain that satellite communication systems employ mlcrowa e 

terminal,,: on the satellite transponder (a combination of receiver, converter and transmitter) as 

well as on g rOllnd or earth stations commonly referred to a s downlink 0 r up-link Ji hes. The 
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result is a highly reliable and high capacity communications circuit. The satellite itself is 

positioned in geosynchronous orhit over equator about 22,000 miles above the earth. The 

rotation of the satellite thereby matches the rotation of the earth causing it to appear motionless 

above earth stations. Barker and Patrick (1989) further state that three equally spaced satellites 

could spend and receive signals over the entire world. The satellite's transponder acts as both a 

receiver for up-link transmissions and a transmitter for downlink transmissions. Earth stations 

can be fixed or mobile. A positive characteristic of satellite communication is that the cost of 

transmission is insensitive to distance. This is not true in the case of telephone br other landline 

communication systems. Satellite technology is also capable~aChing a large number of students 

spread over an extensive geographical area (Barker and Patrick, 1989). 

The authors posit that live TV broadcasts are beamed from the host site classroom or studio via 

an up-link dish to t~e satellite transponder. The signal is then beamed back to downlink dishes at 

the various receiver site locations. In this configuration, satellite technology permits one-way 

transmission of voice, data and full motion video. Students can both see and hear their instructors 

over the classroom television but they cannot pose questions tot he televised instructors. The 

televised teachers cannot see students, nor can they respond to questions from students. 

The technology is also capable of electronic copy distribution to create hard copy, handouts, 

exams and course administration materials sent via satellite directly to the receiver sites if 

necessary. 

The novelty of course delivery via satellite has grown so rapidly that few questions relative to 

programme quality or student performance has been asked. That position must change. It is both 

inappropriate and dangerous to fully embrace or accept a new approach without ongoing 

evaluation (Barker and Patrick, 1989). 

Educators and other school officials who are interested in purchasing satellite reception 

equipment for their school and subscribing to an instructional network need to be aware of 

differences between vendors. According to Barker and Patrick (1989), factors to be considered 

include cost, maintenance, upgrading of equipment, extent of course offerings, limitations on 
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class size, frequency of instructional broadcast, quality of instruction provided by the teaching 

staff, skill of the instructional staff to "force interaction" with students, etc. To look for 

interactive satellite TV, it is also important to know whether students at all receiver site locations 

are able to telephone their instructor classes, which a re "on-line". This is not possible in 0 ur 

country at present. 

Barker and Patrick (1989:31) further contend that "A classroom facilitator who may be either an 

aid, volunteer, or another teacher usually sits in with the students to operate the equipment 

distribute materials, and provide assistance as appropriate." In our secondary schools, each 

subject teacher played the role of coordinating the televised lessons within the available ten 

minutes on conventional bases. 

3.4 Rationale for Selecting the Research Setting 

As I have pointed out earlier, Debre Berhan is the capital city of Northern Shoa Administrative 

ZOHe. I have had unforgettable experiences as a teacher in this place since it was my first area 

where I was assigned to teach. I had served for four years as an English teacher here before my 

transfer to Dessie College of Teacher Education. As a result, I have had a special acquaintance to 

the educational administrative bodies as well as teachers in the Zone since we used to meet 

during different training sessions. Some of my former staff colleagues have been still teaching in 

Desbre Berhan General Secondary School. I was also working as a secondary school vice 

director in the Zone. Moreover, I used to work as a member of the electoral board in the former 

two national election periods in two different Woredas in the Zone. 

Besides that, I am working as an instructor in Debre Berhan Teacher Education, Vocational and 

Technical College as a part-timer during the present academic year. I have met many teachers 

here from Debre Berhan General Secondary School who have been working as part-timers in the 

college. All these factors have facilitated my ~ntry and access to the research setting and thereby 

develop confidentiality among the research participants. 
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I have also preferrcd t, conduct my study only in grade nine for the following reasons. 

1. Out of the two Grade levels (Nine and Ten), in the General Secondary School only 

Grade Nine students have started learning from satellite TV in the town. Grade Ten 

students did not stal1 to learn from the new technology even up to the completion of 

my study. Hence, Grade Nine students were the only available research participants 

on the i sue from the first cycle Secondary School level. 

2. I have taught English in Grade Nine for two years based on the new cUlTiculum but I 

have never taught in the upper Grade level except during the phased out (old) 

curriculum. My experience as a teacher has helped me to compare and contrast the 

face-to-face and the satellite TV instructional processes as a whole. 

3. I believed that Grade Nine students have encountered two novel classroom 

atmospheres simultaneously. First, the medium of instruction has been changed from 

the native language (Amharic) to the foreign language (English) for the first time in 

the students' school life. Second, students have experienced learning from satellite 

TV for the first time. I was very interested in understanding how students and their 

teachers cope up with such novel classroom situations. 

4. Finally, Grade ine students in Debre Berhan Genearl Secondary School have started 

satellite TV instruction late in November, 2004 due to technical drawbacks. This has 

helped me to conduct my observation right from the onset of the use of the new 

technology and to understand how students' engagement and interest wore off as the 

novelty of the medium reduced. F?r these reasons, I limited my study only in Grade 

Nine in Debre Berhan. 

3.5 Data Collection Strategies 

3.5.1 Conducting the observation 

Punicipant-obscrvation has been the primary data collection techniques used by qualitative 

researchers. A participant observer should live as much as possible with the individuals he/she is 

imc ti~aling trying to blend in and taking part in their daily activities (LeCompte and Preissle, 

19<)3). A. a result, 1- the researcher - lived for about two months with the research paliicipants in 
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the natural eUing where the investigation was taking place. Thus, as a participant observer, I 

watched what the p"rticipants did, I listened to what they said, and I interacted with them . 

\ 

One of the problems researchers encounter is that participants' report of activities and beliefs 

may not match their observed interactions. Participant-observation is a check, enabling the 

researcher to verify that individuals are doing what they believe they are doing (LeCompte and 

Preissle, 1993). I attempted to follow the general guidelines listed below for direct observation 

proposed by the two educators. 

1. Who are in the group or scene? How is membership acquired? 

2. What is happening here? What are the people doing? What are they saying to one another? 

How do they behave to one another? What is the nature of interaction and participation? 

3. Where is the group (scene) located? What is the physical setting? What naPlral resources, what 

technologies are created or u~ed? What sigh~, sound, smell, or taste is found in the group? 

4. When does the group meet and interact and for how long? How do they view the past, present 

and future? 

5. What rules or norms govern the social organization? 

6. Why does the group operate as it does? What meanings do participants attribute to what they 

do? What values, symbols, traditions and worldviews can be found in the group? (LeCompte 

and Preissle, 1993). 

The overall fieldwork study lasted from November 15th
, 2004 to January 15th 2005. During my 

field study I observed classroom interactions while students were learning from the satellite TV 

instruction. As a participant-observer, was attending the televised lessons with students in 

Grade 9 in section two . 

3.5.2 Conducting the interview 

The second data collection technique was in-depth interview. This interview was undertaken in 

the. form of person-to-person encounters, using unstructured, open-ended and semi-structured 

questions. Interview protocols were prepared to direct the discussion and conduct the interview. 

Specific questions emerged from the discussion in addition to the semi-structured que tiolls. 

Some of the key tenns that were considered in the deve lopment of the questions were learning, 
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teaching, curriculum, teachers and students' roles and their understanding about satellite TV 

instruction, evaluation, etc . 

I conducted the interview on an intermittent basis with separate sessions that lasted about thirty 

minutes each in 0 rder tor educe fatigue and boredom. The interview was in the conventional 

style of everyday interaction since this mode communicated empathy, encouragement and 

understanding instead of court like or police investigation style. The conversational style of 

interview also allowed participants to feel that what they are saying is acceptable and significant. 

Moreover, the conversational model was so familiar and comfortable to all participants and thus 

was most likely to elicit the trust, confidence and ease among participants necessary for yielding 

elaborate, subtle and valid data (LeCompte and Preissle, 1993). Open-ended question were 

forwarded to the participants focusing on a particular issue at a time. I recorded the interview 

based on the assent and consent of the participants. The taped interview was helpful not to miss 

participants' ideas and interpretations to a particular issue. Then I transcribed the taped interview 

carefully before I translated the information into English. 

The third technique of data collection that I employed was analysis of documents such as a part 

of televised lessons, and students' text and notes, and assessment records. 

3.5.3. Purposeful sampling 

Sampling in qualit.ltive research is conceptually different from surveys. I was not sampling for 

representativeness and generalizability to the universe, which follow probabilistic procedures. 

Sampling in this study was purposeful and it was a process activity seeking those highly 

informed persons and those that provide fresh perspectives. I conducted the observation in Grade 

Nine (section two). This section was selected purposely based on students' politeness, discipline, 

cooperativeness, and concern for their own learning as it was witnessed by the homeroom 

teacher and the academic director of the school. This was also applied to the selection of 

participants for the in-depth interview. Selection was r ather a process in t he field t han a p re

planned activity. Participants in the interview also helped me in suggesting a possible candidate. 

The selection process was not, however, arbitrary but proceeded selectively until I ensured that 
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no new perspective or data was obtained from every added participant. The number of 

interviewees was, therefore, detem1ined by the extent to which additional perspective or data was 

obtained. I personally hunted for individuals with a possibility of dissenting views. 

r interviewed thirteen participants compnsmg seven high school teachers including the Vlce 

director (a female and six males) and six students (three males and three females). Teachers 

whose subject areas were transmitted on TV were interviewed. Teachers' additional roles and 

concem for their students leaming was also cor:sidered during the selection. Student-participants 

were selected by considering their punctuality, class participation, expressiveness and academic 

concem. Classroom teachers helped me to select the student-participants besides my own 

selection based on my observations in the class. 

3.6 Data Analysis 

Data analysis consists of categories, tabulating, testing or othen:vise recombining both qualitative 

and quantitative evidence to address the initial propositions of the study (Yin, 2003). Stake 

(1995) advocates four fOnTIS of data analysis and in~erpretation in case study research. These are 

(1) categorical aggregation_ the researcher seeks a collection of instances from the data, hoping 

that issues or relevant meanings will emerge; (2) direct interpretation--case study researcher 

looks at a single instance and draws meaning from it without looking for multiple instances; (3) 

establishing pattems _ looking for a correspondence between two or more categories; and (4) 

develops naturalistic generalization _ generalizations that help people learn from the case either 

for themselves or for applying it to a population of cases. 

In one case study, Asmussen and Creswell (1995) have aggregated the data into 20 categories 

anJ later collapsed them into five patterns. Their generalization then were compared and 

contrasted with published literature on the same topic. Yin (2003) stresses the need for adopting '" 

a general analytic strategy to define priorities for what to analyze and Vvny. He gives three 

possible s trail;gies: relying 0 n theoretical propositions; setting up a framework based 0 n r iva! 

expl('natioll<;; and developing case descriptions. Any of these strategies use such tactics as pattclll 

• matching, explanation building, time series analysis, logical models and cross-case synthesis. 
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It is the timing of analysis with other tasks that distinguishes a quality design from traditional 

positivist resear h (Merriam, 1998). Analysis in qualitative research is an ongoing activity that 

takes place during data collection, devising of categories and the building of theory. Data that 

have been analyzed while being collected are both parsimonious and illuminating (Merriam, 

199 ' ). Breakthroughs in insight develop \ hen the researcher is making sense of the data; while 

mo\'ing back and forth between concrete bits of data and abstract concepts; between inductive 

and deductive reasoning; and between descriptions and interpretations. 

In dealing with cross-case displays, data orDering and explaining, Miles and Hubennan (1994) 

identi fy a long list of what they called tactics in analysis of qualitative data. These are: countil'ig, 

noting patterns, seeing plausibility, clustering, making metapnors, splitting vruiables, 

summarizing, factorizing, noting relations between variables, building logical chains of events, 

finding intervening variables and making theoretical or conceptual coherence. 

In my study, I used a single case analysis strategy where I made a comprehensive analysis of a 

case. This would lead to a generalizable understanding about how the new satellite TV 

instruction was used in Secondary Schools. 

Tesch (1990) in Gall et al (1994) reviews various approaches that have been used to analyze case 

study data. She classifies them into three types: interpretational analysis, structural analysis and 

reflective analysis. Interpretational analysis is the process of examining case study data closely in 

order to find constructs, themes and patterns that can be used to describe and explain the 

phenomenon being studied . Gall et al (1994) contend that one of the most critical steps of 

interpretational data analysis is developing a set of categories that can adequately encompass and 

summarize the data . The researcher must decide what is worth taking note of in each segment of 

the database. Structural analysis is the process of examining case study data for the purpose of 

l(knt iryi ng patterns inherent in discourse, text events or other phenomena with little illfrl'enti<d 

I1lCd'!!ng. 
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InteIT)relational analysis and structural analysis involve explicit procedures that are perfom1Cd in 

a somewhat prescribed sequence. In contrast, reflective analysis is a process in which the 

re eat'cher relies primarily on intuition and judgment in order to portray or evaluate the 

phenomena being studied . Tenns other than intuition and judgment have been used to describe 

this process: introspective contemplation tacit knowledge, imagination, artistic sensitivity and 

"examining with a sense of wonder". It involves decision by the researcher to rely on his/her 

own intuition and personal judgn1ent to analyze the data rather than on technical procedures 

involving an explicit category classification system (Gall et ai, 1994). 

In my research analysis I have used units such as nalTatives, sentences, phrases and vignettes to 

create categories. In addition to interpretational analysis, I have employed reflective analysis by 

using my own personal judgment to evaluate t~e case. 

3.7 Standards of Quality and Verification 

The terms, standards and verification are used here only to deconstruct the positivist terms 

validity, objectivity and reliability (Amare, 2003). The researcher strives for quality and 

verification in the research process while trying to understand the problem by personally 

engaging with research participants (informants) and spending extensive time in the field 

(Creswell, 1998). The general procedures that were followed for maintaining standard in my 

study were effort, honesty and triangulation in addition to ethical principles. 

3.7.1 Effort 

I attempted to understand teaching with and leaming from the electronic media (plasma 

Television) in Secondary Schools (Grade 9) by making every effort in conducting participant

observation, talking to people, consulting documents, spending as much time as possible in the 

field and search for justification to establish whatever truth-claims would be made by me. r also 

C!skcd Illy research advisor, professor Amare, and my colleagues to comment on my draft repoI1 . . 
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3.7.2 Honesty 

• I was motivated in this topic due to my inquisitiveness to understand learning from electronic 

media (satellite TV), an issue I experienced while I was taking the course Communication and 

Media Studies in Curriculum and Instruction. I conducted a case study on ETV Broadcast last 

year. That was my first experience on the issue. I had also taken a course on Instructional Media 

Preparation and Utilization while I was attending undergraduate programme in Pedagogical 
'. 

• Sciences. However I still believed that I had little understanding of learning from electronic 

media. I believe that the need for understanding learning from electronic media (satellite TV) 

was intrinsic and with my qualitative research, I tried to understand as much as I could. 

3.7.3 Triangulation 

The use of observation, interviews, documents, and recorded materials (in addition to bridging in 

evidence) was very helpful in assessing convergence of information. The use of a single case 

analysis in a site helped me for in-depth understanding of the issues in t.oe study. I viewed 

verification as a process that occurs throughout the data collection, analysis and report writing of 

the study; and standards as criteria imposed by the researcher after a study was completed 

• (Cres\ ell, 1998). Howe and Esenhardt (1990) identify five standards to be applied to all 

research. These are; (1) Assess a study in terms of whether the research questions derive the data 

collection and analysis rather than the reverse being the case; (2) examine the extent to which the 

data collection and analysis techniques are competently applied in a technical sense; (3) whether 

or not the researcher's assumptions are made explicit; such as, the researchers SUbjectivity; (4) 

whether or not the study has overall warrant, such as, whether it is robust, uses respected 

theoretical explanations and discusses d isconfirmed theoretical explanations and ( 5) the study 

• 

must have value both in informing and improving practice and in protecting confidentiality, 

privacy, truth telling of participants (the ethical question). Lincoln (1995) adds the criteria of 

fairness (a balance of stakeholder views) and, the tradition of rigor communication and ways of 

working for consensus as virtues of a good research. By trying to answer the questions 0 f making 
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an exemplary study, Yin (2003) uses the standards, significance, completeness, evidencing and 

reader-engaging as being useful in qualitative research . 

3.7.4 Ethics 

Focusing only on quantity of knowledge that we produce is inadequate because truth is not all 

that counts (Miles and Huberman, 1994). Miles and Huberman argue that one needs to consider 

the rightness as well as wrongness of one's actions as a qualitative researcher in relation to 

people whose lives one is studying to his/her colleagues, and to those who sponsor one's work. A 

qualitative researcher must give the fullest attention to moral and ethical considerations. Denzin 

and Lincoln (1994) have outlined five major ethical considerations in qualitative research: - " 

1. The relationship between what is observed (behaviors, rituals, meanings) and the larger 

cultural, historical and organizational contexts within which the observations are made (the 

substance); 

2. The relationship among the observer, the observed, and the setting (the observer); 

3. The issues of perspecti ve (point of view), whether the observers or members used to render an 

interpretation of the ethnographic data (the interpretation); 

4. The role of the reader in the final product (the audience); 

5. The issue of representational, rhetorical or author(s) to render the description and lor 

interpretation (the style), 

Best and Kahn (1999) further suggest that ethics refers to any set of rules or guidelines or human 

discretion on the part of the researcher that directs the appropriate treatment of persons 

participated in the research. They expound that in planning a research project involving human 

participants, it is important to consider"the ethical guidelines designed to protect the participants. 

I, therefore, have given a particular consideration to ethical principles developed by B est and 

Kahn (1999), Gall et al (1996), and Denzin and Lincoln (1994) and others particularly regarding 

ensuring informed consent and assent; developing confidentiality and other related ethical issues. 

I a dhered to the ethical principles indicated in Appendix 1 (adapted from Arnare, 2003) while 

seeking the willingness of the research participants through discussing the guidelines orally. 

More explicitly, [ discussed below how I addressed these ethical issues in my case study 

research. 
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3.7.4.1 Research participants 

In addition to observation of a classroom setting where students learn from televised instruction, 

the research involved interviews with three groups of people (students, teachers and 

administrators) that have different roles and powers in the system. The students were from Grade 

Nine and the rest two groups were bachelor holders in their qualifications and were important 

actors in the school system. The inquiry could · be sensitive to them due to their interest, 

responsibility or other related factors . 

During my research process, however, I was sensitive to their views and perspectives. Their 

identitie~ were kept anonymous and their views confidential. The security and integrity of 

information collected from the research participants was also problematic which demanded 

careful handling. I did all my best to handle· their information with care by protecting it from 

being accessed by intruders. 

Before I started my fieldwork, I requested school officials for a formal permission to get access 

to the study sites. Consent was secured from participants as a result of a common understanding 

reached after describing the purpose and nature of the study in addition to my commitments in 

• ethi cal principles and procedures (Appendix 1), which was negotiated with them. 

• 

• 

The most relevant ethical issues with regard to the participants of this research were 

confidentiality and anonymity, a highly regarded requirement in the Ethiopia culture. The views 

people express in Ethiopia could easily be abused by distortion, attribution or even accusation 

(Amare, 2003). Thus, all needed care was taken to protect the participant and to maintain the 

security of the views of all my participants. Any information (from them) was used only when 

there was full consent. The recorded materials were played back to respective participants for 

any possible changes, including deleting, editing or total withdrawal. But none of them required 

for any alterations . 
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3.7.4.2 Interpretation 

• By spending much time in the field, I tried to grasp the beliefs, understanding and ideas of the 

participants, which lead to an honest representation of their views. My independent interpretation 

of the data depended on this evidence. I had no conflict of interest that misguided my , 

• 

interpretation that was not representational. I also believe that it is a professional taboo to make 

unwarranted interpretations that may lead to obustications rather than illumination in an effort to 

understand society and us (Amare, 2003). A theory that was developed from this study, 

therefore, was based on my personal interpretation of the evidence that I collected rigorously. 

3.7.4.3 The reader 

• The pnmary reader of the research report would be the educational research community. 

• 

• 

• 

Ethiopian higher e ~ucation instructors, researchers, secondary school managers, governmental 

bodies, graduate and undergraduate students are also another group of significant audience of the 
" 

document. The document might provide " useful knowledge that could contribute to the 

rethinking of televised instruction in secondary schools and improvement in Ethiopian education.' 

In addition, the general reader might have some interest in reading. But the research community 

has a curiosity for knowledge that is convincing. I have tried to support all my truth claims with 

adequate evidence and provide vicarious experience to the readers. Anecdotes and important 

quotes, which I extensively used in the narratives, might enhance the readability of the material. I 

ha e made the research methodology and research context very explicit in order to arouse the 

interest of the reader. I h ave written the report with extensive use of nouns and pronouns by 

limiting the use of the third percson, which could make reading dull, and by using pseudonyms 

when it was necessary. 
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3.7.4.4 The self 

• I contend t hat a brief description 0 f my autobiography can help the reader to understand my 

sllbjcctiyit I as a re earcher. My interest in research on learning from cJectronic media such as 

instnlctional television is initially triggered while I was taking the course communication and 

media studies when I was a first-year postgraduate-student in Addis Ababa University, College 

of Education, Department of Curriculum and Instruction. 

• 
The course mainly deals about communication theories in general and the power of the audience 

to detem1ine communication effectiveness in particular. To consider communication as the 

transmission of information only is least effective since it denies the determinant roles of the 

other party to arrive at common understanding through negotiation . 

• 

• 

• 

Due to my interest in media and technology, I have also conducted a small study on analyzing 

the Ethiopia Television Broadcast in the form of a case study as a course requirement. All that 

motivated me to scrutinize the nature of teaching with and learning from satellite TV in 

Secondary Schools. 

The lesson from my first year postgraduate programme helped me to learn much about 

qualitative research including its methodologies and philosophical underpinnings. Since taking a 

course on qualitative research design and reading its ontological and epistemological 

frameworks, r felt convinced to conduct my present thesis in a thoroughly qualitative nature . I 

understand that qualitative research emphasizes on understanding a particular context with the 

active involvements of research participants. So does communication. The convergence of 

qualitative inquiry and communication strengthens my motivation to proceed on this study. 

My other personality in the context of this research is my involvements in teaching in Ethiopia 

Secondary Schools for more than four years. I was employed as an English teacher after I 

received my first Degree in Pedagogical S.ciences (and English) from Bahir Dar Teachers 

College _ the present Bahir Dar University. I have also earned a postgraduate certificate from the 
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University of Exeter (UK) in the field of English Language Training conducted as part of the 

English Language Improvement PrograMme (BLIP) in Ethiopia in 2004. 

Before my transfer to Dessie College of Teacher Education, I was working as an English teacher 

in Secondary Schools in Northern Shoa Administrative Zone. Some of the teachers in Debre 

Berhan General Secondary School_ the actual research site - are my former colleagues. This 

facilitated my entry into the research site. I also served as an English language tutor for Grade 9 

• students in order to be an insider to the school community. The school welcomed me even to 

invigilate students whenever there was shortage of teachers. Besides that, I collected the data by 

staying in the actual research site for long as a participant observer. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

When the New Education and Training Policy (NETP) was launched in 1994, I was teaching 

English in a high school. We were informed about the nature of the new education policy in a 

conference prepared for teachers in the woreda. I personally found it very fascinating due to its 

decentral ized nature; its focus on teachers and their training; its emphasis on girls' education and 

disadvantaged regions, nations and nationalities. I perceived the new Education and Training 

Policy more promising as compared to the previous educational systems during the feudalist and 

socialist governments. Particularly, I am happy at the dichotomy between the academics (College 

Preparatory) and the technical and vocational education. I am one of the victims of the non

dichotomous educational plan during the socialist system. I was trained in General Mechanics 

(Metal Work) in the then 10 +3 programme in Woizero Sihin Comprehensive, Vocational and 

Technical School but I have ended up by bec.oming an English teacher through joining Teacher 

Education College. My academic growth, I believe, had been stunted down due to my preference 

to vocational and technical schools as a result of lack of guidance and counseling. As a result, I 

failed to score the minimum requirement for a degree programme. It was through advanced 

programme that I earned my first degree. I have also some friends who were trained in General 

Mechanics or Electricity and later joined the field of Office Management and Secretarial 

Science. I feel that such mismatches are reduced at the present education system. Of course, the 

issues of labeling students who join the vocational and technical schools at present as less 

competent or failures in the academic areas should deserve some remedies . 
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Afier more than :1 decade ever since the NETP has been launched, 1 believe that promising 

results are being achieved in tel111$ of educational expansion from primary to tertiary levels but 

still with disparities among regions. Equally i~1portant is the issue of improving the quality of 

education. lndeed, the case of the need for training in Higher Diploma for all teacher educators 

can be one step among others towards standard education. The English Language Improvement 

Programme given for teachers is also promising. However, I still feel that context sensitive 

educational research should be conducted to address the issue of quality. 

Regarding the CUITent politics in Ethiopia, I cannot be neutral to it unlike many teachers in 

Ethiopia who think that education (teaching) and politics are separate entities. I believe that 

education is an instrument for the development of the physical skills as well as intellectual 

capacity of young people who will be responsible citizens of the future generation and thus I 

believe that educat~on and politics are inteITelated . 

At present, there are several types of political opposition parties that still advocate a unitary state 

just like the previous Ethiopian States that had lived for several millennia. The present 

government believes that Ethiopia is multi-ethnic with multiple languages and cultures that have 

legitimacy for independent development and autonomous governance. I favour such type of 

federal governance so long as there is unity within diversity and agreement with disagreement. I 

contend that any type of political measure that deprives our peoples, nations and nationalities of 

their present rights will end up with endless conflicts and disintegration. Thus I wish the present 

day type of wise political governance to continue to maintain stable and united Ethiopia since J 

believe that democracy, good govenance and equality is a priority for peacefUl existence. 
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4. SATELLITE TV INSTRUCTION IN DEBRE 

BERHANGENERALSCONDARYSCHOOL 

The major purpose of this qualitative case study was to understand how satellite TV instruction 

was affecting the teaching-learning process in one of the high schools in Ethiopia. In this section, 
\ 

I have presented the data in narrative and vignettes forms. I have also shown my own 

interpretation and understanding of the issues in addition to participants' own interpretations and 

understandings. 

4.1. My First Day Experience 

At the beginning, I was very enthusiastic to see how satellite TV teaches. My first day 

experience regarding the context of the satellite TV instruction was on an English lesson in 

Grade Nine. By the time the classroom teacher put on the plasma TV, a native televised English 

teacher appeared with a broad smile and wann greetings. However, the audience (students) 

showed no responses. 

• The televised teacher introduced the daily lesson on "word family" and rushed to presentation. 

• 

Sitting at the back of the classroom, I started to attend the daily lesson enthusiastically. The 

televised teacher explained the parts of speech (nouns, verbs, adjectives, etc). As she explajned 

concepts, she also put the text on the screen simultaneously. Whenever she asked a question, she 

encouraged students to do it and whenever she imagined students attempted to answer a 

question, she praised them repeatedly. Everything on the textbooks seemed to be transferred 

through pictures. 

As I started to write down what the televised t~acher said, a screen full of notes appeared. Again, 

as I began to take the note down from the screen, it disappeared or got replaced before I 

completed even half of it. I was very confused due to my failure to attend the televised English 

lesson. I mesmerized in the novel context for a while. Then, I stared at the rest of the students to 

understand what they were doing. Many 0 f t he students simply gazed at the screen passively 
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without any attempt to take down notes. Some other students peered at the screen first and then 

tried to take down the note. However, they constantly frowned their faces, showed a sign of 

anger and inconvenience. Others even punched the desk and stamped their feet and cursed the 

televised women and uttered words in Amharic such as ",('1'4. 'li" (to say, Go hell) to show 

incompetence and hopelessness. Still some others were busy talking sides issues. During all this 

til1)e the classroom teacher was standing arms folded leaning to the wall and gazing mostly at the 

screen. 

In the m ean time, t he classroom teacher I eft tot he next section since he had tom anage two 
\ 

different sections at the same time. Now I started to understand the challenge that students had 

faced. Let alone the students, even I myself failed to cope up with the pace of the televised 

instruction. Surprisingly enough, I had even taught the lesson (parts of speech in English) nearly 

in the same way as the televised teacher did (through explanation and definition of nouns, verbs, 

adjectives, etc). But I was not as fast as she did, nor did I use colours and pictures. At present, I 

could not even cover half of the given questions as class work due to shortage of time. The 

televised teacher simply jumped from page to page while we failed to take down important notes. 

We also failed to attempt one third of the given questions. 

What would happen if I were a student in Grade Nine? For sure, I imagined that I would have 

dropped out and joined the cowboys. I told someone in my work place about my failure to ope 

up with the pace of the televised lesson. He told me that the way we adults were brought up was 

very sluggish and that was why we failed with the new communication technologies. I disagreed 

with such viewpoints. How could I, a postgraduate student, be more sluggish than a Ninth 

Grader? In addition, how could the pace of a human being be compared with the pace of a 

machine (TV)? If, otherwise, r was found to be unfit to learn in a grade-nine-context, those who 

saw the technology as a panacea might degrade my degrees . 

During my first day lesson from the satellite TV, nearly similar incidents happened in biology, 

chemistry, physics and mathematics lessons. Hence, it was not my failure to learn from the 

medium, but it was the failure of the machine to be set at the pac/the human mind. Whenever I 
~ 

used to teach Grade Nine students or others, I used to control my pace of presentation according 
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to my students' need. My eyes watched out what my students did; my ears listened to what my 

students said and I used to even repeat concepts orally or rewrite ideas on the blackboard in a 

more stable manner than the television did. I did not turn my deaf ears to my students as the 

televised teachers did even when I used teacher-centred methodology. In the context of televised 

instruction, whenever the students showed a sign of anger, hopelessness and dissatisfaction, the 

classroom teachers could not manage the situation. The televised teachers could neither saw, 

listened nor heard their audience due to the nature of the technology. Unlike the televised 

teachers, the classroom teachers actually saw how students behave and heard what the students 

say. However, the conventional teachers hardly have any time to deal with the scenarios. The 

classroom teachers were concerned with putting on and off the plasma TV. The only important 

task they did was asking students, "What did you learn yesterday?" at the beginning and asking 

the students, "What have you learned today?'" at the end of the lesson. Thus from my first day 
\ 

experience, I understand that the instruction in the school had been shifted from teacher-centred 

method of teaching to machine (TV) centred one. I wondered why the trust shifted from people 

(teachers) to technology (satellite TV). I dared to say so because the former was given only ten 

minutes while the latter was given as much as thirty minutes to lead each lesson. 

With the above introductory data and my own reflection, let us see how the research participants 

understand the context in the ensuing sections. 

4.2. Description of the Case 

I have discussed different issues in this section based on my own observation and research 

participants' own understanding. All the names given in this research are pseudonyms. 

4.2.1. Students and teachers demand less televised lessons 

At the beginning, students were very eager to learn from the new satellite TV that is installed in 

the classroom. The students urged teachers and school administrators to set the function of the 

plasma TV soon. They were waiting [or the opening of the transmission enthusiastically. Due to 

technical problems, the transmission was delayed [or a month and a half. The school 
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administration somehow facilitated the connection of the satellite communications and the 

plasma TV started. 

Now students began to attend the televised lesson eagerly. They started to enjoy watching. As a 

novel medium, it was very attractive in its tolours, pictures, arts, instrumental or background 

music and native people's English accent. A student participant, fictitiously named Marta, s€!id, 

At the beginning we were very interested to know what the plasma TV is all about. 
As the transmission is introduced, we began to laugh, enjoy and make fun. Two or 
three days passed in such ways. The periods seemed shorter than before. During the 
second week 'P7t\lIlTlJm o 'l-Y: uo;JNl' 1.uol.' i.e. its weak sides began to 
appear. It gives little time for us to take down notes. 'h'}~ (Jnoe uoC'~ 117 lf~' 
i.e. it started to run as fast as a train. Within the second week of the transmission, 
we became bored. We regretted a lot for urging the school administration to start 
the plasma TV. If only we did not push the school. If only the plasma TV remained 
closed forever. 

The students began to request for more face-to-face instruction and less televised lesson as early 

as the second week of the transmission. However, the school administration has no mandate and 

power to fulfill the demands of the students. A student-participant, pseudonym Belachew, 

reported, 

During the second week of its transmission, we told our classroom monitor to 
report to the homeroom teacher to closedown the plasma TV and teach us in the 
conventional way since we fail to understand the televised lesson. The monitor did 
so. Then the teacher reported about our refusal to learn from the plasma TV to the 
director. The director came and told us that it is out of their control to close down 
the plasma TV that is transmitting lessons in secondary schools all over the country. 
Moreover, he told us that we have to cope up with the modem trchnologies to 
combat our backwardness. 

Here the director reflected the views of the higher officials who perceive the plasma TV as a 

panacea i.e. to solve not only the problems of the teaching-learning process in our schools but 

also the problems of our underdevelopment. As an employee and implementer in the education 

system, what the school director said seemed acceptable at least in a hierarchical administrative 

context (Cheng, 1 996). The school and its constituencies a Iso feared 0 ne a nother to take any 

measure regarding the teaching-learning process. Whenever any decision took place in the 
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school, teachers feared directors and the directors feared the w oreda 0 fficials and the w oreda 

officials feared higher regional authorities in the sector (Ohan-ya, 1999). Belachew further said, 

We repeatedly told classroom teachers to put off the plasma TV and teach us on 
face-to-face basis. Nevertheless, the teachers have refused to do so. They fear the 
school administration and the school administration is cruel to us. 

Belachew still continued on the issue as follows: 

At its present status, the plasma TV does more harm than good to us. In order to 
develop its good side, the classroom teacher and the plasma TV should share the 
available time equally on a fifty-fifty basis i.e. twenty minutes for the plasma TV 
and twenty minutes for the classroom teacher. The plasma TV should be supportive. 
Otherwise, allowing the plasma TV to take all the available time is not good for 
us. 

Of course teachers were also interested to teach their own subjects on conventional basis without 

the plasma TV. However, they did not have the autonomy to do so. Indeed, they should abide by 

the rules and regulations of the school as any civil servant. As a result, they have to follow the 

"standardized and pre-packed" curricula transmitted through the plasma TV. However, giving 

priority to the 'artificial intelligence' (plasma TV) de-motivated classroom teachers since they 

possess live-consciousness (Beynon and Mackay, 1988). A teacher-participant pseudonym, 

Bedilu, described the situation as follows: 

I am here as a teacher. I am here to help students learn. But I cannot do this 
nowadays. There is no interaction between the students and me. There is a huge gap 
between us. The plasma TV has reduced my service. It also devalued my teaching 
profession. These days, I am more a nnoyed and worried than ever before. I four 
government allows considering the plasma TV as a supportive media, I w ill feel 
happy. It should be arranged in such away that students learn more from me and 
Itss from the televised less0n. But I do not believe in the complete aV0idance of the 
plasn~a TV {rom the classroom. 

, 
(II Both teachers and students demanded less televised lesson due to its unmanageable pace. 

Students and teachers have also recognized the supportive value of the plasma TV. That was why 

they did not demand for the complete removal of the plasma TV from the classroom. What they 
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rc:\lly disliked is the allocation of ncarly seventy-five percent of the school lesson for the plasma 

TV and only twenty-five percent of the period for the classroom teacher. It looks as if the 

cia sr om teacher were supportive to the plasma TV. Unfoliunately, the administrative system 

did not allow a room for flexibility to meet the needs and interests of the change-agents_ teachers 

3nd stuctents (Fullan, 1999). This intensifies their level of di ssatisfaction. This in tum can wash 

away their commitment, courage and motivat,ion to strive towards the very goal of educational 

technology itself i.e. quality education. 

4.2.2. The plasma TV does not address students and teachers' needs 

It is a common agenda in education that any curriculum should fulfill the needs of the society, 

the needs of the learner and the needs of the subject matter though this is easier said than done 

(Allan and Francis, 1988). I understand such needs analysis should be conducted at any level of 

educational technologies such as the plasma TV as well. However, research participants revealed 

that no needs analysis has been done in their context regarding the use of the plasma TV for 

instructional purposes. It all happened suddenly by external school experts. Consequently, the 

pace of its transmission, its time allotment for the classroom teacher, its wait-time for questions 

and note taking were found to be inconvenient to the audience. Participants also did not have any 

orientation on how to mange the plasma TV lessons. They did not know whether the plasma TV 

was a substitutive, supplementary or supportive medium to the classroom teacher. Bedilu said, 

We teachers are not given any training. We have no idea about how the plasma TV 
can be managed. It is introduced suddenly. Two teachers were sent to be trained on 
how to open and close the plasma TV. That is all. 

A student-participant, pseudonym Geletaw, described the situation as follows: 

No one asked us about our need for the plasma TV. Its presrnce has no benefit for 
liS. 1 he government must be innocent. to spend a lot of money for the plasma TV 
that transmits only vague lessons. We need the face-to-face instruction because we 
understand the lesson better than the televised one. We used to score good results in 
tb~ conventional \\lay. However, we have startcd to score shameful results from the 
pLlsllla TV. '~\TI:" {'l11]j't'l.<-',I,. m·m,:" ~,.(J'J;'~'} 'f(J).::' (Sec Appendix 5). 
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A teacher participant, fictitiously named Girma, also reported, 

"I do not know whether needs analysis was conducted at national level. However, 
no one has ever asked us whether we need the plasma TV or not. Officials 
commonly tryout new practices in schools. 'ODqoh~J' hY..I.?-,}::' However, any 
layman can understand that the plasma TV is less effective than classroom 
teachers. If we report this to the concerned bodies, they will tum their deaf ears as 
usual. 'm,'}?;:rTm- ?OD.e: (L?(Jro hm(}~-"" ~?C b.<I>~ ~,~f\'ro' i.e. even if you 
put a rope around their necks, they never stop from doing what they have decided. 
But schools are educational institutions concerned with bringing up the future 
generations. Hence any decision should be done thoughtfully, not in haste." 

You can understand from here that despite teachers' awareness about the demerits of any school 

practice, they commonly tend to be permissive and do jobs as they are told to do so. For 

example, teachers did not report officially about the problem areas of the plasma TV so far. Such 

educational administrative style, which is t op':down, is I ess likely to address the needs 0 f t he , 
majority at the grassroots level. We are at the state of beginning to practise democratic values 

even through the election of our own political leaders at national level. Before a couple of 

decades, our kings and governors were considered to be God-given. Now too much flexibility is 

taking place. However, the school fails to exhibit a sign of such flexibility. Context sensitivity is 

hardly given priority in our school particularly regarding the use of the plasma TV for 

instructional purposes. 

Actually, the introduction of plasma TV in secondary school is directed to fulfill the needs of the 

subject-raatter i.e. too many conteT!ts can be covered within a very short period of time since TV 

is characterized by its automation. Tadesse, rep~rted, 

''The plasma TV iss uitable toe over contents a nd finish the textbook within the 
academic year. This is difficult to be done by teachers since the textbooks are very 
large. Whenever we teach, we deal with very specific concepts and we set our pace 
according to the students' level of understanding unlike the plasma TV." 

Giving priority to finish the bulky curricular materials by emphasizing less on students' needs 

and learning ability negates quality education. Learning for understanding, critical thinking and 
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creativity are less likely to take place (Temechegn 2001; Thomas and Albee, 1998). The plasma 

TV is suitable to meet the needs of information accessibility in a very large quantity. 

We are at the stage of knowledge boost. Hence, curriculum developers should be aware of the 

fact that bulky textbooks loaded with information to be memorized by learners can help little for 

the learners to develop mentally. The schools,should focus on helping the students to learn how 

to learn and handle new situations in such changing and challenging world . 

At present, textbooks with large volumes filled with "facts" are transmitted through the plasma 

TV with little or no room to engage students in active learning. Single correct answers based on 

convergent thinking are being encouraged at the expense of divergent and higher-order thinking 

skills (Temechegn, 2001; Thomas and Albee, 1998) . 

In short, the needs of external curriculum developers seemed to be addressed through the plasma 

TV since its focus was on infonnation transmission without considering the learning needs of 

students_ Teachers' need for teaching and helping students learn at a humane pace was not 

addressed, either. 

4.2.3. To cover the content and to help students learn are not the same 

The intent of the plasma TV was the transmission of the lesson in a prescribed manner. The very 

nature of the plasma TV did not allow the televised teacher to see, listen to and understand 

students and their learning difficulties (Barker and Patrick, 1988). Belachew reported, 

"We are at the worst situation now. We cannot inform the plasma teachers to slow 
down the pace; we cannot ask for repetition or revision. We have also no chance of 
second viewing. '"11<- Veta· '}1-PJ h~hLPO OtTrJ~ h~:rlil tr'l-{l'}::' i.e. it is 
not manageable at all." 

Such unmanageable pace of the plasma TV forced the students to watch the televised lesson 

passively without even trying to take down notes from the screen. Marta said, "From now on 

wards, I will not take down notes from the screen. I have wasted so many papers so far but I 
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could not read it. I will simply watch the TV and take down notes from the textbooks at home. 

The pace is too challenging." 

To help students learn something, the school should have developed a sense of acceptance, 

respect and dialogue with the students in order to meet their needs. This is hardly possible in the 

school traditionally. The situation is worsened ever since the plasma TV is introduced. 

Belachew described the scenario as follows: 

"The televised teachers are unsympath:etic to us; they do not bother whether we 
understand concepts or not; they simply rush from page to page and from unit to 
unit without giving us enough time even to write down key concepts, let alone to 
understand the concepts." 

Even worse, the televised situation disturbed students' concentration (Mander, 1978). As the 

students tried to focus on what the televised teacher said, texts appeared immediately on the 

screen. Again as the students focused their attention on the text, it was replaced soon by another 

text. Students missed televised teachers' explanation as they concentrated to take down notes and 

they missed notes as they concentrated on what the televised teacher said. Meanwhile, students 

were invited to refer to their textbooks, which were distributed on one-to-two bases. Besides that, 

the motion, arts, pictures, colours, noises, sounds and music of the plasma TV robbed off 

• students' attention (Am are, 1998). There was little or no time to stop and think attentively. 

• 

.f 

• 

\ 

Students tried to take down notes in a hUrry. As a result, their notes were unorganized, illegible 

and meaningless even for themselves. That is why a stUdent-participant said, 

"Although I take down notes from the TV screen on a separate notebook, I cannot 
read it. I miss many concepts. I simply pretend to write down notes just to appear 
' active' and 'attentive' to the classroom teacher. I have got other exercise books to 
copy down notes from books at home." 

In addition to wastage of students ' time and material, the pace of the plasma TV even spoiled 

students' handwriting skills (See Appendix 2). Who knows what is happening in their mental 

development? Of course, I have observed that students were passive during the plasma TV 

lessons (Mander, 1978; Amare, 1998). They qid not ask questions most of the time; they did not 

give answers whenever asked and most of them also scored below average on classroom tests. 
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As long as students did not communicate usmg English, their languagl; development and 

communication skills could b<:: crippled (Beynon and Mackay, 1988). Belachew reported, 

"Whenever I gaze at the screen, I feel asleep. 'I cannot attend the lesson. I used to score nine out 

of ten when teachers taught me but now I scored eight or nine out of twenty based on the 

televised lessons." 

Bedilu also reported, "Most of my students have scored less than the average on a test based on 

the plasma TV lesson. During the transmission, most of the students remain passive. We are also 

busy waking them up from their short naps. _ '7ilHl:r o..(Dil~ ,,, 

All thes~ indicate that students were being disengaged from active participation. A student

participant rl!ported, "Whenever a classroom teacher teaches me, I become attentive. I can 

understand key concepts. I can also take dowlt notes confidently. I cannot do all these during the 

plasma TV transmission." That is why Bedilu concluded, 

"To cover the content and to help students learn are opposite concepts. To cover 
the contents is easier while to help students leam something is more challenging. 
Since its focus is on content coverage, I found the plasma TV to be even more rigid 
than the teacher-centred methodology. As a result, the plasma TV is far from 
initiating active leaming." 

Once upon a time, the televised English teacher greeted the class and introduced the daily lesson 

and said, "We have a lot to do today". Keeping her promise, she started to present the lesson in a 

faster pace than ever before. She covered all the contents from page 145 to page 156 within thirty 

minutes. All t~e students were murmuring against the inconvenience of the pace of the plasma 

TV. In the end, the classroom teacher asked 'the students two questions based on the televised 

lesson. The students could not solve the problems. The teacher left the class shaking his head 

with a pity since he had no time to deal with the problem any further. 

Since my role was as a participant-observer, I tried to cover that portion during the weekends 

through tutorial sessions. Those pages covered within thirty minutes by the televised teacher took 

me ninety minutes! Even so, many students still failed to understand many concepts. Hence, 

students need time for concentration. They need also to practice school tasks in order to 
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understand and learn a given concept. Otherwise, rushing to cover contents can be as simple as 

putting on the plasma TV just to display the material to the audience. However, sending 

messages cannot be the guarantee for the messages to be understood by the group since they 

have their own will or power to accept or reject any ideas (Amare, 1998). I believe that students 

have their own affective-filter to enable any input to strike deeper. 

'2 

4.2.4. The classroom teacher learning better than the plasma TV 

Whenever students learned from the plasma TV, they failed to listen attentively; they failed to jot 

down key concepts; they failed to ask questions and they failed to complete exercises given by 

the televised teacher, too. The televised teachers usually asked students to do exercises but the 

time was too short to do so. The televised teachers instantly revealed the answers for the 

questions before students attempted even one-third of the exercise. Such practices discouraged 

the students to be engaged in solving the given problems because students were aware of the fact 

that the answers wjll be told after a minute. They did not bother to solve problems. 

Assume that you are in an examination room ~ a candidate. As you start to struggle to solve the 

problems, you are suddenly told that the answers for the questions are attached at the top of the 

last page of the booklet by mistake. What do you do? If you are honest, you will first attempt the 

questions in a hurry but not with too much concentration. However, finally you will refer to the 

given answers and take down corrections. In the meantime, if you face a challenging question, 

you will be less likely to be engaged in thinking and solving that problem. This situation is 

reflected during every televised lesson. Whenever questions were asked, the solutions were told 

immediately before students attempted the problems. 

A teacher-participant, pseudonym Mesfin, described the situation as follows: 

"The manner of asking question~ and then telling the answers to the students before 
they attempt to solve the problem is even less challenging than solving 
mathematical problems using a calculator since it does not demand too much 
engagement in thinking." 
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During the televised lessons, students were less likely to be engaged in the learning tasks 

provided by the televised teacher. Unless students were engaged in the learning tasks, and solve 

problems by their own, they would less likely be creative and critical. Such a situation tends to 

enhance rote-memorization. Learning is an active process. It is the learners' activities and not 

their televised teachers that result learning (Amare, 2000). Belachew also reported, 

"I consider I earning form the plasma T V I ike watching news _ 'rot.'. Nothing i s 
clear to me. If a teacher teaches me writing with a piece of chalk, I think I can get 
better results. I prefer learning from the classroom teacher. The plasma TV is like a 
film to me. It is good for joking. Hence I dislike the talking mirror [plasma TV] 
'tl4A6, uoi"l;rPlT:: ", 

Most students were disinterested in the plasma TV since its pace was not compatible with their 

learning ability in a foreign-language-medium context. Unlike the televised teachers, classroom 

teachers could present lessons in a humane manner. They could manage the pace of their 

presentation in accordance with their learners' ability. The teachers could also ask the students 

questions, check students ' class work and revise problem areas, if any. Teachers could 

understand their students' problems even by a simple eye-contact based on students' facial 

expressIons. 

• The students could also share their views with their teachers as well as with their own peers. 

• 

They could also take down notes clearly and with confidence, not with confusion since the notes 

written on the blackboard were stable until all students complete the notes. This was hardly 

possible during the plasma TV due to its transient and unstable nature (Kozma, 1996). 

During face-to-face instruction, both teachers and students became active. Lively classroom 

interaction is observed when classroom teacher led the whole sessions during the interruption of 

the transmission or during the tutorial sessions. When comparing and contrasting the plasma TV 

with the classroom teacher, Belachew reported as follows: 

"There is a huge difference between the two. · rfJ.JlT1~ C:; rro~c YUb\ ~tlYYtI·::, 

The plasma TV does mo~e hann than good to me. The interruption of the televised 
instruction due to blackouts has given. me a lesson that learning is most successful 
through classroom teachers. No matter how poor, unprepared and ess 
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knowledgeable the teacher is at teaching; he [she] is better than the best satellite TV 
instruction:' 

Belachew still continued, 
\ 

"The reason is that whatever challenging questions we asked the teacher, he [she] 
can come to the class well prepared through reading or asking other people the 
following day and he [she] can discuss with us in a better way. Therefore, I believe 
that there is nothing that can facilitate learning better than a teacher. If at all there 
is, I do not believe it." 

Thus students preferred learning from the classroom teacher to plasma TV instruction. Of course, 

teachers in the school focused on the talk-and-chalk method. Even so, classroom teachers were 

more concerned for their students' learning than the televised teachers. Me!.;fin reported on the 

issue as follows: 

"Although I focus on the talk-and-chalk method, my stud,ents prefer my manner of 
presentation. I feel also happy whenever I conduct the lesson by myself. However, I 
do not mean I am better than the plasma teacher." 

Here teachers were also interested in teaching their own subject-areas based on their 

specialization. As students have internal needs to learn, teachers also have internal urges to share 

their expe11ise with their students. To fulfill such internal needs, both teachers and students 

perceive the conventional classroom atmosphere conducive to facilitate the teaching-learning 

process. I also agree with such views generally. 

A student-participant, fictitiously named Fi~, has a very great interest to the plasma TV 

instruction unlike many other students. However, he himself witnessed the incompatible nature 

of the plasma TV for students' learning. He said, 

"Before the introduction of the plasma TV, you can simply attend the classroom 
teacher and understand concepts. You can even pass classroom exams without any 
further preparation if you want to. Gone are the days to do so. You cannot 
understand basic concepts from the plasma TV due to its speed. That is why my 
family pays for me to learn privately at night, as well." 
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Teachers and students who even considered the plasma TV as an attractive medium confinned 

that at its present status the plasma TV was not as conducive as the classroom teachers to 

enhance students' learning. It is only appropriate to cover contents. 

4.2.5. Both students and teachers become passive during the televised 

lessons. 

• As it is implied in the previous discussion, students were not seriously engaged in learning tasks 

• 

.' 

i 

-" 

due to different reasons. First, the pace of the televised lesson was unmanageable. Hence, 

students passively stared at the screen without attempting to take down notes. I have seen three 

students struggling to copy down the text on the screen co-operatively. They divided the number 

of lines equally among themselves to copy down by leaving spaces so that they could rewrite the 

skipped portions out of school hours. However, they usually missed concepts, too. Let alone for 

an individual leamer, even the three students failed to finish the text. 'Of.(l h 1'r]. i\l\ 1';rtl9"D::' 

Second, students considered th~ plasma TV .as a fun medium (Salomon and Leigh, 1984). 

Whenever they watched an experiment or picture, they inclined to be busy talking irrelevant 

issues instead of focusing on the concept being transmitted. A student participant, described the 

situation, 

"We simply enjoy the plasma TV like a film. It is ajoke. We usually make fun and 
talk about the beauty, posture, dressing, hairstyle, make-up, eye-brow-cuts and 
other manners of the televised teachers. Our classroom teachers do not notice this 
due to the noise of the TV." 

Students' called the plasma TV as "ETV2", "Collection Music", and "Video-film". In such a 

situation, students failed to concemrate on the messages of the lesson. 

Third, students did not ask for clarification even if the lesson was vague to them. The situation 

has discouraged the development of the art of questioning (Am are, 2000). Students had also 

great tolerance even to many other unbearable and inconvenient scenarios. Belachew said, 
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"Let alone me. There is a clever girl in our class who used to ask teachers 
challenging questions. We used to benefit from the explanation given to her. 
However, after the plasma TV started, she never asked questions. Her task is 
chewing gum and making a popping sound with it 'i'lt--CP l111i'l't2-J l111"'i'nCJ O1J~U 
lfS:t\::' We never ask questions. To ask a question, you need to understand 
something but we fail to do so." 

The classroom atmosphere was not suitable for engagement. Rather, it encouraged passivity and 

permissiveness (Mander, 1978; Amare, 1998). It was not suitable for concentration . 

Fourth, students did not understand the language and accent of the televised teachers. Unless the 

classroom teacher rephrased the concepts or translated the words into students' mother tongue, 
" 

they usually failed to recognize even what tasks were given, let alone to understand the gist of 

the lesson. 

.. Finally, the classroom atmosphere was depressive. It was not uncommon to see students feeling 

asleep in the middle of the transmission of the lesson. The suffocation of the large-class together 

with the heat from the sun in the afternoon and the heat, picture, motion, sound, and noise from 

the plasma TV created a stuffy room. Bedilu reported that "students prefer sleeping to learning 

during the transmission time [Mander, 1978J". Hence, the televised lesson made the students 

more passive than the teacher-centred methods. Students' role was reduced to simply watching 

• 

• 

the televised lesson without being engaged in note-taking or attentive listening. 

The role of classroom teachers was also reduced too much during the plasma TV lessons. During 

the televised situations, teachers usually did not prepare for longer presentation of a lesson since 

they were given only one-fourth of the period. They did not usually lecture, nor demonstrate a 

lesson to their students. They did not even write on the black board except two or three lines. 

They did not also prepare lesson plans since the daily lesson plans have been sent to them in the 

form of CD, which is accessible through the two computers found in the school. Like their 

students, the teachers also became passive. Whatever the classroom teachers used to do was done 

by the televised teacher. One of my student participants said, "Classroom teachers never prepare 

to teach these days; they totally depend on the plasma TV ' VUoflFf(J)·'} V·t\· t\Tl\l1l111(J)' 

()J1'1-CPt\:: ' Their job is to switch on and ofrthe plasma TV only." 
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Being dissatisfied by the passive role of her teachers, Tarikwa said, "Nothing is surprising to me 
\ 

except the classroom teachers who simply stand arms-folded during the televised lessons. What 

are they doing? Are they school guards? 'HO'1'l- C;:fm- ~\19...?'" 

Students also nicknamed their classroom teachers as DJs. Students constantly claimed about the 

unsupportive and passive role of their teachers due to their limited time during the transmission 

and their workload as full-time teachers. The teachers were also not interested in their reduced 

roles. Bedilu described the situation as follows: 

"When I was teaching without the plasma TV, I used to be delighted and well 
prepared. I used to understand my students' problems. I used to clarify vague 
concepts to students. But at the present ~elevised situation, I am unsupportive to my 
students since I have no time to do so., 't\,ei'luo-t\ ~m- r~rh-:"::' As a result, my 
love and devotion to the teaching profession is being washed away." 

You can understand here that the teachers were dissatisfied since they had no time to share their 

expertise with their students. Before the plasma TV project started, teachers were considered 

intellectual models. During the use of the traditional teacher-centred methods, the preparation, 

presentation and selection 0 f the media were 1 eft tot he classroom teachers a lone. Such roles 

were used as sources of moral satisfaction and respect for the teachers (Am are, 1998). This is not 

the case at present. Throughout the period of my field observation, classroom teachers 

commonly asked students, "What did you learn yesterday?" at the beginning and "What do you 

learn today?" at tl;~ end of the lesson. Only one or two students showed responses in such 

occasions by naming the title of the lessons. Further discussions based on the issues of "why" , 
and "how" were rarely addressed . 

The reduced role of classroom teachers will deskill them in the end, i.e. they will be likely to lose 

speaking skills, presentation skills, media selection and utilization skills since the teaching 

responsibility was apparently shifting to the machines. Lack of practising the foreign language 

would also intensify the problem of being deskilled on the part of teachers. All these could 

catalyze de-professionalisation. 
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In short, both students and teachers became inactive during the televised lessons. Such reduced 

role of teachers and students is likely to minimize the commitment needed to bring the desired 

educational goals into effect. 

2.4.6. Happiness versus hopelessness . 

Since context analysis was not conducted in the research setting, most students were not 

interested in the televised scenarios. Students' needs, predispositions, desires and experiences 

were hardly addressed. As a result, they did not show interest in the plasma TV. Instead, the 

students preferred learning from the classroom teacher on face-to-face basis. Whenever the 

televised instruction was interrupted due to blackouts or transmission problems, students felt 

happy. They usually cursed the plasma TV whenever it restarted. When I asked Belachew about 

his feelings during the interruption of the plasma TV, he said, "Its interruption is a relief for us. 

We bec0me delighted since our teachers can teach us at a normal pace. Unfortunately, our 

happiness is short lived after the plasma TV resumed. Our happiness is replaced by 

hopelessness. " 

Students have developed hate of the televised instruction since its nature of transmission did not 

address their learning needs. Teachers also witnessed students' unhappiness in the plasma TV . 

Mesfin reported, 

"Students wish the plasma TV were broken. '"...(J.J{lC' 0""'11\16\ '} ,et\fl·::' Students 
usually ask me to put the plasma TV off and continue the lesson on face-to-face 
basis. I cannot do this since the government favours it. Once upon a time, the 
transmission was interrupted. As I entered the class, they shouted 'h6\6\6\6\!' to 
celebrate their utmost happmess [in Amharic] ." 

A student also said, "I hate coming to school ever since the plasma TV started. I am not , 

interesfed in it. If only the plasma TV burnt out! If only it broke down! I always prey to God to 

fulfill my wish." Surprisingly, following the curse of the student, fire broke out one day near the 

school compound unexpectedly. Students and teachers together with members of the community 

in the town controlled the fire cooperatively. Many students used even their clothes to put off the 
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fire. Had it not been for the efforts of the school community, the school might have been 

de troyed by the fire that was lit up in the fannlands by an unidentified person . 

\\ hene"er there was no transmission, 1 have observed lively classroom interactions between the 

classroom teachers and their students. Students did not show frowned faces. They became 

delighted. They also became engaged in leaming tasks relatively in a better way than the 

tdevised situations. Students asked more questions. They became involved in solving problems . 

They attentively listened to the classroom teachers' explanations. They took down notes legibly 

without missing too many concepts. They could ask their teachers for clarification, meaning or 

repetition of issues that were not clear to them. Such engaging activities and manageable 

situations increased students' participation and they became pleased. 

During the interruption of the plasma TV, teachers were also engaged in different activities. 

They asked their students. They explained concepts to the audience. They also gave class works 

and checked students' works. Though the teachers predominantly use lecture methods, they 

invited students to ask questions in the middle of their explanations. Such lively conversations 

that were hardly observed during the televis~d instruction forced me to consider the teacher

centred methodology more interesting and engaging. My reason for this was that students 

became more participatory for their own learning as compared to what they did during the 

plasma TV instruction. 

Students' dissatisfaction due to the televised lessons was more likely to create hopelessness 

towards school activities. Students frequently showed signs of defeat, failure and incompetence 

to learn from the televised teachers. Consequently, the students were pessimistic to their future 

• academic career. Tarikwa, for example, reported her hopelessness as, "I will not pass this year. If 

at all 1 pass. I will not be successful in my future academic studies. The very introduction of the 

ph!sma TV is aimed at making us detainees." . 

• 

( abo ~harc students' views of hopelessness whenever I think of the televised classroom 

at:l11Jsphcr~. The students could not cope up with the pace of the televised lessons. They were 

~imp ly hypnotiz.ing. Geletaw described the situation as follows: 
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"Education is becoming tantalizing. 'h1t1!""T7i lf5.t\'. How do you feel when 
you are hungry and experience a tantalizing smell of food while you cannot get that 
food? Similarly, we see televised teachers but they do not see us; they speak to us 
but we do r.ot listen to them. If at all we listen to them, we do not understand them. 
'ft~ hN~ (llPtTfJ~ OJ.,.;t1~ hft~ ~OJ' ~?t;.'" 

Parents have also reported to the school during a conference about their students' hopelessness 

ever since the plasma TV was introduced in the school. Hopelessness has spread not only among 

students but also among teachers due to their passive roles in the teaching-learning process . 

Bedilu explained, 

"I feel incompetent and u nsupportive tom y students despite my internal urge to 
help them ... I feel depressed and annoyed. At present, we teachers are irritated and 
dissatisfied. Hence, my love and devotion to the teaching profession is being eroded 
and I have become hopeless." 

Hopelessness is likely to initiate passivity eroding 0 nes' devotion for the realization 0 f 0 nes' 

mission. Ones' educational life will be futile ifnot supported by ones' hope for success. I believe 

that if we do not have hope, we will have no power to cope with this tempestuous world (Friere, 

2003). We have seen so far that students' happiness increased whenever their classroom teachers 

taught them while there was no transmission. Responsible and concerned teachers for their 

students' learning also felt the same. However, the students felt dejected as the plasma TV 

transmission resumed. 

2.4.7. Hiding in the jungle 

We have seen earlier that mo~t students and te(:l.chers were disinterested in the plasma TV 

instruction. However, there were also some 'students and teachers who were interested in the 

televised situations. 

Some students showed affection tot he plasma TV due to its attractive nature 0 f presentation 

associated with its colours, pictures, arts, music and motion since the medium is suitable for 

entertainment (Am are, 1998). As a result, there were situations in which students showed 
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reactions against classroom teachers' presentation. Such students said that plasma TV instruction 

was better than the conventional way of lessons presented by their classroom teachers. Whenever 

lessons were conducted in the conventional way, these students felt bored. They usually longed 

for the continuation of the televised lessons if interrupted. Belachew described such students as 

follows: 

"Students who love the plasma TV are only those who come to schoul for pastime, 
not for learning. These students prefer the plasma TV to the classroom teacher 
because they consider the TV as a video-film. Hence, they watch the TV for fun and 
enjoyment. Moreover, the plasma TV 'ls suitable to talk nonsense to one another as 
they wish since the classroom teachers fail to control them due to the chaos created 
by the plasma TV itself." 

Indeed, the classroom atmosphere was not conducive for teachers to attend what the students did 

and said during the transmission. Quiet classroom atmosphere could not be maintained whenever 

the plasma TV was opened. Students could appear attentive while they were really inattentive . 

Thus classroom teachers failed to manage the behaviour of their students. Such apparently 

democratic condition is not constructive for the young students. Even worse, there was no time 

for teachers to check students ' class activity, homework or assignment. Teachers checked 

students activi ty only once or twice per semester. However, during the conventional face-to-face 

instruction, teachers used to check students cLass work more frequently. Marta also reported the 

following: 

"There may be some students who love the plasma TV since classroom teachers 
never ask them any questions. Teachers also do not check assignments. Hence, 
students hide themselves in the jungle [plasma TV] 'h '}~ 6J;).i-) OD~ncf!f 

1fS: Tip 1:\ ' No one regulates them what they say and do." 

I have seen such students who simply laughed and made fun even when there was nothing on the 

screen that was laughable as such. Of course, the fun was usually associated with the plasma TV 

itself since TV is known mostly for news broadcast and entertainment in our country. Besides 

that, teenagers are interested to Jl1ake fun and l~ugh both in the class and out of the class (Daniel, 

1994). Whenever the transmission was suddenly interrupted, the jungle would be removed and 
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everything was revealed to the classroom teach'er. This exposed students' misbehaviours. Hence, 
\ 

such students preferred the plasma TV to the face-to-face instruction just to hide themselves. 

The plasma TV created a hiding place not only for lazy and unprepared students. It was also 

suitable for teachers who were less concerned and inconsiderate to their students' learning. These 

teachers considered the plasma TV as the "best medium to facilitate learning." They argued that 

the plasma TV was employing students-centred methodology. Such teachers actually failed to 

name anyone of the tasks that made the plasma TV participatory except the displays of 

laboratory experiments during the transmission. I agree with the fact that the plasma TV can 

present laboratory experiments iIi. a "lively manner". This can reinforce rtudents learning to 

understand chemical reactions ir: subjects like chemistry, biology and physics. However, teachers 

and students were not actively engaged in the\experiment. They merely observed it. Chemical or 

physical reactions, involving changes in colours, shapes, size or sound could be seen or heard on 

the screen. But the audience failed to touch, smell and taste whenever possible. Teachers who 

favoured the plasma TV always echoed the experimental values of the transmission. They also 

perceived the plasma TV as a load-reducing medium. They even believed that the plasma TV 

was a shortcut to bring development in our nation. Fikirte reported on the issue, "The plasma TV 

is very good for teaching. It is suitable to cover the textbook on time. It is also a relief to me 

since it reduces my workload ," Another teacher participant also continued, "Information 

technology is better for students. It is also very crucial to combat our backwardness since we 

have to cope up WiLh the rest of the world." 

Such views revealed that some teachers also worship the technology as most elites did. They 

considered it as a panacea (Beynon and Mackaey, 1988). They perceived it as a means to solve 

not only our school problems but also problems of our underdevelopment. Such people expect 

development to come from without our culture. Reality shows us that advancement should be 

initiated from within the native culture. Otherwise, it will backfire our endeavors towards 

development unless handled with care (Am are, 1998; Teklehaimanot, 2000). 

1 understand t hat ass orne students found the plasma T V a hiding place from the painstaking 

effurts of learning activities, S0 did some teachers, Belachew still re?orted, "Lazy and 
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unprepared teachers love the plasma TV. They do no more than opening and closing the plasma 

TV '.,,1 Ol~rY."rtpb'\''' . 

Such reduced roles of c1assroorr teachers cou14 hardly be the source for their moral satisfaction. 

These teachers rarely prepared for presenting a lesson in the classroom. Whenever there was 

interruption of transmission, they felt depressed and waited for the continuation of the 

transmission eagerly unlike most of the school community. Thus lazy and unprepared teachers 

and students were hiding themselves in the jungle (plasma TV) and they were enjoying it. 

4.2.8. Duplication of effort 

In the previous discussion, it is implied that the satellite TV instruction has taken the lion's share 

of the period while a small portion of the time was allotted to the classroom teacher. Particularly 

during the first semester, classroom teachers were given five minutes for introducing the lesson 

and five minutes for concluding the daily lesson while the televised teacher has taken thirty 

minutes. In the second semester, the classroom teacher was given two minutes for opening the 

plasma TV (without any introduction) and ten minutes for concluding the daily lesson. This time 

arrangement might give the classroom teacher relatively longer time. However, the time was still 

not sufficient to meet the needs of teachers and students who constantly demanded for Jess 

televised lessons despite the fact that the school administration turned its deaf ears to them. The 

change in time allotment was not useable. 'ht\7i7i-~ HOle hlt-::'" 

Too much time allocation for the televised lesson depicted that the role of classroom teachers 

was subordinate to the teaching-learning process. The plasma TV was mort; of a "substitutive" 

than supportive to the classroom teachers. Of course, it is naIve to think of the complete 

substitution of the conventional instruction by"the plasma TV. 

At its present status, the plasma TV was used to doing the traditional roles of classroom teachers. 

It was mainly used for information transmission. The plasma TV teachers were now considered 

intellectual models by playing the role of experts in different subject areas. Actually, the plasma 

TV did whatever the classroom teachers used to do: lecturing, asking, explaining and 
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demonstrating lessons in a more rigid manner than the conventional way. The difference was that 

the plasma TV presented lessons at the fastest pace accompanied by pictures, colours, 

experimental displays and musical background. Whatever the classroom teachers used to do in a 

humane manner was being done by the plasma TV in the form of automation. This shows no 

more than duplication of effort. 

Moreover, I have found the contents of the plasma TV and textbooks to be much more similar. 

Whatever was found in the textbooks was transmitted on the plasma TV. A students-participant 
\ 

reported, "The contents of the plasma TV and the textbooks are identical". The difference was 

that the contents of the textbook were stable so that students could refer to them any time if they 

wanted to whereas the contents of the plasma TV were transitory (Kozma, 1996). The audience 

had no chance of viewing for the second time despite the possibility of the new technology to be 

down loaded. The school, however, failed to do so. 

Another difference was that any information on the textbook was beautified through colourful 

pictures on the plasma TV. Other than these, the lessons on the plasma TV resembled the direct 

replica of the textbooks. That was why a student said, "We have been 100lQng at pictures the 

whole day. ' Cl6t\ ()C) J!, (D·tl'} nulT)'}"'. The p.1asma TV played the role of not only the teachers 

but also the textbooks. Had the plasma TV been supportive, it should have not been designed in 

the form of the photocopy of the textbooks. 

I wondered why the school (the research site) has installed a plasma TV in each classroom while 

textbooks were distributed on one-to-two basis i.e. a book was shared between two students due 

to shortage of textbooks. It is implied here that the school gave priority to the expensive 

technologies by neglecting cheaper technologies (books) which could even be better than the 

fonner for engaging students in leaming tasks (Amare, 1998). 

Everything presen~cd on the plasma TV was a copy of the textbooks page by page (See 

Appendix 3). Such similarities may indicate the relationship and integration between the ., 

televised- and the textbook-contents. However, the identical nature of the contents between the 
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two media and the role of the plasma TV to do whatever can be done by the classroom teachers 

imply more of duplication of effort, which in turn can lead to wastage . 

4.2.9. Globalization is reflected in the classroom 

Of course, r understand that we live in the period of information-age. My research participants 

also recognized the fact that we live at the time of globalization. Participants revealed that the 

use of the plasma TV or reT was the direct consequence of the so-called globalization that is 

intended to benefit rich nations. Indeed, globalization is taking place in the field of business and 

information tlow through the re~uced physical proximity among nations of the world. A teacher 

reported on the issue, 

"reT is introduced to our classrooms due to the influence of globalization. The 
world is becoming a small-village because of increased communication channels. 
However, our schools should not have started the modern leT for classroom 
purposes at our present level of development. I believe that developed nations did 
not start modern communication technologies before they become rich. We should 
have done the same." 

r agree with the views of the above research participant. The west has developed through gradual 

steps but with painstaking efforts naturally. However, we have engaged ourselves in the 

consumption of the western technologies, which may even bring repercussions to the 

development of our culture unless handled properly (Amare, 1998; Teklehaimanot, 2000). The 

gap between the haves (the knows) and the have-nots (the know-nots) has increased too much 

ever since globalization is accentuated (Teklehaimanot, 2000). r believe that we should not be 

eluded by globalization. The billionaires have started to travel to the space for recreation and 

luxury while our poor people die of hunger failing to get a morsel of bread. 

There were also other research participants who favoured the use of leT at the classroom level. 

Fikirte reported, "The use of modem communication technology or reT in the classroom is 

suitable to bring development in our nation. Students have also the right to benefit from the 

modern technologies." She viewecl that development could be realized from without our culture. 

This is not, however, the case. Development sh~uld always be primarily initiated from within our 
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own culture. Unfortunately, our school systems hardly realize this reality (Amare, 1998; 

Teldehaimanot, 2000) . 

Regarding the use of the plasma TV at its present status, it favoured only those students who 

were fluent in the language of medium of instruction (English). Students from good families 

also benefited from the plasma TV since it was supportive of their learning as they could learn 

privately at night in tutorial forms. Those students who could not afford learning privately failed 

to benefit from the plasma TV. Belachew explained the issue as follows: 

"The plasma TV is suitable for those students from rich families who are learning at 
night privately as well. But we are from rural areas. We learn using packed-food 
'(lfl,}.p'. We cannot afford to learn privately like the rich ones from urban areas." 

Globalization is reflected in the classrooms since schools are not islands detached from the 

community. However, as globalization favoured the rich and powerful nations in the world at the 

expense of poor nations, it did so in schools as well. Ever since the plasma TV has been 

introduced in the classrooms, only bright students who were fluent in English attended the 

televised lesson eagerly. These students found the plasma TV supportive to their learning. 

However, students from poor families and rural areas did not have the chance to learn privately 

at night. Globalization applies the rule of "the survival of the fittest." So does the plasma TV . 

Smart students and those from good fan1ilies benefit a lot from the plasma TV while the poor fail 

to benefit from it. 

4.2.10. The "bullet" missing its target 

The very introduction of the satellite TV instruction has been to "improve" the teaching-learning 

process. For this purpose, high-fidelity messages (the bullets) were sent to the audience on the 

plasma TV (Amare, 1998). However, research-site observation and participants' own reaction 

revealed that both students and teachers become even more inactive than the conventional way. 

The transmission has gIven focus for SIX "top-priority" subject areas including English, 

mathematics, chemistry, biology, physics and civic and ethical education. It was primarily aimed 
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at making lovely and I ively transmission 0 n these subject areas using pictures and laboratory 

experiments. It was hoped that students would be more interested and devoted in the televised 

subjects than the non-televised subject areas. However, the students have developed hatred to the 

televised subject areas and they have started to be interested and engaged in the non-televised 

subjects such as history, geography, Amharic and physical education. Students were not 

interested in the televised subjects due to the unsympathetic and inconsiderate nature of the 

televised teachers and the unmanageable pa~e of the presentations. The pace of the televised 

lesson was beyond students' learning ability. The limited English language ability of students has 

also created inconvenient classroom atmosphere for students' learning. As a result, the students 

become delighted and attentive to attend the non-televised lessons instead of the televised ones. 

A students-participant, pseudonym Tsehaynesh, reported: 

"Before the introduction of the plasma TV, I used to be very interested in biology, 
physics, chemistry and mathematics. I also used to be uninterested in subjects like 
history, geography, and Amahric. However, the introduction of the plasma TV has 
shifted my area of interest. Consequently, I am very interested to the non-televised 
s~bject areas. Not only me, but also the whole class wait for such subject areas 
eagerly." 

Despite the transmission of high-fidelity messages, the audience became disinterested in the 

televised lessons. Belachew also said, "I do not understand the televised lessons. I prefer the non

televised subject areas." Hence, the "bullet" is missing its target. 

" . SatellIte TV instruction was also aimed at the transmission of "standardized and quality" 

education for all urban and rural schools in the same way all over the nation. However, the 

transmission focused on quantity education through quick content c overage. The transmission 

also favoured the rich and smart students. Weaker students and those from rural areas have found 

the plasma TV more inconsiderate for t heir I earning. Thus, family background differences as 

well as individual dIfferences among students hardly allowed the flow of the fidelity messages to 

hit the target as they were preplanned. Thes~. were not the only problems. The transmission of 

lessons also reduced students' study-time. Marta reported on the issue, 
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"The plasma TV has also taken away our study-times. We used to study on 
weekends but now we don't. We take tests on every weekend and even at night. 
This is done not to miss the televised lessons on school days. Teachers are also very 
busy. They do not have any spare time to give us tutorial lessons." 

Females and rural students who are traditionally heavily engaged in household activities were 

also marginalized from the learning process. Marta further said, "Although we girls are busy at 

home, supporting our family, there is nothing encouraging to us ever since the plasma TV is 

introduced." However, the new education policy was primarily meant to favour females and rural 

students. What is happening in schools is contrary to this. Theory has once again become 

anomalous to practice '~fA ev"lf 't!119"11~ CD"lU'. 

4.2.11. Adding insults to injuries 

One of the crucial issues that both students and teachers seriously depicted was the problem of 

understanding English. Students found it difficult to understand the English language that is the 

medium of instruction in secondary school as stipulated in the new Education Policy (1994). Of 

course, English is taught as a subject starting from Grade One while Amharic is used as the 

medium of instruction at primary level in the Amhara Regional State except a few special zones. 

When I observed classroom interactions, students commonly spoke to one another in their own 

mother tongue. They also gave responses to their teachers in Amharic even though their teachers 

asked them in English. Students felt ashamed of speaking English. Whenever they tried to speak 

in English, they usually covered their mouths with their hands; bent down their heads; turned 

away t heir glance from you 0 r s imply smiled and mixed Amharic in their speech 0 r stopped 

speaking suddenly. If you speak to them in English, they commonly ask you "what do you mean 

by this?" in Amharic. They s till did this in their mother tongue. Whenever the students were 

asked to participate or discuss, they did it in their vernacular language. If at all they spoke 

English, it was broken or mixed with Amharic in a code-switching manner. I have also observed 

classroom teachers translating the tasks given by the televised-teacher into Amharic. Otherwise, 

students failed to '.mde:-stand what the gIven activity was all about. A teacher-participant, 

Tadesse, reported, 
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"Although l::':.nglish is given starting early from Grade One, students do not have a 
considerable vocabulary in English . . English teachers still focus on teaching 
grammar. Students do not develop co..mmunication skills. Let alone to understand 
the transmitted lessons, they even fail to spell their own names correctly." 

A student-participant, Tarikwa, also explained, "We have learned English just as one subject, not 

as a medium of instruction. We do not have skills in listening, speaking, writing and reading. 

Thus we do not understand what is transmitted through the plasma TV." 

I agree with the views of the participants in general. Whenever I invited students to reflect their 

needs for the tutorial sessions, they always told me to deal with grammar, which included parts 

of speech, conditional sentences, prepositions, reported speech, etc. They did not ask me to 

conduct any tutorial session on how to develop their speaking, reading, listening or writing skills. 

The students did not have note-taking and note-making skills. Whenever lessons were , 
transmitted on the plasma TV, they usually tried to copy down everything said by the televised 

teachers and everything written on the screen. Even worse, students usually did not read the 

whole word at a glance to copy it down. Instead, they glanced at the screen again and again to 

write down a syllable or even a letter. They missed the major concepts. Hence, students in Grade 

Nine were at the state of confusion for two reasons: first, they could not cope up with the pace of 

the plasma TV and second; they did not understand the language of the medium of instruction . 

As the saying goes, this situation adds insults to injuries for the students. 'flh ,}q.Cr I\J!, ~c: 

.e. CSj~ lfc:'CFfcpt\:: ' 

My colleagues and I evaluated the English language syllabi from Grade One to Eight last year. 

We identified that the English language designed for the General Primary Education was very 

shallow ( Yalokwu, 2001). Students I earned 0 nly simple, short, monosyllabic, everyday words 

like "books", "pens", "jump", "fat", "drink" etc. However, when the students joined Grade Nine, 

they faced challenging words like "embezzlement", "factorization", "fertilization", etc. In 

addition to this, the focus of the syllabi was on grammar. 
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')( course, the use of stlldents' mother tongue as the medium of instruction in primary schools 

has got its own pedagogical and political advantages. However, students and teachers demanded 

the use of English as the medium of instntction to be introduced at lower grade levels, either in 

Grade Six or Seven. A teacher-participant, Tesfaye, reported, 

Our government should change the medium of instntction in Grade Seven and Eight 
into English. Otherwise, students who join Grade Nine without considerable 
English language skills fail to understand subjects that are given in English. 

I understand the challenging nature of using a. foreign language as the medium of instruction for 

young school children. Thus the use of the vemacular language as the medium of instruction is 

unquestionably better. However, the question is which grade level is appropriate to introduce the 

use of English as the medium of instruction? Teachers and students preferred Grade Seven. The 

New Education and Training Policy (1994) recommends Grade Nine. If easy way of learning 

does not facilitate learning, I prefer Grade Six. If not, I prefer the vernacular language to 

continue to be the medium of instruction up to tertiary levels (colleges and universities). 

4.2.12. No robot here to do everything within ten minutes 

Following the use of satellite TV instruction, the school has started a new system of evaluating 

students' school performance, which is called continuous assessment. I understand that 

continuous assessment is a continuous, cumulative, comprehensive and complete way of 

evaluation that demands more time, energy, material and coordination than ever before 

(Ogunniyi, 1984). However, the school was ntnning short of time ever since the plasma TV has 

been introduced. The televised-teachers covered thirty minutes for transmission while classroom 

tcachers were allowed to use ten minutes only. Within this short time, the classroom teachers 

were expected to revise the previous lesson, introduce the daily lesson and revise the lesson 

presentcd through the transmission. There was no time allotted for classroom teachers even to 

w;dk fro lll class to class or from one block to another block. It was not uncommon to sec 

classroom tcachers running to enter the class in order not to miss any time. Otherwise, they 

would miss some part of the transmission up unlil they open the plasma TV. In such a situation, 

the schoo l administration claimed that students should be evaluated on the basis of continuous 
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assessment. At an average, there were seventy-five students in each classroom. Each classroom 

teacher was expected to teach five or six sections. I n other words, a teacher was expected to 

conduct continuous assessment for nearly four hundred students. However, the classroom teacher 

was not allowed to use more than ten minutes in each section. There was hardly any time for 

teachers to evaluate students accordingly. As a result, instead of using observation, project work, 

class work, homework, interviews and other relevant techniques, teachers commonly gave 

classroom tests every weekend. The most utilized types of tests in the school were objective

types including true-false, multiple-choice and matching items. I was invit~d to invigilate four 

test-sessions and that was what! witnessed. Ev.en worse, the testing rooms were so crowded that 

three students shared a desk during the tests.' This was liable to cheating. Since the school has 

been working full-day, both in the morning and afternoon shifts, teachers had no free time even 

to give paper-and-pencil tests on school days. A teacher reported, 

"Ever since the plasma TV has been started, the concept of continuous assessment 
is introduced. Within t he available ten minutes, wei ntroduce and revise lessons. 
The time is not enough even to do so; we cannot do continuous assessment in its 
true sense. There is no robot here to do everything within ten minutes. Thus, we are 
tempted to give written tests on every Saturday and Sunday though we are not paid 
for working in weekends." 

Students ' evaluati0i1 based on this manner was likely to focus on assessing memorization of 

facts. It did not ass uch address the evaluation 0 fh igher-order thinking skills such as c riticai 

thinking, creativity and evaluative skills (Thomas and Albee, 1998), i.e. questions related to 

"what", "who", "where" and "what" were over emphasized while questions related to "why" and 

"how" were not addressed (See Appendix 4). 

The very concept of continuous assessment is to evaluate each student to meet individual needs 

through setting the pace of the teaching-learning process accordingly. This was difficult to be 

achieved by the school since the transmission lesson was externally controlled and run at an 

unmanageable pace. Another teacher, pseudonym Kedir, also reported, 

"The use of the plasma TV for classr90m instruction and the use of continuous 
assessment in such a situation are cOJ:ltrary issues. Hence, the government should 
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arrange the time of the transmission in such a way that it gives a worn for us to 
conduct continuous asse~sment." 

Since the school gave written tests on the blackboard on weekends, students did not have free 

time to study their textbooks during weekends. Teacher also worked double shifts. They were 

also not free. This implies that the teachers had hardly any time for preparation since their role 

was reduced in the classroom very much. In a classroom situation where teachers did not have 

time to deal with students' expressiveness skill, presentation skill, organization skill, reasoning 

skill and others, it is difficult to say that continuous assessment is employed properly. A teacher 

described his dissatisfaction on the issue as follows: 

"In order to conceal the weakness of the plasma TV, school officials have come up 
with the concept of continuous assessment so that students' failure is said to be 
reduced. Then the officials will say, 'the plasma TV is the most successful' . In 
reality the plasma TV is the least successful." 

Here it is implied that there is miscommunication between the implementers (teachers and 

students) and the other party. 

Once upon a time, fifteen students were given a "proj ect" a s a group work. The p roj ect was 

about preparing a pit with one metre depth and two metres width for collecting filthy matters in . 

ome c oncemed students, most 0 f which were from r ural areas, c arne and dug the earth and 

prepared the pit. Their civic and ethical education teacher came and visited the well and 

promised the students to score ten out of ten. As a new school, it was apprupriate to prepare a 

ditch to pile and bum the rubbish in. The students should have done it as a free service for their 
, 

school. Attributing everything done with marks has hardly any importance to develop students' 

learning. The teacher used this mechanism because he could not get his students regularly . 

During that day, I heard a group of students nagging with their teacher. The students were 

begging their teacher for more marks. The teacher felt annoyed and shouted at his students to go 

away from him. However, one of the students boldly told him that "Let alone we students, even 

our country is dependent on foreign aids". Marks were obtained through cheating, guesswork, or 

even begging from lenient teachers, if any. This could not develop learners' intellectual 
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competence. Following the incident, the teacher told me that many students did the same because 

they knew that they would not pass, otherwise . 

As we know what happened in a school at the end of the semester, I observed that teachers were 

busy correcting papers, counting, adding and dividing numbers. Teachers acted as if they were 

accountants in a business enterprise. Marks seemed to be the end results of the teaching- learning 

process. This is, however, not the case (Briemer and Paul, 1971). I also believe that the very 

introduction of continuous assessment in education is to develop students' critical thinking by 

addressing issues beyond rote memory and single correct answers. It was very difficult to 

implement continuous-assessment evaluativ.e techniques in crowded, large classes where 

teachers had no time to deal with the needs of individual students. To say that the school 

employed continuous as~Sment is more of fiction than fact at present. 

All in all, before the transmission began, teachers as well as students did not have specified roles 

that engaged them in the teaching-learning process (There was no warm-up or get-ready 

activity). There was no enough time either to revise the previous lesson or introduce the daily 

lessoll. Similarly, during the transmission students and classroom teachers passively listened to 

the televised lesson. They were rarely engaged in tasks. The only active agent was the televised 

teacher. After the transmission, the classroom teacher usually seemed to takt.Over the role of the 

televised teacher. However, due to shortage of time, the classroom teacher failed to conduct the 

summary effectively. 

Teachers hardly prepared to conduct lessons. They became dependent on the plasma TV. 

Whenever the transmission was interrupted, instead of proceeding the daily lesson on face-to

face basis, many classroom teachers played the role of technicians and became busy resetting the 

channel. In the mean time, the period elapsed and the teachers were forced to leave the class. 

The transmission should have been dcsi ~ ned in such a way that both classroom teachers and 

stl.ld~nts played prominent roles that were engaging during the three phases of the transmission 

th~t w~rc bar~ly addressed: pre-transmission, during (while) transmission and post-transmission . 
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5. CONCLIJSIONS 

[ have presented the conclusions of my research in this section. The first portion deals about the 

o\'erall patterns of classroom interactions in the televised and non-televised lessons in the 

research site. 1 have also developed four major themes: teaching as transmission; disaggregating 

leaming; de-professionalising teaching; and commercialising leaming. 

5.1 Patterns of Classroom Interactions 

I have observed that the televised teachers differed in their presentation skills and ways of 

praising and encouraging their students. They also differed in allowing time for students to 

answer a given question and ip. their manner of communication to the classroom teachers. 

I have already discussed how students and classroom teacher remain passive in most cases. 

However, there were instances where they play a considerable role though this varied from 

subject to subject. I have presented the nature of the classroom interaction below in diagrams. 

Figure 1: No communication between the televised and the classroom teacher 

STVT: Satellite TV teacher 
CRT: Classroom teacher 
S: Stlldcnt 

sssssssss 
SSSSSSSSS 
SSSSSSSSS 
SSSSSSSSS 

The three unidirec(ional thick lines represented hi gh fidelity messages flowing from the source in 

.1 . fast forward' fashion to the receivers/students as if they were vessels to be filled (Frierc, 1972; 

Al11are, 1998). 
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The thick lines also showed one-way c011U}lunication or transmission and hence the needs 

beliefs, feelings, values, dispositions and interests of the audience were neglected (Amare, 1998). 

The classroom atmosphere was not favorable to democratic practices. Instead, the chalk was 

replaced by the remote controller; the classroom teacher was replaced by the televised teacher 

and the blackboard was replaced by the TV screen most of the time during the transmission. 

The thin, broken line represented that the CRT communicated to the students but in a limited 

way. The classroom teacher did not have ample time to share his/her expertise with the students. 

Of course, the CRT had five minutes for introducing the lesson (as well as for revising the 

previous lesson) through saying, "Today you will learn about. . .. Listen atteutively." During the 

last five minutes, the CRT revised the lesson by saying "Do you have any question? Or, simply 

ordered students to copy down key points if the CRT had written something on the board. This 

was true during the first semester. During the beginning of second semester, only two minutes 

was given for opening the TV and ten minutes was given for concluding the daily lesson by the 

CTR while the STVT still took the lion' s share_ thirty minutes. The time arrangement seemed to 

be good but it could not bring a considerable difference. 

As there was no line between STVT and the CRT, this showed that there was no communication 

between the two teachers except when the STVT said, "Good morning everyone" at the 

beginning and "Goodbye teacher" at the end of the lesson (e.g. in physics, biology, mathematics, 

and chemistry lessons). Such negligence of the role of the CRT to enhance students' learning 

could develop feeling of insecurity and dissatisfaction on the part of the teachers. 

As indicated by the two broken lines, two or three students out of seventy-five usually gave 

suggestions to the classroom teacher. However, since it was a large class, it did not allow active 

learning. Even the very layout of the classroom was in such a way that the students sat lineally 

in rows facing the blackboardlsatel1ite TV looking at the back of the other students, This did not 

enhance human interaction, There was no student-student interaction (pearce, 1975 in Amare, 

1998). Such conditions together with the very nature of televised instruction make students 

passive (Mander, 1978). 
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Figure 2: STVT communicating to the CRT to some extent 

SSSSSSSSS 
SSSSSSSSS 
SSSSSSSSS 
SSSSSSSSS 

Every meaning given to figure 1 was also meant for figure 2. The exception here was that the 

STVT invited the CRT to supervise the class and provide help for those students who were 

struggling with a given task. Actually, the time was too short to do so. What teachers usually did 

was to expalin in code-switching manner. This was better than the former situation in that the 

STVTat least recognized the supportive role of the CRT. 

Figure 3: The satellite TV teacher all alone 

-------~ 
CJA ::, , , , 

• I I I , , , 
I I I S 

S S ~S~S~S S S S S S 
S SSSSSS SS S S 

SSSS SSSSS 
SSSSS SSSSS 

Figure 3 represented a scenario where the CRT left students alone with the STVT whenever 
" 

he/she conducted two different sections within a single period. The broken lines represented that 

the high fidelity message was "interrupted" by the chaos created in the class as the students were 

freed from the control of the CRT, Some students also moved away from their seats, It was 

hardly possible to attend the lesson in such a situation . 
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The question mark depicted that although the CRT has left to the next room, he/she was thinking 

of the students and would come back soon usually after seven or ten minutes. This situation was 

observed due to shortage of teachers in the school particularly for subjects like English, physics 

and biology. 

As indicated by the arrow, the STVT invited the CRT saying, "Please teacher, supervise your 

students" but the CRT VIas not present in one of the section. I understand this situation for the 

students to be "h~-m- m~ lTIim-" as the saying goes, i.e. adding insults to injuries. Let alone the , 
students, even I myself failed to attend the lesson in such situations. Even watching video film 

for entertainment demands silence for attention and this is maintained by the presence of the 

owner. 

By the time the CRT came back and knocked at the door, students appeared to settle down. It 

looked for me as if the students and the teacher played hide-and-seek as I saw some of the 

students crawling under the desk not to be seen by the CRT. 

Figure 4: Discussion initiated by the STVT 

SS ~S SS ~SSS 

S ~SSS ~ SSSS 

SSSS~S S~SS 

Fig, 4 indicated that STVT sometimes initiated discussion among the audience. The STVT 

invited students to he in pairs or threes. The CRT was invited not only to supervise the task but 

also to share hislher views, experiences, ideas; feelings or beliefs about a certain issue with th 
'. 

students. Relatively considerable time (5 to 7 minutes) was given to do so for one question in 

such situations unlike other televised-situations in which twenty seconds was allotted for solving 
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a question mostly. As you can see in the fig~re, the double arrows showed that some students 

used this opportunity to share their ideas with their peers but they usually communicated in their 

mother tongue and in code switching manner since they were not fluent in English. Many 

students, however, remained silent. Such apparently interactive classroom situation was better 

than the previous scenarios described in figures 1, 2, and 3 above. Nevertheless, this situation 

was usually observed during civic and ethical education period only. In other subject areas 

students were frequent ly busy trying to copy down the questions that were forwarded for 

discussion by STVT. The time was not enough to copy and understand the question let alone to 

discuss over the problem. 

Figure 5: Classroom teacher all alone 

SSS ...... ss .... SS .... S 

S ...... S S s.-+ S S .... S S 

., 

TV 
Locked! 

Figure 5 represented the situation when the CRT was leading the lesson for the whole period. 

This was possible in two conditions: whenever there was no light/transmission and whenever 

students were given tutorial lessons. In such situations both students and the CRT felt happy and 

confident. Lively classroom interaction was observed in such situations relatively. The teacher 

asked the students, checked students' class work and revised problem areas. Here the CRT was 

very active as opposed to the televised situation. As represented by the double-headed arrows, 

the students also shared their views with one another and with their teacher. They also took down 

notes with confidence, not with confusion, since the notes on the blackboard were stable until all 
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students complete the notes. This was not possible during the transient text on the TV screen 

(Kozma, 1996) . 

Of course, the approach used was teacher-centred. However, more time was given for students to 

discuss on an issue for about ten to fifteen minutes in pairs or threes in the form of using 

interactive lecture. This was what I did whenever I conduct tutorial sessions every weekend. 

Although the CRT was still dominating, students did not lose their attention by the noise, motion, 

picture, art, sound and pace of the machine. Students had also the right to stop the CRT any time 

and ask for clarification, revision or ask the teacher to slow down the pace of presentation, unlike 

the transmission. Such flexibility was impossible during the satellite TV instruction. There was 

no time to stop and think during the televised lessons. If you do not have time, you do not think 

critically; if y ou do not think, you do not learn (Thomas and Albee, 1998). Students also felt 

happy to learn fror.:! a te3.cher whom they know in person. Learning and working with someone 

who is not strange may increase emotional attachments and thereby learning can be enhanced. 

Hence, teacher-centred method of teaching, I argue, was more democratic than the satellite TV 

instruction. Televised 1 essons were suitable for domination 0 r 0 ppression (Friere, 1 972). That 

was why most students needed to learn from CRT instead ofSTVT. 

Actually, as it is implied in the new education policy (1994), we should have attempted to shift 

from teacher-centred methods of teaching to student-centred methodologies. However, 

nowadays, I fear that we are in a state of regression by moving far away from the student

centredness to machine centredness. If the situation is not managed, devastating effects will 

occur in our schools. The schools have been over flooded by TV due to its attractive and fleeting 

nature without addressing the needs and interests of the actual change-agents_ teachers and 

students. Such top-down approaches that did not consider the bottom-up issues were more likely 

to fail than to succeed (Fullan, 1999). 
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5.2 Teaching as Transmission 

The introduction of information and communication technologies has created electronic 

classrooms. The physical environment in which teaching and learning occurred was being 

replaced with an electr~mjc classroom (satellite TV instruction). However, "the process of 

teaching was very much the same" with the conventional teacher-led classrooms (Downes, , 
2004: 1). The Satellite TV instruction was predominantly used for information transmission 

purposes. It increased information accessibility in large quantity. In such a scenario, teaching 

was considered the transmission of information while learning was regarded as to receive it. 

Although plasma TV was good for transmission purposes, it was not good for teaching for 

understanding. The transmission gave little time on the part of iearners for processing the 

information in order to understand and interpret it in their own ways. In our case, the plasma TV 

was not conducive even for transmission of information since students failed to cope up with its 

pace of presentation. If the pace of the new technology does not consider the learning ability of 

the audience, there will hardly be any learning (Jaworski, 1994). 

Moreover, learning is not a matter of getting information sent from authoritative bodies. "It is 

two-way communication or dialogue" among involved parties (Friere, 1972; Amare 1998:42). 

The transmission was characterized by the active role played by televised teachers while students 

and classrooms teachers were kept in passive roles. Especially, students were kept in "roles of 

passive receptions, vessels to be filled in with the teaching packages" transmitted through the 

plasma TV (Friere, 1972, Arnare, 1998:42). The transmission did not address the students and 

teachers' needs and interests. As a result, both students and classroom teachers were disengaged 

{i'om the teaching-learning activities and both parties were resisting the transmission. 

Although commun:~ation studies conclusively assert that the audience has the power or will in 

determining communication effectiveness, this was hardly considered during the transmission. 

The satellite TV instruction was, therefore, "message-centred or source-centred" which has been 

identified as less effective than the audience-centred communications (Amare, 1998:42). During 

the transmission, information was flowing in one-way in "fast-forward" fashion . The pace of the 

televised lesson was accelerated beyond students' learning ability j ust to complete the bulky 
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school curricula. Content without intent seemed to be the focus of the transmission. Hence, 

students were taken as infonnation recipients. Their critical and creative thinking skills were 

hampered. These findings were coherent with studies in traditional classrooms. For example, 

Temechegn (2001:102) posits, "Thinking is usually not allowed, let alone being encouraged 

since it slows down the lesson and puts the [televised] teacher behind schedule in covering the 

curriculum". 

Amare (1998:45) also concludes, "most secondary school students are not children or clay that 

can be moulded into shapes the school wants to". That is to say, students have their own 

affective-filter to process any message they encounter in order to learn it or not. 

Teaching as transmission of infonnation on satellite TV was unconducive to create an accepting, 

encouraging and humane classroom atmosphere. It was rather contrary to two-way 

communication. The i nfonnation was s imply flowing unmanageably like the water a cross the 

River Abay basin. Although the River Abay is the largest of all rivers in our country, it is still the 

least utilized one for national purposes. The same happened to the satellite TV instruction. Large 

amount of infonnation was transmitted through the televised lessons but students hardly utilized 

it. They failed to handle and process the infonnation for better understanding. The River Abay 

gives "life" to the lucky people in the desert areas abroad by eroding our fertile soils. The 

satellite TV also appeared to benefit the owners of science and technology since they found our 

classrooms suitable for marketing. As a result, the students benefited little and remained inactive 

during the televised lessons. This is not consistent with the aims of the New Education and 

Training Policy (1994:6) that envisages "bringing up citizens endowed with humane out look 

[ ... ] democratic values having the necessary productive, creative a nd appreciative capacity in 

order to participate fruitfully in development". Since the classroom situation was more 

conducive to pern1issiveness and undemocratic practices as opposed to active and creative 

learning environment, the realization of the above education objective seemed to be very 

difficult. "~rt\ m"ty cf!119"119" m"tv::" 

As rivers can create waterfalls along their courses, satellite communications have also created 

"infonnation-falls" in the classrooms. Unless -these "falls" are managed properly, infertile minds 
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may crop up in our education system more than ever. Hence, students should be encouraged to 

"learn how to leam" in our period of "knowledge explosion" and teachers should learn how to 

teach in participatory ways in order to enable ~earners cope up with the changing and challenging 

world. (Am are, 2000:81; Temechegn, 2001). 

At its present status, the satellite TV was even more rigid, dominant and inconsiderate for 

students' learning than the traditional teacher-centred method. It is high time we started applying 

student-centred methods of teaching in classrooms. However, we are awfully moving far away 

even form the teacher-centred to machine-oriented classroom situations in a manner of 

regression. Learning can be most effective when the audience and the actual change-agent are 

given the autonomy and status to make any school decisions based on their own needs and 

contextual realities . Thw5 there is a need to shift from teaching as transmission to teaching for 

understanding. Perkins (1991) in Temechegn (2001:114) argues, "people learn fundamentally by 

doing more than receiving_ b y acting 0 n i nf-ormation and making up their 0 wn information" . 

Hence, classrooms should be organized in a way that students are actively engaged in 

understanding more often and simply listening much less of the time. 

5.3 Disaggregating Learning 

Another concept, which characterized the .satellite TV instruction, was the disaggregation of 

learning. This is related to the concept of teaching as transmission. Many educators criticized the 

trend toward the use ofICT in learning as it constituted the segregation of the traditional learning 

tasks. Downes (2004) posited th.1t the development of learning content was done in one place, by 

one person and the use of that content to support learning was done in another place, by another 

person. This disaggregation 0 f t he teaching process may reduce itt 0 a se ries 0 f parts which, 

when considered separately are less than the whole. Moreover, the overall emphasis of the 

transmission was the submission of learners to an external body of knowledge so as to make the 

learners memorize the "right" answer given as dry facts (Brooks and Brooks, 1997, Richardson, 

1997, and Moon, 1999). Open-ended questions were rarely utilized during the televised lessons. 

If at all there were such questions, the time was too short to deal with them. There was hardly 

any peer interaction. Cooperative and collaborative learning experiences were not reflected in the 
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research site. Bits and pieces of infonnation were simply presented from the source to the 

audience (students). 

As a result, important and long-range educational objectives like leaming for understanding, 

critical and creative thinking skilJs seemed to b,e difficult to be achieved. Knowledge duplication 

without knowledge creation, meaning making or interpretation of a particular context was 

accentuated during the transmission. Such findings were consonant with studies done in the 

traditional learning atmospheres (McLean, 1995, Brooks and Brooks, 1997, Richardson, 1997). 

The Education and Training Policy (1994:4) asserts, "Education, as a very important factor to 

human development is of a high priority in the overall development endeavor of the 

government." One of the learning theories that could help for human development is the 

constructivist view of learning, which enables "the learners [to] construct their own knowledge 

and the knowledge is conceived to be organized more as a network." (Moon, 1999:106). 

However, instead vf striving toward the human development aspects, schools seemed to 

emphasis on transmitting the knowledge that "comes cut, dried and packed in crates consisting of , 

discrete, ilTefutable pieces of infonnation , .. ," (McLean, 1995 in ESDP and AREB, 1999:7), 

Valuable learning aspects like constructing meaning, synthesizing, reflection and other thinking 

skills were barely addressed. In other words, the emphasis of the transmission was "on a 

quantitative change in the amount of knowledge" instead of "a qualitative change" in the learners 

(Moon, 1999: 107). 

The satellite TV instruction was conducted nearly in all secondary schools to transmit the same 

content at the same time, in the same way by the same televised teacher of a particular subject in 

a particular grade. Contextual scheol differences as well as differences among students in needs, 

illlere~ts, age, ge!1der ability 1r.d so on were hardly addressed. Negligence of individual 

tlifferences could aiso imply negligence of teaming styles. An artful classroom tcacher could 

r~:!C t to the 1I1dividual needs of students with regard to ability, attitudes, sex, cognitive skills, 

motivation and mood while the plasma TV was barely able to account for any of these. It was 1I 

<II.! conte, tualized approach to learning and teaching since the influt;nce of the classroom culture 

arId the broader social context were barely considered. Schools nt;ed to accentuate "uncov~rir.g 
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meaning" on the part of learners instead of focusing on "covering prescribed materials" 

(Temechegn, 2001 :75). Hence, instead of creating the straitjacket of teaching and learning 

process based on the scientific approach, there should also be a need toward the intuitive or tacit 

knowledge for the overall development of students. 

5.4 De-professionalising Teaching 

One of the most attractive aspects of professional work is the manner professionals are treated in 

the work place. Professionals are presumed tO,know what they are doing and are paid to exercise 

their judgment (Pratte and Rury, 1988). Successful school operates on the principle that the 

essential resource i s already inside the school. Especially, determined, intelligent and capable 

teachers are the foremost components for school effectiveness. 

In school-based management, the school strategies encourage participation and development and 

the role of the teacher is partner, decision maker, developer and implementer, as well. They work 

together with shared commitment and participate in decision making to promote effective 

teaching and develop their schools with enthusiasm (Cheng, 1996). Under external control 

managelilent, the role of teachers is employees, followers and order receivers and implementers. 

They are passive and cannot participate in ~ecision-making. They only listen to orders and 

perfonn duties assigned by the school and central authority (Cheng, 1996). Such external school 

management system was reflected in the research site. The problem was intensified following the 

introduction of stateliest TV instruction. 

The selection, preparation and presentation of lessons were done by the televised teachers while 

classroom teachers pennissively watched what was being transmitted as if they were students. 

Exercising one's "expertise is taken to be the key to autonomy and a sense of professionalism' 

(Pratte and Rury, 1988:72). However, teachers whose subject areas were televised exercise little 

control over day-to-day work lives. Whatever teachers did was under the technical control of the 

television. The teachers did not determine the schedule, location or general content of their work. 

Fonnerly, they were the sole executors of someone else's curricular materials. At present, the 
, 

classroom teachers lost their conventional roles since both the planning and execution were done 

by the technology. All these reinforce the process of deskilling in teaching. 
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In light of standardized, predetermined curricula, teachers were prevented from questioning the , 
underlying values, knowledge and attitudes. Teachers did not have the autonomy to do their job 

based on their own will and understanding. Pratte and Rury(1988:77) posit, "To achieve a high 

degree of autonomy, a professional group must maintain that the power to control its own affairs 

is essential to performing its job". Otherwise, job dissatisfaction will crop up among teachers. 

We know that teaching-learning activities are characterized by unpredictability or uncertainty i.e. 

students can respond to a given learning task in highly complex and unforeseen ways. Artful 

teachers pay attention to the nature of their students by noticing and responding to highly 

individualistic responses, modifying aims and methods in the course of their teaching. Teachers 

respond to the unforeseen teaching-learning p~ocess itself. Their teaching is not comparable to 

auto mechanics following fixed plans. To cope with such situations teachers must be adaptive 

and creative. However, the presence of high technicality following the plasma TV erodes the 

occupation's professional status. Teachers were being deskilled since their major role was to put 

the plasma TV on and off. So long as teachers did not have considerable roles in planning 

lessons, selecting media and presenting lessons, their professional skills might be washed away. 

Particularly, since the medium of instruction is a foreign language in high school, teachers may 

soon lose communication skills as far as they fail to use the target language frequently. 

Education does not end up with certification or graduation. Teachers need to adapt the role of 

facilitating learning instead of being knowledge dispensers. However, what was observed was 

that teachers were neither knowledge givers', implementers, nor facilitators . The televised-
, 

teachers played the role of designers, implementers, controllers, and knowledge broadcasters. 

This finding was found to be consonant with Pratte and Rury, (1988) and Cheng, (1996). Instead 

of deskilling classroom teachers, there should be a need towards their empowerment and 

professional development in order to facilitate the teaching-learning process more effectively. 

, 
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5.5 The Commercialisation of Learning 

Numerous educators have criticized the gradual trend away form teacher-led system of learning 

following the use of new communication technologies to be a move toward a system of learning 

in which vested interests may flourish (Schramm, 1977; Downes, 2004). The paramount 

instantiation of this may be described as the commericalisation of learning through including the 

corporate or commercial interests to the objectives of public education system. Downes (2004) 

contends that there seems little doubt that the public education system is already pressed around 

the edges by commercial interests. As a result, there seemed to be a danger that learning, like 

most consumer goods, would be offered at varying levels of quality, with the best education 

being provided tot hose who c an afford it. The dictates 0 fb usiness pay little attention tot he 

public good. While society may prefer that every student be provided quality education, this may 

not be the best interest of corporate providers. This may be a major threat tor the future in our 

country especially when on-line learning is launched. The General Manager of EMA reported, 
, 

"The future task will focus on the sustainability and integration of leT. This would be made 

phase by phase, f irst by expanding the instructional TV from priority subjects to all subjects, 

then to computer based teaching and internet online including Multi-modal teaching to primary 

level of education" (Demissew in Ethiopia Today, 2004:6) . 

The major rationale for the introduction and expansion of IT is economic efficiency. IT is now 

welcomed with little or no debate into classrooms in order to reshape education by industrial 

lobby. It tends to be accepted without noticing its cultural specificity and its failure to suit unpaid 

work or work in settings outside the production domain e.g. education (B~ynon a nd Mackay, 

1988) . 

Modem communication technologies has emanated from engmeers or technicians. Thus 

educationalists are in danger of being marginalized. Students, teachers and even curriculum 

developers do not participate in the design and production of hard and software programmes. 

If IT continues to fill our classrooms (with TV, computers etc.), technological objectives will 

over ride educational objectives. This can create technological immanence which refers to the 
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straitjacket of s.ocial economlC, and policy related arrangements for consumption of the 

technology since we are far from producing the new technology (Beynon and Mackay 1988) . 

The product emphasis of computers is inappropriate in the education context, which accentuates 

process as much as product. Schools do not produce a product in the same way as an industry or 

business center. IT in education is an intrusio~ insensitive to its aims, values and practices. 

Hardware and software pays little attention t'?, cooent classroom practices and can be disruptive 

of existing structures and practices . 

IT can affect most walks of life (business, health, agriCUlture, education etc.). However, such 

modem technologies are primarily ·produced for controlling workers in order to increase 

production in industry. IT can oe used as a supportive 'device in schools particularly to increase 

information accessibility and develop computer skills. However, education is more of a process 

that demands internal willingness and commitment mostly on the part of both learners and 

teachers. E xternar control, which is rigid and insensitive to a particular school context, could 

result de-motivation among the actual change-agents. It can also create desperation among 

critical people to see the artificial intelligence being considered superior to the human 

intelligence. Education demands freedom: and democratic atmosphere to utilize its 

con~tituencies' internal energy fully which otherwise may remain latent. 

To sum up, as new technologies are implemented, it is important to be acutely aware of the 

social impact of learning as well as the impact of the vested interests in order to ensure the issue 

of quality in terms of content and its accessibility and methodology. Although the influence of IT 

on education is inevitable, it is necessary to ensure that the needs and interests of learners, 

curricula and the society at large are met through careful context analysis instead of running to 

homogenize what is actually heterogeneous. 

It is important to note that satellite TV instru.~tion has myriads of problems as indicated in this 

research. Hence, it is up to the Ethiopian community in general and our elites and policy makers 

in pa...rticular to consid~r the issues to alleviate the deficiency areas, if they find any. 
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APPENDIX 1: RESEARCHER'S ETHICAL PRINCIPLES (TO BE 

DISCUSSED ORALLY WITH RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS) 

Thank you for accepting to participate in this research, Teaching with .md Learning from 

Satellite Television. My purpose- is to undertake research as a requirement for MA qualification 

at the Addis Ababa University, with your cooperation for a better understanding of how the 

teaching-learning process goes on with satellite TV instruction. At present the idea of learning 

from satellite Television is highly contested. Through this research, I want to understand how the 

teaching-learning process is going on: teaching, 1earning, classroom interaction, teachers and 

students' roles. I will also try to understand problem areas to the development of secondary 

education in a particular school. Data will be collected through interviews with you, in addition 

to observation and related documents. 

The information you share with me will be secured with the utmost confidentially and your 

personal ider..tity kept anonymous. Fictitious names will be used in case names are needed in the 

report. There are no known risks and discomfort associated with this study. The expected , 

benefits associated with this study are the discussion results that may be helpful to improve our 

educational system. I would be happy to share the findings with you after the research is 

completed or even while in process. I assure you once again, your name will not be associated 

with the research findings in any away, and your identity as a participant will be known to me 

only. 

Principles and Procedures for the Research 

The following framewoi:k consists of my ethical principles and procedures. I am willing to 

discuss these principles with you in pursuit of an agreed upon and amended framework. Do not 
'. 

hesitate to ask any questions about the study either before participating or during the time you 

are participating. 

1. Participation in the research is voluntary. You have the right to withdraw from the research at 

any time; 
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2. Infonnation given to me (by your will) will be treated as belonging to you; and it can be used 

only with your pennission; 

3. Observations and interpretations made by me will be treated as belonging to me. Whenever 

implicated in such observations and interpretations, you will be invited to comment upon their 

fairness, accuracy and relevance; 

4. I will seek your pennission to create or use audio records. You have the rights to refuse, 

change your mind after being recorded, or withdraw your recordings. You can edit or change 

them, as you are invited to listen to the taped infonnation. Copies of trallscripts will also be 

shown to you for checking for correct transcription; 

5. I will securely store data; 

6. In case views may be revealing, the presentation ofthese views will be negotiated with you; 

7. Full anonymity of your identity and confidentiality of the infonnation you share with me will 

be maintained; 

8. Except for the purposes of professional collaboration in the project, no data arising from 

interviews will be disclosed in any fonn to third parties without your explicit and prior 

consent. Where data is shared for the purposes of professional collaboration these protocols 

and procedures apply to all those involved in that collaboration; 

9. I am willing to discuss these principles and procedures with you in pursuit of an agreed 

framework for the research and to amend them as necessary, and 

10. You have the right to get any benefits durip.g your participation. 

THANK YOU 

ALI Y ASSlN ALI, RESEARCHER 
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APPENDIX 3: A SAMPLE OF TELEVISED CHEMISTRY LESSON (TAPED 

AND TRANSCRIBED) AND A PORTION OF THE LESSON FROM STUDENTS' 

TEXTBOOK (PHOTOCOPIED) IN GRADE NINE 

Date: January 16th 1997 Eth.C. 

[With out giving ar.y introduction, the classroom teacher opened the TV.] 

Educationall\1edia Agency Presents Satellite Television Programme. 

Hello teacher and students! Welcome to the fifth lesson in this unit. Keep your notebook, 

pen and pencil informant of you. We will cover the portion form pages 102 to 103 of 

your textbook. 

In this lesson, we will revise what you have learnt about atomic numbers and mass 

numbers in the previous lesson [students actually did not learn the previous day due to 

technical problems]. Then we will discuss the isotopes of elements and finally relate this 

to atomic mass and relative atomic mass, so let us begin with some revision. 

Do you remember our discussion regarding atomic number and mass number? What is 

the definition of atomic number? The atomic number of an element is the number of 

protons in the nucleus of each atom and it is represented by the symbol Z. What is the 

definition of mass? The mass number of an element is the number of protons and 

neutrons in the nucleus. It is represented by the symbol A. It determines the mass of the 

nucleus. They are both on page 102 of your textbook if you like to review them. Now let 

us try an example. An atom has 17 protons and 18 neutrons. Using the periodic table on 

page 120 of your textbook, identify the element and then write the symbol of the element 

including A and Z values. Obviously, because the atom has 17 protons, it must be the 

chlorine atom. So we write, it as follows : 35 Cl 17 

The mass number of the atom is the total number of protons plus neutrons which is 

17+ 18= 35. Then we write the atomic number 17 at the bottom. The symbol for chlorine 

is CI. Also note that the approximate atomic mass for chlorine would be similar to the 

mass number, which is 35. 
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Now, do you recall that we previously said that all the atoms of a given element has 

nuclei that contain the same number of protons. For example, all CI atoms have 17 

protons in their nuclei. The nuclei of all the atoms of a given element do not necessarily 

contain the same number of neutrons, however. For example, all oxygen atoms have on 

atomic number (Z) equal to 8 and therefore have 8 protons in the nucleus and 8 electrons 

surrounding the n uc1eus. This features the property 0 f 0 xygen a tom from a toms 0 fall 

other elements. But, three different kinds of oxygen atoms are found on the screen [016, 

017 and 018]. Nu""', you need to write this down in your notebook and then say how 

many protons and neutrons in the nuclei of the atoms represented by these symbols. 
\ 

(Time allowed 1 min.). Right! Let us check your answers. The atom of this type (016), 

we find 8 protons and 8 neutrons in the nucleus. The atom of this type (017) contains 8 

protons with 9 neutrons in its nucleus and finally the third type (018) of atoms has also 8 

protons together with 10 neutrons. So all oxygen atoms have the same atomic number 

(Z), which equals 8, and their nuclei have the same nuclear charge of positive 8. They all 

have different masses, however, depending 0 n the number 0 f nucleons in their nuclei. 

Now what do we call atoms of an element that have different masses? Yes, they are 

called isotopes. We have discussed this concept briefly before. Let us take a look at some 

more examples. Many of the atoms have two or more naturally occurring iSC'topes. Even 

the simplest element, hydrogen, has two stable isotopes. Take a look at the two isotopes 

on the screen now. Write them down and then' determine how many protons, neutrons and 

electrons each has. (Time allowed 1 mm.). [The classroom teacher explained the given 

task in Amharic]. The nucleus of the right isotope written here (1H) has only one proton. 

There is no neutron in the nucleus. Obviously, there is one electron in this hydrogen 

atom. The nucleus of the other hydrogen isotopes contains a proton and a neutron. 

Because there is one proton; there is also one electron to make the atom electrically 

neutral. 

Isotopes are usually distinguished by the mass number in the symbol of the isotopes and 

they are not usuaiiy given specific names. However, the hydrogen isotopes are an 

exception. The hydrogen-l isotope is simply .named protium, The hydrogen-2 isotope is 

given a special name deuterium or heavy hydrogen. I would also just mention at this 
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point that there is also a third unstable radioactive isotope of hydrogen called tritium. But 

in the case of the other elements, the isotopes have no special names since the atomic 

number is implied by the symbol of the element. It is often omitted. So, for example, the 

three isotopes of oxygen could just be written with just the same number and referred to 

as 016, 017 and 018, respectively. We automatically know and assume that the atomic 

number for each of the isotopes is the same. Some elements have just one isotope that 

occurs naturally; for example, the element chlorine and phosphorus. But many of the 

elements have two or more isotopes. E.g. Helium-3 and Helium-4, where one isotope has 

one neutron and other has two neutrons. In addition to naturally occurring isotopes, 

others con be made artificially. For example, P30 and Na 24 by bombarding atoms with 

nuclear particles. This is done in nuclear laboratories under careful monitoring. The 

nuclei may be bombarded with protons or ne.ptrons on the nucleus of a given atom. We 

will not go into much detail of these reactions except to say that in these nuclear 

reactions, atoms form into different nuclei . So atoms are transformed into different atoms 

nuclear reactions form different chemical reactions. The important thing to know is that 

the isotopes of an element is found not only in the elements itself but also in all the 

compounds of the element. Naturally occurring water, for instance, would consist of a 

number of combinations of the isotopes of hydrogen and oxygen. Mostly, it would be the 

combination of two hydrogen-l isotope atoms with one oxygen atom because there are 

high percentages of this form naturally. However, there would also be some water 

molecules made up of the other isotopes of hydrogen and oxygen. Water illat consists 

entirely of molecules compostd of the hydrogen-2 isotopes with oxygen is called 

deuterium oxide or commonly known as heavy water. It is manufactured synthetically 

and used in some nuclear reactions to slow down electrons. Note that the atomic mass of 

an element can be found by using the average of the masses of its naturally occurring 

isotopes. How do you describe the mass of an atom? It is so tiny to be conveniently 

expressed in kilograms or grams. Because the mass of proton is equal to 1.672 X 10-24 

grams, which is equal to 1.672xl0-27 Kgs. In fact, a unit of 10-27 would be a convenient 

size. However, this unit is not u sed . Instead, today we use t he a tomie mass u nit. It is 

given the symbol a.m.u or you may just find the symbol u. The unit of the atomic mass 

has been defined by international agreement as one fourth of the mass of one carbon 
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atom. In other words, the mass of one C4 atom would be found exactly in four atomic 

mass units. The reason that carbon is chosen for the basis for comparison is because of its 

abundance in living and non-living things. We have to try to stop the issue of relative 

atomic mass for a moment to understand the uriit we use for it. Let us get back to it now . 
.. 

The numerical value of the atomic mass is equivalent to atomic mass. The only difference 

is that relative atomic mass has no units. If a sample of a particular element was taken in 

nature, we would find that there is a mixture of the elements isotopes, in the sample in 

certain ratio. For example, in a naturally occurring sample of 100 chlorine atoms, 

approximately 76 of the atoms would be of the isotope CI 35 whereas approximately 24 

of the atoms would be of the isotopes CI 37. This is known as the abundance of each 

isotope. Note that the isotopic abundance can be defined as the amount of isotopes 

multiplied byl00 and divided by the total number of all types of isotopes of the element. 

So, if we know the relative abundance, that is the percentage and mass of each of the 

isotopes of an element, we can then calculate the average mass of an atom of the element. 

The mass of an abundance of isotopes can be measured in the laboratory with the mass 

spectrometer. We will not discuss how this instrument works right now. All you need to 

know is that accurate measurements of atomic masses can be made using a mass 

spectrometer. The measurements are then u sed in calculations. We have discussed the 

hydrogen isotopes several times in this lesson. So let us also use this familiar example in 

calculations. The question says that in a naturally occurring sample of hydrogen 99.985% 

of the atoms are hydrogen-l atoms and 0.015% are a hydrogen-2 atom. The mass of the 

hydrogen atoms is 1.00783 amu and the mass of the hydrogen-2 atom is 2.01410 units. 

Find the atomic mass ofan atom of hydrogen? 

So the mass contributed of the hydrogen atom is the percentage abundance of hydrogen 1 

divided by 100 and mUltiplied by the mass of hydrogen-I. Whereas the mass contributed 

by the hydrogen-2 is the percentage abundance of hydrogen 2 divided by 100 and 

multiplied by the mass of hydrogen-2. This is a very small number. Now we need to add 

the contribution made by each isotope. Thus the average mass of hydrogen is 1.00798 

amu. This is the average atomic mass of hydrogen. The relative atomic mass is the same 

number but without a unit. Now, this is said to be a tiny fractional amount that differs 
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from the mass of the H atom but in other elements the contribution of mass may be the 

second or third isotope makes a significant difference . 

Let us try this question. Chlorine has two isotopes. Cl 35 has the mass of 35 units and C 1 

37 has a mass of 37 units. Their respective abundances are 75.76% and 24.24%. Find the 

atomic mass of chlorine. Why don't you try this question? You need not write it down as 

it is also given in your textbock on page 103. But do not refer to them now for the 

answer. Try the answer on your own. (Time "allowed 1 minute). [The classroom teacher 

explained the task in code switching manner]. 

Ok! Time is up. I am sure that you have finished. First you have to find the mass 

contribution of each atom. Do this by taking the percentage and dividing it by 100 and 

then mUltiplying by the mass of the isotopes. Do the same for the mass contribution of 

the CI 37 atom. This equals 8.967 u. Then, finally, we add the two mass contributions 

together. The relative atomic mass is 35.5. Well done if you got the correct answer. If you 

need to check your method, you should use your textbook later. 

Let us try one more question in this lesson. The question uses the example of the metal 

gallium. It is the silvery white metal at room temperature and cOmp1ercially prepared 

compounds of gallium are used as semi-conductors. Naturally occurring gallium consists 

of two isotopes_ Gallium 69 and Gallium 71. The mass for each isotope is given. The 

percentage abundance of each isotope is 60.3% for Ga-69 and 31.7% for Ga-71. Try this 

example on your own. (Time allowed: 1 minute) [The classroom teacher explained the 

given task in student's mother tongue and in English in mixed ways]. If you got the final 

answer of 69" 72, then well done! Let us check our answer. First we will find the 

contribution of G a 69 isotope. Then we do the same for G a 71 isotope and finally we 

add the two mass contributions to get the atomic mass of Gallium, which is c9.72. Good! 

Now you should revise the wor!~ we have done in answering questions 3 and 4 on page 

1 03 for homework. 
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Just a quick revision of what we covered in this lesson. Firstly, we revise atomic number 

and mass number. We discover more of the isotopes of elements in detail and then related 
'" 

isotopes to average atomic mass and the relative atomic mass. Well that is all for me for 

now. Goodbye students! Goodbye teacher! 

[The classroom teacher continued his summery. What are isotopes? Among the few 

students who raised their hands, a student responded' atoms with different mass number' . 

The classroom teacher said, "Yea! Atoms of the same elements having different mass are 

said to be what? Isotopes. When we see the three isotopes of oxygen, they have the same 

atomic number, but they have different atomic masses. If compounds cont~in the same 

atomic number, do they exhilJit the same .characteristics? [No response from the 

students] . The teacher continued, ~tH'Lj!-'} n~fl'f}'T -t-ooUfUf~ rh.01J.Irt A (}UCJ'T 

ht\TCD- CD~? The student who responded first was given a second chance and said 

"ht\TCD-: : ~n'}J'1:~ h,)~ h~'lT electrons flt\t\TCD- The teacher said "Yea! Mostly 

we know that the atomic number of an element is equal to the number of electrons. 

Among the three subatomic particles, electrons determine the chemical properties of 

substances. Isn ' t it? rh,}~ 'l1C h.01J.t"JA (}U6 r01J.CDfl'l-T ~')~'} CJTCD-? 

h,lbnTC''}fl CJTCD-::ll(ltlU ~1l1:~ r~nl'Lj!-'} h~flf.TT h,}~ h~'lT (}U6 J'UfJ'/'l~ 

UfJ/'l r)- 'lm-:: /'lAm- '1t. r-t-UfJt"'V-T hf.01J.n UfJfl 'lm-:: Atomic mass is calculated 

by mUltiplying the isotopic masses of each isotope by its percentage abundance and by 

adding all these values, lsn ' t it? /'lAm- '1t. r-t-UfJt::;·V-rr 6lbtO hf.01J.n UfJfl 'lm-:: 

Isn't it? Ibt\ ~ J'<f: ht\ TV-? 

Students showed no responses) . The teacher left the room.] 
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established by James Chadwick in 1932. The neutron is electrically neutral, has about the same 
mass as the proton, and is in the nucleus. Since all the heavy subatomic particles - protons Ilild 

neutrons - are in the nucleus, most of the mass of the atom is concentrated in its nucleus. BecaUse 

protons and neutrons make up the nuclei of atoms, they are collectively referred to as nudeolU. 

Table 4.1 summarizes the properties of the !!tree subatomic particles. 

Table 4.1 Properties of subatomic particles 

Name Location Electric charge Mass (g) Approximate 
relative mass (amu) proton nucleus positive (I +) 1.672x I 0.24 

I 
neutron nucleus neutral (0) 1.675x 10' 24 

electron outside the nucleus negative (I,) 9. llx 10.28 
0 

The atomic number of an element, represented by the symbol Z; is the number of protons In 

Ihe nucleus of its atom. Since an atpm is electrically neutral, it consists of equal number of protons 

and electrons. Therefore, atomic number is also the number of electrons in a neutral atom. 

, , Atomic number = Number of protons 

For example. the atomic number of oxygen (0) is 8 and thus it has 8 protons in its nucleus. 

The number of its electrons is 8, because an uncharged atom has the same number of protons and 
electrons. 

The mass of one proton or one neutron is about 1837 times the mass of one electron, so 

almost the entire mass of an atom is in its nucleus. The mass number of an atom, represented by the 

symbol A, is the sum of the number of protons and neutrons in its rrucleus . 

• frlqs~n~~r "':, ,/f.IIfrIIlF.r of protons :+- Number of neutrons. 

The difference >~een hiass num~ ah'd atomic number is the number of neutrons. 

It is sOmetimes useful to include the atomic number and the mass nllDiber in the symbol of 
r "'r(~ _ 

an element as in form ~ X , where X is the ~bol of the element, and Z and A are atomic number.-• .... '1:;;.... (r • . 'it. ... 

and mass number re-;pectively. For ~ample, the symbol' I: F stands for fluorine atom whose atomic 

number is 9 and mass numberis 19. 
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I t 'th the same number of protons but d.ifferent number of Atoms of the same e emen WI • • 

I) . I ' be defined as atoms of the same element wah the rons are called isotopes. isotopes can a so 
/JIIIut b For example the element hydrogen has three e atomic number but different mass num er. , . .. 
sam I (P fum) hydrogen-2 (deuterium) and hydrogen-3 (tntlUm). These isotopes, namely, hydrogen, ro I , 

ere resented by the symbols :H, ~H or ~H,respectively . 
'isotopes ar PI' 'tomic mass) of an element is the average I?f the Th t 'c masr (also known as re atlve a 

e a oml . . ' . atomic mass unit). (Note that this unit is 
masses of its naturally occuring isoto:es. Its unit IS amu ( uld be impractical. To get around this 

because in weighing atoms, umts such as grams wo ' . 
used . ed tho iaI unit). Atomic mass IS calculated by f ' scientists have estabhsh IS spec 
problem 0 Size, . ' actional or ercent abundance and adding 
multiplying the isotopic masses of each Isotope by ItS fr P 

II these values together. . 
Q • )S CI and 17 CI with their isotopIC 1 th lement chlorine has two IsotOpes 17 17 

For exarnp e, e e b dan f J7 CI is 25% and the natural 
masses 35 ' and 37, respectively. The natural percent a un ce 0 17. is determined as: 

f 3S CI' 75o/c The atomic mass of the element cWonne . percent abundance 0 17 IS o. ) 

( 35x]2.) + (37X ~ = 35.5 '\r 
100 100 

Questions ., I? 
d th t the mass of an atom is concentrated,lD Its nuc eus. 1. Why 0 we say a 

. 19K? 
2 How many protons, neutrons and electrons are there 1D 19 • • 

. , t d twelve neutrons. Write its symbol, includ.mg A and 3. An atom contains eleven pro ons an 
. ? 

Z. What is its approximate atolDlc mass. . 

. 79 Br and II Br They exist in nature In a I : 1 4. The element bromine has two IsotOpeS, )S )S ' 

.- . ? 
ratio. What is the atomic mass of the element bromIDe. 

4.8 THE ATOMIC MODELS. 

A. Intr:oductioD . th' so small 
od I wbro they are trying to describe and explalO some IDg 

Scientists often use m e s . ) that can't be 
lecule) or' so large (as the solar system or the UQl.Yerge 

(such as an at?m or a ~'l,..... . t' ts both physicists and chemists, have 
I tely Many famous SClen IS , . 

observed directly or COlIlP e . . . reveal mo~ 
ding of the atom. SJilI many scientists are working bard to . contributed to our understan 

about the my~es of the atom . 
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APPENDIX 4: BIOLOGY AND ENGLISH CLASSROOM TESTS AS COPIED 
FROM THE BLACK BOARD 

Grade Nine Biology Test 
I. Say true or false accordingly. 
-----1 . The smallest unit of life is a tissue. 
-----2.Cell-wall is found in both plants and animals. 
-----3 .Ribosomes produce carbohydrates. 
-----4.All green plants prepare their own food. 
-----5 . The powerhouse of the cell is called mitochondria. 
-----6. Animals that feed on flesh only are called omnivorous. 
II. Choose the best answer 
-----7. Which of the following animals is different? 

a.) cow b) ox c). fox d). sheep 
-----8. ATP stands for 

a). Anti triposphere c). Adenosine two phosphate 
b). Adenosine tri-phosphate ci). Anti three phosphate 

------9.All animals have chambers of heart. 
a). one b). two c). three d). four e). none 

------10. Mostly green plants prepare their food in their __ . 
A. roots b) xylem c) leaves d) phloem 

English Test for Grade Nine 
Choose the best answer 

------1 . Abebe is sitting Kebede and Marno. 
A) of b) at c) in front d) between 

------2.He __ yesterday. 
a) die b) dies c) died d) dying 

------3. Almaz and Martha football. 
a) are rlayecl. b). are play c) are playing d) playing 

------4.They bought a big house. The underlined word is 
a) noun b) verb c) adjective . d) pronoun 

------5 .He killed the lion. This sentence is in VOIce. 
a) active b) passive c) active and passive d)none 

-------6.The house last week. 
a) is building b) builds c) building d) was built 

-------7.Do you mind _ the door? 
a) open b) to open c )opening d) opened 

-------8.She lives Addis Ababa. 
A) on b) in c) under d) over 

--------9. Please! Stop __ 
a. talk b) talking c) talked d) to talk 

--------1 0 Have you finished your homework? 
a) do b) to do c) doing d) does 
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Appendix 5: English Test Results Based on 
Televi ed & non-televised Lesson 

Test 2 No Test 2 Test 1 10Y. tOY, 
(til Iltelevised (. , televised 

lesson) lesson) 

Test 1 J/OII-
(televised ( televised 
lesson) lesson) 

1 8 6 41 10 6 
, 

2 9 5 42 9 6 

3 7 6 43 9 5 

4 5 5 44 8 7 

5 10 6 45 9 5 

6 8 5 46 8 6 

7 9 5 47 9 6 

8 6 - 48 5 3 

9 4 2 49 9 6 

10 10 7 50 6 3 

11 8 5 51 6 4 

12 9 5 52 7 5 

13 9 4 53 7 5 

14 9 5 54 10 6 

15 8 6 55 10 5 

16 7 5 56 8 4 

17 7 4 57 9 5 

18 8 6 58 9 6 

19 10 5 59 8 6 

20 10 6 60 8 7 
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21 9 5 61 7 -

22 9 4 62 9 4 

23 8 - 63 10 5 

24 8 6 64 8 5 

25 6 3 65 10 7 

26 6 4 66 10 7 

, 
27 5 3 67 9 7 

28 7 5 68 5 2 

30 8 4 69 7 5 

31 8 5 70 7 6 

32 9 5 71 7 4 

33 9 8 72 5 5 

34 10 7 73 8 6 

35 6 8 74 10 5 

36 6 3 75 7 6 

37 7 6 

38 8 8 

39 8 4 

40 8 5 
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Appendix 6: Typical Questions Raised During the Interview with a 
Research Participant (Student) 

• HO\v do you g t I allling £l'om the satellite TV? 

• Why learning from the plasma TV? 

• How do you ompare and contrast the plasma TV with the conventional (face-to-face) 
in truction? 

• Hm: do you behave during the transmission? 

• Ho\\ do you describe the role of your classroom teachers during the transmission? 

• Ho\: do you g t the relationship between the contents of the plasma TV with the textbooks? 

• Why do some students and teachers prefer the plasma TV and why do many others hate it? 

• ome people say that the plasma TV improves educational quality. How do you see this? 

• Which medium is more interesting to you? Why? 

• How do you feel whenever there was no transmission? Why? 

• How do you get along with your school work? 

• How do teachers and students perceive the plasma TV? 

• How do teachers evaluate your school performance? And how is your school result? 

• What are the strong and weak sides (if any~ of the plasma TV? Why? 

• How do you see your past present and future ed ucation? 
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